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REPORT OF THE COMMISSIONER
OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
To the General Court:
The eighteenth annual report of the commissioner of labor and industries is
herewith submitted. It contains a summary of the work of the department for
the year ending November 30, 1937, a statement of the expenditures for this
period, and the reports of the ten divisions into which the department has been
organized, which give in detail the character and results of the work accom-
plished.
Administration.—There has been no change in the personnel of the commis-
sioners during the past year. The divisions of the department are as follows:
Industrial Safety, Minimum Wage, Board of Conciliation and Arbitration, Sta-
tistics, Necessaries of Life, Standards, Occupational Hygiene, Massachusetts
Development and Industrial Commission, Massachusetts Unemployment Com-
pensation Commission and the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission. The
two last mentioned while in the department are not under its jurisdiction.
Industrial Safety.—The important work of safeguarding employees from
industrial hazards is carried on through the division of industrial safety. Re-
ports of all accidents are obtained through the Industrial Accident Board. There
were 1,790 orders issued by the department for the safeguarding of machinery,
and these met with prompt compliance by employers.
Complaints.—Valuable assistance is rendered the department through infor-
mation received from workers and others interested in the enforcement of the
labor laws, and every complaint so received is investigated and action taken
when violations of the labor laws or rules and regulations are discovered. There
were 1,775 such complaints. In addition, 2,857 claims were filed for non-pay-
ment of wages and the sum of $45,609.90 was paid by employers as the result
of action taken by the department on these claims.
Monthly Surveys.—The "monthly surveys" of employment and earnings of
wage-earners in Massachusetts were first undertaken in September, 1922, when
reports were received from only 202 manufacturing establishments in which
120,804 wage-earners were employed. These surveys have been greatly ex-
panded so as to include all important fields of employment in Massachusetts.
To illustrate the advance which has been made in this type of work it might
be mentioned that in December, 1937, reports were received from 8,329 estab-
lishments in which 460,933 wage-earners were employed. The work of getting
out these surveys is carried on by the division of statistics.
Labor Troubles.—Perhaps at no time in the history of the department has
the work of the Board of Conciliation and Arbitration been more difficult than
during the past year. Its work has been especially outstanding, the Board
having been successful in settling every labor dispute which came before it
except one. In addition there have been many calls for advice, both as to
anticipated labor troubles and in the drawing up of mutual agreements.
Minimum Wage.—Under the provisions of chapter 401, acts of 1937, the
jurisdiction of the minimum wage law was returned to this department and the
responsibility for its enforcement placed on the commissioner. Since the enact-
ment of the act ten directory orders have been made mandatory and directory
orders have been established for three additional industries.
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Legislation.—It has come to the attention of this department that some con-
tracting parties receiving awards from the commonwealth, or counties, cities
or towns, have failed to insure their employees under the provisions of chapter
152 of the General Laws. As a result there is no protection if an employee is
injured or killed. Inasmuch as chapter 152 is an expression of the will of the
General Court, although not requiring insurance by employers generally, it
would seem advisable in all public works contracts that this be made a condi-
tion before the contract is awarded. We suggest the addition of a section re-
quiring this protection.
With the great increase in the number of controversies handled by the Board
of Conciliation and Arbitration during the past year there has come the reali-
zation of the advisability of strengthening the laws governing conciliation and
arbitration. It is believed that in making arbitration agreements more binding
and in broadening the scope of the Board to include all controversies, a forward
step will be taken in the encouraging of employers and employees to submit
any controversies they might have to the Board with the knowledge that the
decision of the Board or agreement between the parties will be effective for a
definite period of time. We suggest these changes.
Appropriations.—The total amount of the several appropriations for the use
of the department excluding the Unemployment Compensation Commission
and the Labor Relations Commission, was $448,096.86; the expenditures
amounted to $432,849.35, leaving an unexpended balance of $15,247.51.
The appropriation for the Massachusetts Unemployment Compensation Com-
mission amounted to $1,519,609.46; the expenditures amounted to $688,568.96,
leaving an unexpended balance of $831,040.50.
The appropriation for the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission
amounted to $15,000.00; the expenditures amounted to $13,352.09, leaving an
unexpended balance of $1,647.91.
The appropriations of the Unemployment Compensation Commission and the
Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission do not come within the jurisdic-
tion of the commissioner of labor and industries.
James T. Moriarty,
Commissioner of Labor and Industries.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR 1937
Income
Division of Industrial Safety
Fees for issuance of home work certificates ..... $1,350.00
Fees for registration of painters' rigging and for examination for
certification as painters' rigger ...... 11,276.50
Total receipts of the division of industrial safety ......
Division of Standards
Collected in fees and paid into the treasury of the commonwealth .
Collected in fees and paid into the treasuries of cities, towns and
counties of the commonwealth ......
Penalties for violations of hawkers and pedlars laws
Total receipts of the division of standards .....
Total receipts of the department of labor and industries
882,008.60
56,540.00
523.00
$12,626.50
139,071.60
$151,698.10
Expenditures
Account
Administration
Commissioner, assistant and associate commissioners, per-
sonal services ......
Clerical and other assistance, personal services
Division of Industrial Safety
Inspectional service, personal services and expenses
Division of Statistics
Statistical service, personal services and expenses .
Board of Conciliation and Arbitration
Personal services ....
Other expenses .....
Minimum Wage Commission
Personal services ....
Other expenses .....
Wage boards .....
Division of Standards
Personal services ....
Other expenses .....
Division on the Necessaries of Life
Personal services ....
Other expenses .....
Division of Occupational Hygiene
Personal services ....
Other expenses .....
Massachusetts Development and Industrial i
Personal services and expenses
Total
Labor Relations Commission
Personal services and expenses
Total
Massachusetts Unemployment Compensation Commission
State appropriation
Division of Public Employment Offices
Personal services . . . .
Expenses ......
Federal Grants
Administration
Public Employment Offices
Appropriations
and balances
forwarded from
1936
$23,500.00
7,640.00
169,096.95
71,900.00
20,620.00
4,500.00
14,910.00
3,539.25
2,892.00
32,400.00
12,060.83
13,960.00
1,950.00
12,600.00
6,527.78
50,000.00
$15,000.00
$15,000.00
$82,600.00
17,400.00
$725,538.50
694,070.96
Expenditures
$22,000.00
7,640.00
168,215.81
71,882.75
16,612.00
4,408.36
14,893.37
3,089.64
2,482.61
31,826.64
11,102.55
13,647.80
1,779.48
11,280.00
5,820.07
46,168.27
$448,096.86 $432,849.35
$13,352.09
$13,352.09
$82,600.00
17,400.00
$100,000.00 $100,000.00
$474,758.54
113,810.42
Total
Recapitulation
Officials .........
Personal services and expenses .....
Massachusetts Unemployment Compensation Commission
Labor Relations Commission .....
Grand Total
. . . . .
$23,500.00
424,596.86
1,519,609.46
15,000.00
$22,000.00
410,849.35
688,568.96
13,352.09
Unexpended
Balance
$1,500.00
881.14
17.25
4,008.00
91.64
16.63
449.61
409.39
573.36
958.33
312.20
170.52
1,320.00
707.71
3,831.73
$15,247.51
$1,647.91
$1,647.91
$250,779.96
580,260.54
$1,419,609.46 $588,568.96 $831,040.50
81,519,609.46 $688,568.96 $831,040.50
$1,500.00
13,747.51
831,040.50
1,647.91
$1,982,706.32 $1,134,770.40 $847,935.92
Financial statement verified.
Approved. Geo. E. Murphy, Comptroller.
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REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL
SAFETY
John P. Meade, Director
Inspection of Industrial Establishments
In the enforcement of labor laws regular inspection of industrial establish-
ments is the first element in successful administration. This system is well
known to the manufacturing and mercantile plants of the state and the pro-
tection afforded the employee by law is maintained through compliance with
the rules and regulations for the control of occupational dangers.
Suitable light and adequate toilet facilities are provided, and ventilation in
shop and workroom is maintained. Pure water is furnished employees for
drinking purposes; time notices directing the hours of labor posted by the
employer are examined by the inspector; compliance is secured with laws for
the safeguarding of dangerous machinery.
The inspection work includes the supervision of building operations and the
enforcement of regulations to maintain safe scaffolding and working platforms
for employees engaged in structural painting and in the construction, altera-
tion and repair of public buildings by the commonwealth, county, town or dis-
trict. Checking up on the classification of employment and the fixing of wage
rates under statutory authority is an integral part of this service and has proved
to be useful in stabilizing relations between employers and employees.
Accidents and diseases of occupation are investigated. The work place is
examined in detail, the cause of injury determined and means for preventing
a reoccurrence provided for in the work of accident prevention. Special re-
ports of problems affecting employees in industry are made to the commissioner
of labor and industries for his attention and direction.
Summary of Activities
During the year ending November 30, 1937, there was a total of 46,300
inspections and 9,832 reinspections. The following is a summary of activities:
Reinspections:
. .
•
. . . 9,832Inspections
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Orders Issued
Labor: Employment of minors, 127; posting time notices, 5,394; minors
employed in prohibited trades and on dangerous machinery, 48; public exhibi-
tion of children, 1; procuring and returning certificates, 2,702. Total, 8,272.
Health and Sanitation: Ventilation, gas fumes and dust removal, 415; meal
hours for women, 28; provide seats for women, 28; provide pure drinking
water, 41; Sunday work and one day's rest in seven, 1,310; lighting and heat-
ing, 236; injury to eyes, 60; toilet and washing facilities, 1,538; dry bulb
readings and thermometers, 2; medical chest or rest room, 668; common
drinking cups and towels, 73; lockers, 32. Total, 4,431.
Safety: Guarding dangerous machinery, 1,781; free egress from buildings,
99; unguarded openings, 61; communication with the engine room, 8; shuttle
guards, 1. Total, 1,950.
Miscellaneous: Weekly payment of wages, 29; specifications to weavers, 24;
tickets to weavers, 4; homework licenses, 12. Total, 69.
Building Operations: Building, 1,136; painting operations, 1,122. Total, 2,258.
Public Works: Predetermined rates, 93; submitting payrolls, 73; road op-
erations, 6; citizens' preference, 5; eight hour day, 1. Total, 178.
Total orders issued, including 8,221 verbal orders which were complied with
at the time of issuance, 17,158; total number of orders complied with, 17,436.
Number of orders outstanding November 30, 1937, 878.
Complaints Received
Women and Minors: Overtime employment, 781.
Minors: Employed under 14 years of age, 19; employed without certificates,
34; employed in prohibited trades and on dangerous machinery, 12; illegal
public exhibition of children, 27. Total, 92.
Time Notices: Not posted, 36; improperly posted, 1; at time other than
stated, 19. Total, 56.
Illegal Advertising, 5.
Unguarded Machinery, 10.
Labor, General: One day's rest in seven, 277; holiday employment, 3; fines,
2; intimidating employees, 2; weavers' specifications, 10; employed without
monetary compensation, 3; homework, 6; weekly payment of wages, 75; em-
ployer using profane language, 1; employee lifting heavy boxes, 1. Total, 380.
Health and Sanitation: Toilet and washing facilities, 99; lockers, 4; locked
doors, 3; fighting, 6; ventilation, 29; heating, 24; medical appliances, 9; rest
room, 9; seats for women, 5; drinking water, 6. Total, 194.
Building Operations: Building 7; painting, 226. Total, 233.
Public Works: Predetermined rates, 2; overtime employment, 5; citizens'
preference, 7; veterans' preference, 6; laborers' vacations, 4. Total, 24.
Total number of complaints: Non-payment of wages, 2,857; others, 1,775.
Total, 4,632.
Industrial Safety
The inspection service was engaged continually in the work of preventing
exposure of employees to the operating dangers of machinery. Power trans-
mission equipment was given special attention during the year. There were
1,790 orders issued by the department for the safeguarding of machinery, and
these met with prompt compliance by employers.
Orders to comply with rules regarding hazards on power transmission were
promptly concurred in. This was true of others relating to belts and pulleys
dangerously adjacent to passageways, working positions of operators and those
located very near commonly used passageways; vertical or horizontal trans-
mission shafting; clutches having projections or revolving parts exposed to
contact; couplings and collars of the dangerous type and balance and flywheels
without protection on projecting keys in shafting. Special attention was given
to circular saws, jointers and planers, matchers, moulders, power punch presses
and drop forge machinery.
Shielding the eyes of employees and caring for the hands and fingers exposed
at the point of operation were prominent features in this activity. This work
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was done in the course of inspection in textile mills; dyeing and finishing
textiles, including woolen and cotton goods; shoe factories; tanneries; clothing
factories; printing and publishing establishments; wood-working plants, includ-
ing furniture, cabinets, doors, and other establishments engaged in the manu-
facture of small products; foundries and machine shops; paper and wood pulp
establishments; slaughter and meat-packing houses; the manufacture of elec-
trical machinery, apparatus and supplies; motor vehicles, including bodies and
parts; confectionery; cutlery and edge tools; electric light establishments;
jewelry manufacturing; soap manufacturing and other industries, including
all branches of the building trades. Protection at the point of operation was
given a major part in this work. This was found necessary in the safeguarding
of stamping and punch press machinery and shears for cutting steel.
The installation of interlocking equipment, the safe control of motor-driven
machines for dough-mixing and meat-grinding in mercantile establishments, and
the providing of safety flanges and hoods for metal-grinding machinery were
included.
Careful attention was given to safety control of extractors in laundries and
to the use of safeguards on calendar rolls and on embossing and hide-splitting
machinery.
The use of a two-hand trip process on guillotine papercutters was urged.
While it is difficult to make comparisons with former years because of the
lack of the total number of exposure hours, this work of careful inspection of
machinery in the modern establishment is still an important factor.
Machinery Accidents
Following the usual practice in this report, we give herewith the number of
machinery accidents by manner of their occurrence:
Causation of Injury
Starting, stopping or operating machine
All other
Adjusting machine, tool or work
Cleaning or oiling machine .
Hit by flying objects
Breaking of machine, tool or work
Repairing machine
Totals
. 18,490 5,084
Of the 5,084 machine accidents, 2,145 or 42.2% occurred while "starting,
stopping, or operating machine." There were 1,685 of these cases which occurred
at the "point of operation."
The following table shows the part of the machine on which the 1936 accidents
occurred.
1919
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disability injuries. These accidents included loss of fingers, hands, thumbs, toes,
feet, limbs and loss of sight.
Cleaning or oiling machinery caused 1,298 injuries to employees in 1919, and
accidents through this cause dropped to 421 in 1936.
The reduction of specific injuries is another result of regular supervision and
frequent inspection of machinery. These accidents usually mean permanent loss
of wage-earning capacity. The employees having this experience are frequently
compelled to enter upon new employment in the industrial field. Most of these
have several years of apprenticeship in their chosen trade, and through their
long experience become competent in operating intricate machinery.
Progress in preventing accidents may be seen in these comparative tables:
Specific Injuries
One finger or thumb lost at or above first joint
Two fingers on one hand
One eye
One hand
One toe
One foot
Two toes
Both feet
One hand and one finger
One hand and one foot
Both eyes
One finger on one hand and one on the other
One finger on one hand and two on the other
Two arms and two legs ....
One hand and one toe
Specific Injuries
One or more fingers, one phalange
Right or major index finger, two phalanges
Two or more fingers, two or more phalanges
One eye
One toe . . . •
Right or major thumb, one phalange
Right or major hand or arm ....
Right or major index finger, 2 phalanges, and one or
fingers on same hand
Left or minor hand or arm
Right or major thumb, two phalanges
One foot or leg
Right or major thumb, one phalange, and one or more fingers
Right or major thumb, one phalange, and right or major
index finger, two phalanges
Right or major thumb, two phalanges and one or more
fingers
Two or more toes
Both feet or legs
One finger or thumb on one hand, two or more on the other
Right or major thumb and index finger, two phalanges
Left or minor hand and one eye . . .
Left or minor hand and three fingers on right hand .
One finger or thumb on each hand
1919
Number of
Cases
1,109
171
115
60
25
15
12
2
2
Per Cent
of Total
73.1
11.2
7.6
3.9
1.6
1.0
.8
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
.1
1,517 100.0
1936
more
Number of
Cases
510
57
49
49
24
22
17
14
11
10
5
5
Per Cent
of Total
64.7
7.2
6.2
6.2
3.1
2.8
2.2
1.8
1.4
1.2
.6
.6
789 100.0
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There were no specific injuries to children under 16 years of age. There was
an increase, from 5 in 1935 to 8 in 1936, in the number of injuries to minors.
Non-Machinery Accidents
Falls of persons and stepping on or striking against objects caused more acci-
dents during the year than contact with machinery parts. The handling of
objects and tools caused more industrial injuries than either falls or machinery
accidents. These facts are well known to the inspectors who continually advise
against conditions responsible for the origin of such injuries. Only through
the concerted effort of employees and management, under intelligent direction,
will non-machinery accidents be reduced. Recommendations by inspectors in
this connection include instructions for the careful handling and storing of raw
material and preventing the overcrowding of employees in work places. The
number of tabulatable injuries arising from non-machinery accidents and the
extent of the disability which they caused appears from the following table:
Tabulatable Non-machinery Injuries, by Cause and Extent of Disability*
Cause of Injury Totals Deaths
Permanent
Total
Disability
Permanent
Partial
Disability
Temporary
Total
Disability
Handling of objects
Falls of persons ....
Hand tools .....
Vehicles . ...
Stepping on or striking against objects
Miscellaneous causes
Explosions, electricity
.
Falling objects not being handled by em
plo3'ee .
_
.
Occupational diseases
Animals .....
Totals
10,402
6,382
2,371
2,314
2,141
1,794
1,470
1,435
755
175
29,239
17
51
2
56
6
19
20
12
8
2
193
141
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in prominent use as solvents for paints, dyes, oils, cement and varnishes. Pre-
cautions taken in some establishments to deal with these dangers included the
installation of fireproof" rooms, closed safety containers, local exhaust equip-
ment, and in some cases the substitution of less inflammable and non-explosive
compounds.
Special Work in Hazardous Plants
The established practice of giving special attention to places where well
known hazards exist was continued. There was a total of 200 quarterly visits
made to these establishments. Inspection of these plants, including examina-
tion of machinery and processes in operation, was made in concerns engaged in
the manufacture of fireworks, brake linings, rubber goods, cements, paints,
rayon, paper, celluloid products and porcelain enameled articles. This work was
carried on also in granite quarries, foundries, stone crushing plants, wood heel
factories and concerns making use of benzol and chemicals. In the files of the
department are records showing the condition of the plant, including its history
of accidents, the type of safety program usually followed, the nature of the
complaints received against the firm since the time of the last inspection and
a statement indicating in general the attitude of the concern with respect to its
compliance with the law. From this record may be obtained information
showing the type of gases, fumes and dusts which are found in each establish-
ment. Testing of equipment to remove impurities harmful to health took place
and the safeguarding of machinery had a prominent part in this work.
This work is related closely to the reduction of work injuries and provides
a system of protection to the employees which is helpful in maintaining the
plant in a safe condition. The plants engaged in the manufacture of fireworks
and similar products, including the use of volatile liquids capable of producing
high concentration of dangerous fumes in the workroom, were inspected regu-
larly every three months. Practical measures adduced by this plan were pro-
vided for the safety of workmen and their co-operation in accident prevention
work secured. During the year 35 orders in this group were issued to provide
better ventilation and to take care of the removal of dusts, fumes and gases.
In moulding operations, excessive dustiness from lack of proper attention to the
removal of sand was found by the inspector, due to neglect in caring for the
floor when wetting down the sand pile. Conditions were improved and better
methods of housekeeping were installed by this practice. The examination of
moulding operations shows that an excessive amount of dust is not produced
where the sand is kept properly dampened. The inspectors advised that
wherever possible these operations should be isolated.
Control of dust to prevent excessive accumulations at sand piles, at the
doors and in gangways throughout the foundry was given much attention in
the course of these visits. Workers engaged in dust-producing operations were
urged to use respirators. Special emphasis was made in furnishing information
on dust exposures, and a more effective control of such hazards was the result.
Organic solvents being used in the industries visited were the subject of study
and observation and cooperation was received from the Division of Occupa-
tional Hygiene.
Special attention was given to the problems of spraying lacquer. In dipping
operations evaporation of the solvent usually presents a dangerous condition
and was given attention in the inspection of equipment.
There were 39 orders issued to safeguard machinery and 22 to provide toilet
and washing facilities in these places. Nine concerns were ordered to install
first aid rooms or to replenish medical chests. Lighting was found poor in three
,
of the establishments and in two others the passageways were encumbered by
materials and objects sufficient to prevent reasonable egress.
The practice of quarterly inspections in especially hazardous plants demon-
strates very clearly the need of these frequent visits.
First Aid Treatment
There were 668 orders issued by the department requiring compliance with
the provisions of the statutes and the department's rules and regulations. Fail-
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ure to furnish basins, hot water, suitable chairs and blankets and the replenish-
ing of the first aid chests was responsible for the issuance of these orders.
Persons other than a qualified nurse employed in giving first aid treatment
were required to furnish certification from a doctor that they were competent
to do the work. Injuries resulting from infection continued to be a frequent
cause for incapacity and partial disability. A comparison of statistics of infec-
tions shows that there were 182 more cases than in 1935. One out of every
eleven tabulatable injuries resulted in infection. The reason for this ratio can
be charged more or less to the individual. Investigation made by the depart-
ment shows that in the greater number of cases facilities for first aid treat-
ment were available, but the employee neglected to make use of them. The
following table shows the infection, nature of injury and extent of disability,
and indicates the experience with such injuries by the Department of Indus-
trial Accidents:
Infection by Nature of Injury and Extent of Disability
Nature of Injury Totals Deaths
Permanent
Total
Disabilities
Permanent
Partial
Disabilities
Temporary
Total
Disabilities
Cuts, punctures, lacerations .
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The following table shows the type of industry and the nature of the injury:
Type of Industry Nature of Injury
Hat manufacturing
.
Cotton waste .
Shoe buckles and ornaments
Textile ....
Druggists sundries .
Shoe manufacturing
Childrens' chairs and toys
Paper boxes and wooden trays
Right hand, amputation of two fingers and
part of thumb and two fingers
Right middle finger crushed
Right middle finger amputated at first joint
Right index, amputated at first joint .
Left arm amputated at elbow
Left thumb at first joint
Left little finger amputated and removal of
parts of tendons of index, middle and ring
fingers .......
The causes of these accidents are described as follows : A sixteen year old boy
was employed as a press hand in a factory where children's chairs and doll
carriages are made. Closing binding with press his left hand was caught,
crushing four fingers, resulting in the amputation of the little finger and lacera-
tion of the index, middle and ring fingers. Parts of the tendons were removed
from each.
There were two girls seventeen years old who sustained permanent partial
disability injuries. One was employed where shoe buckles and ornaments are
made, tonguing buckles. As she was bending buckles on a press it came down
on her right middle finger, cutting and crushing it.
The other girl was employed as a packer of druggists sundries. She dropped
a tray of bottles on her right index finger which became infected and amputa-
tion was necessary.
All other children in this group were boys seventeen years old. One was em-
ployed as a twister in a hat factory. He removed the guard without permis-
sion before shutting off the machine, causing his right hand to get caught in
the gears. He lost part of the thumb, the entire index and second fingers and
two phalanges of the third finger.
A waste sorter attempted to put a 2 inch belt on a machine and his left
arm was caught in belt around the shafting. It was necessary to amputate the
arm at the elbow.
While another boy was adjusting a machine he put his right hand under the
guard to tighten a nut and his middle finger became caught in the gear and the
end was amputated.
Another boy suffered the loss of the first joint of his left thumb as it was
caught in a slugging machine of a shoe factory.
In a plant where paper boxes and wooden trays are made a boy was taking
away stock from the planer and put his hand behind the feed rolls to clean out
the shavings and jammed the first finger of right hand, losing the first joint
of it.
Fatal Injuries to Minors Under Eighteen
A sixteen year old boy working as a back boy in a textile mill where worsted
and merino yarns are made suffered a fractured skull. The mule had been
stopped for cleaning and was ready to be started. It was the duty of the back
boy to release the safety device and call to the spinner, to start. The mule was
then started and stopped again, probably on account of the belt slipping. Dur-
ing this period the boy apparently got under the mule again and when it was
started the second time his head was caught between the mule carriage and the
beam.
A helper for a plumbing and heating concern was sent on an errand from the
third to the first floor to get a ladder and when he failed to return a search
was made for him and his body was found at the bottom of the elevator shaft.
A messenger boy was killed instantly when struck by a train as he was de-
livering telegrams.
Building Operations
During the year there were 6,951 inspections on building operations. These
included 211 inspections of stagings and 233 roofing inspections. Included in this
group were 1,708 inspections on public buildings. There were 2,236 orders
complied with for the safety of employees in the building trades. These in-
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eluded requirements for the installation of safety devices in connection with the
use of electricity of dangerous voltage, protection to employees working below
stagings or around floor openings, regulations to control smoke and fumes where
artificial light was used, and the piping of salamanders in order to provide
exhaust removal to the outer air.
Examination of stagings used in the painting of buildings was prominent in
this work. Safety provisions requiring that every swing stage be tied or other-
wise secured to prevent swaying, that ladders used as stage beds and ladder-
type platform stages be of approved design and entirely free from defects af-
fecting their strength; providing on every swing stage one or more guard rails
securely attached to the stage at each fall and extending the entire length of the
outer side of the stage; trestle ladders of approved design and conforming in
all respects to the rules and regulations, were given attention.
The building trades industry contributed 2,276 cases or 6.6% of all industrial
accidents for the year ending June 30, 1936. Thirty-one of these cases were
fatal, or 13.9% of all fatal cases. There were 45 permanent partial disability
injuries, or 4.9% of all cases of this type.
Accidents in the Building Trades
There were 115 accidents in the building trades investigated during the year
by this department. Nineteen of these were fatal. They were as follows:
Classified by Employment Total Non-Fatal Fatal
Building construction .
Painting operations
Roofing
Alterations and repair .
Road construction
Bridge construction
WPA projects
Building wrecking .
Totals
Classified by Nature of Injury
Fractures and breaks
Lacerations
Contusions
Concussions
Strains and sprains
Amputations
Electric shocks
Fatal falls . .
Internal injuries
Burns ....
Head injuries
Abrasions
Crushed to death .
Totals....
Classified by Causation of Injury
Struck by falling object .
Falls from stagings
Staging collapsed .
Falls from ladders .
Ladder broke .
Falls from roof
Tripped over objects .
Ladder slipped
Wall brackets pulled loose
Guard rails slipped
Electric shocks
Miscellaneous .
Totals....
47
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Prevention op Work Injuries
There were 1,221 accidents investigated by this department during the year
ending November 30, 1937. Of this number 1,106 occurred in industrial estab-
lishments and 115 in the building trades. Those occurring in the industrial
establishments included 1,047 adults and 59 minors under 18 years of age, 148
of the total number resulted fatally.
General Accidents
There were 1,106 industrial accidents investigated during the year, 1,028 males
and 78 females; 129 of this number were fatal—128 males and one female.
Following is a table showing the industrial accidents that were investigated
during the year ending November 30, 1937. This table does not include build-
ing trade accidents. (See other tables for summaries of building accidents
and for detailed account of eye injuries.)
Industrial Accidents Investigated during the Year Ending November 30,
1937, By Industry, Age and Sex
Total
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Classified by Nature of Injury
Foreign bodies ... 18 Loss of vision ... 4
Irritation .... 9 Abrasion .... 4
Loss of eye
. . . . 8 Laceration .... 3
Burns 7 —
Total 53
These injuries were caused by flying chips of metal, spatterings of alcohol
and acids and other irritating solutions, particles of emery and irritation from
gases and fumes.
Typical illustrations are:
Particle of steel flew into left eye, irritating it so badly that it was necessary
to remove the eye.
A man put some wet stock into forge and it spattered and burned his eye so
badly that he lost his eye.
Several men had emery dust enter their eyes while they were grinding metals
on grinding machines.
Other employees suffered burns and irritation of the eye when the caustic
solutions they were using splashed into their eyes.
Labor Laws—Women and Minors
There was a total of 34,848 inspections made in manufacturing, mechanical
and other establishments. Included in these were manicuring and hairdressing
establishments, motion picture theatres, express and transportation companies,
telegraph offices and telephone exchanges. Instructions were given to respon-
sible persons in each place visited regarding the posting and proper making out
of time notices for women. In districts where manufacturing concerns employed
persons in shifts during the peak season, night inspections were frequently car-
ried on. The employees working in each tour of duty were interviewed and
their hours of employment verified through examination of the lists on file. Much
time was given to this type of work in hotels, restaurants, lunch rooms and
establishments where alcoholic beverages were manufactured, packed, wrapped
or bottled. This work resulted in compliance with 5,383 orders by the depart-
ment.
Night employment of girls under 21 years of age in roadside stands was given
careful supervision. Co-operation on the part of the general public in the en-
forcement of laws restricting the hours of labor for women and minors is shown
in the 781 complaints to the department from this source. In 351 cases viola-
tion of the law was found. In some of these court action was taken against
the employer. In others prompt compliance with the law upon the issuance
of orders by the department was attained.
Employment at time other than stated on the printed notice appeared to be
a most common form of violation. Many of these cases happened when men
and women were employed together and payment for work was on a piece basis.
Piece workers are often irregular as to their time of coming to work and leav-
ing work. Inspectors made frequent visits to such plants and checked up the
employment of women with special reference to observation of the working hours
as posted.
Child Labor
Regular supervision was given to the employment of children in factories,
workshops, manufacturing, mechanical and other establishments.
In many cases where children were found working careful examination was
made of certificates on file and work done by the child was inspected to deter-
mine if the provisions of the law were complied with. In all instances where
children were found working in proximity to dangerous machinery it was made
plain to the employer that this was forbidden by statute. Co-operation in this
matter was readily given by the well-established concerns in Massachusetts.
In establishments where children were given casual employment, such as chain
stores, private bowling alleys, theatres, roadside stands, dance halls and similar
places, regular supervision was maintained. This work occupied a prominent
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place in the inspection of beach resorts and amusement parks in the summer-
time. Under these circumstances children were frequently found employed dur-
ing prohibited hours in small stores or on motor trucks. The part-time em-
ployment of children in many of these places required inspections in the early
evening hours. Much of this work was done on Saturday evenings and nights
before holidays. It included checking up the appearance of children in the-
atrical and dancing exhibitions and child vocalists and performers on musical
instruments.
Special attention was given to many of the chain stores where because of the
cash and carry system there was some illegal employment of small boys who
delivered goods purchased in these places. Young boys were found carrying
heavy bundles and packages up three flights of stairs. In this work the police
departments have co-operated with the division.
The employment of children by milk wagon drivers in the early morning
was investigated by the inspectors, who worked in groups covering the urban
districts of the state. Much was accomplished in preventing this harmful type
of child labor.
Co-operation was received from superintendents of schools and attendance
officers and directors of continuation schools in conveying to this division in-
formation regarding such violations of child labor laws.
The number of orders relative to procuring and returning certificates for
minors under 21 years of age issued during the year was 2,702.
Lunch Period
Women and children employed in a factory or workshop for more than six
hours at any one time shall be provided with an interval of at least forty-five
minutes for a meal. To secure compliance with these requirements it was
necessary to issue 28 orders to various establishments. Most of these were con-
cerned with small workshops where the number of women employed had in-
creased thus bringing them within the scope of the law. In the textile estab-
lishments operating upon a two-shift basis, there was some difficulty with
respect to the afternoon shift when it was found difficult to provide adequate
opportunity for a lunch period.
Providing Seats
Twenty-eight orders to provide seats were issued to manufacturing, mechani-
cal and mercantile establishments. Co-operation was received by compliance
with orders issued. This applies largely to the department stores in which the
working force was increased to meet the demands of holiday trade and sales.
Firm adjustment was made in these instances upon notice being received from
the department requiring compliance with the law in connection with manu-
facturing processes where it was stated that the work could not be done properly
while the operators were sitting. There were several conferences which re-
sulted in reaching an amicable understanding. When the purpose of the law
to protect the health of the employees was explained in detail, there was willing
compliance with the requirements.
In cases where the seating facilities were discovered to be unsuitable and
dangerous and in establishments where there were no seats employers were re-
quired to provide better equipment and adequate accommodations.
New Home Work Law
The legislature of 1937 enacted new statutes for the control of industrial
homework. It has changed the structure of the law in this activity and imposed
on the Commissioner new duties in the maintenance of existing labor standards
established by statute for factory workers in industry. It is close to half a
century since Massachusetts enacted its first law on the manufacture of cloth-
ing in tenement houses, to be specific in the year 1891. It did not include in-
dustrial homework in general, but was restricted wholly to the making, altering,
repairing or finishing of wearing apparel under circumstances described in the
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law. Much homework was done in addition to wearing apparel for which no
license was required. Labor of children under these circumstances was held to
be employment in connection with a manufacturing establishment and was gen-
erally construed by the courts as such.
The new statutes dealing with homework include any person who directly or
through an employee, agent, independent contractor or any other person delivers
to another materials or articles to be manufactured in a home and thereafter
returned to him for use other than the personal use of himself or a member of
his family. The verb to "manufacture" as used in its various tenses includes
the work of preparing, altering, repairing or finishing in whole or in part.
Rules have been made by the department under authority contained in sec-
tion 147e covering sections 144 to 147h, inclusive, of chapter 149 of the General
Laws. These now constitute Bulletin 20, setting forth conditions under which
this homework may be done. It is provided that employers shall furnish the
material to be used by the homeworker to his residence or shall pay the cost of
all transportation of the material to and from the plant.
A homeworker employed in a factory and in the home is permitted to work
in both places under these circumstances for not more than nine hours in any
one day or more than 48 hours in a week.
Employers must furnish the department each month with the names and ad-
dresses of all agents or contractors to whom they have furnished material for
homework. Specimens of labels or other marks of identification bearing the em-
ployer's name and address must be approved by the department.
A homeworker's certificate will not be granted to any person under the age
of 18 years until after a hearing and permission has been given by the depart-
ment.
The department shall investigate the homes of all applicants prior to the
granting of the homeworker's first certificate and from time to time thereafter.
Such certificates are not transferable. They are issued for the residence in-
spected at the time of application and become void if the holder moves to an-
other location, but may be reissued upon application to, and after inspection
by, the department.
No person shall engage in industrial homework except the one to whom the
certificate is issued.
On petition of fifty or more residents of the commonwealth, the Commissioner
may make, or cause to be made, an investigation of any industry which em-
ploys industrial homeworkers, in order to determine whether the conditions of
employment in such industry are injurious to their health and well-being or
whether these conditions have the effect of making unduly difficult the maintain-
ing of labor standards established by law. If the Commissioner finds that such
work cannot be continued in certain industries without injuring the health of the
employees, he shall by order declare such industrial homework unlawful and
require all employers in such industry to discontinue the furnishing of material
for such industrial homework, and no permit issued by him shall be deemed
thereafter to authorize the furnishing of materials for industrial homework pro-
hibited under these circumstances. Provision is made in the statute for public
hearings, and it is unlawful to deliver such material to any person in the com-
monwealth unless the employer has in his possession a valid permit issued by the
Commissioner under the authority of section 147 of chapter 149 of the General
Laws upon payment of a fee of fifty dollars. No certificate shall be issued to
any person under the age of 14 years or to any person suffering from an in-
fectious or communicable disease.
The Commissioner may revoke or suspend a homeworker's certificate if he
finds the holder thereof is performing industrial homework contrary to the
provisions of the law pursuant to authority given in the act.
Organizations incorporated in the commonwealth for educational or philan-
thropic purposes and persons doing industrial homework under the supervision
of the Division of the Blind in the Department of Education are not required
to have a certificate to permit them to do such work.
Application forms for homeworker's certificates have been prepared, author-
izing the issuance of permits to the workers. Thus far twenty-seven firms in
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the commonwealth have paid the fee of fifty dollars to distribute this industrial
homework.
The following firms are now actively engaged in compliance with the statutory
requirements
:
H. Harwood & Sons, Inc.
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In certain trades during the year, when general ventilation was impaired,
special inspections were made of certain establishments. Conditions found by
the inspectors in the plants visited and promptly corrected by the employers
were these: Entrance to water-closet compartments opening directly into the
room; inadequate lighting in toilet rooms and compartments; not insuring
privacy in compartments for women inside the toilet rooms; toilets not provided
with proper doors or furnished with suitable fastenings.
Industrial poisons were found in 280 places of employment investigated dur-
ing the year. Certain processes require the use of acetone, cyanide of potassium,
aniline, lead oxides, benzine, chromic acid, mercury, sulphuric acid, oil and other
toxic substances. These substances were handled by employees in the course of
their work, including shoe manufacturing, wood heels and leather finishing, and
the manufacture of rubber and rubberized products, textile fabrics and brake
linings, storage batteries, auto bodies, metal plating, jewelry, respirators and
paints.
Industrial Lighting
During the year 236 orders were issued requiring compliance with the Light-
ing Code provisions. Most of these were in connection with the proper main-
tenance of existing equipment. Failure to keep lamps free from accumulated
dust and dirt prevented adequate illumination in many instances. In establish-
ments where fatigue among the employees was discovered, changes were made
in the location of the lighting source, or proper adjustment of the work pro-
cesses took place. Good co-operation was experienced in procuring adequate
intensity of illumination. In many lines of manufacturing this is desirable
for the quality of the product is necessary to produce a satisfactory volume of
output. In fine work, requiring close discrimination in detail, light measure-
ments were made in the immediate work area to determine adequate intensity.
Lighting circuits near stairways and exits as required by the regulations were
carefully examined to determine that they extended inside the work room so as
to light the room entrance to the stairway or exit. In some cases it was found
that the system was not independent of the regular lighting of the working
place, and connection extending back to the main service entrance of the build-
ing was provided. Night inspections were made in some plants where em-
ployees were exposed to glare from the inadequately shaded lamps of high bril-
liancy and reflection from polished surfaces. Improvement was made in the
lighting facilities of exits, stairways, hallways, elevator cars, wash rooms, toilets
and other parts of industrial plants to comply with orders issued by the de-
partment during the year. These included the provisions relating to the height
and location of lamps, the use of shades and reflectors and other means neces-
sary for proper distribution of light in the workroom. Basement lighting was
given a prominent place in the inspection of industrial establishments. Used
in some mercantile concerns for storage purposes, a number of these basements
were found without suitable illumination to prevent employees from stumbling
over objects and sustaining serious injuries through falling. Department stores
were also included in this work. Stairway lighting was found to be poor in some
of these places, and difficulty in locating windows prevailed because of over-
crowding the space used for storing merchandise. These conditions were corrected.
Ventilation
Adequate ventilation was installed in foundries and workshops as required
by the department in 415 orders issued in this connection. Satisfactory co-
operation was received in this and compliance with the requirements promptly
given. Local exhaust equipment to control exposure at the point of origin was
included in most of these cases. The shape of hoods and duct openings was
supervised closely and tests made of the ventilating system to determine its
efficiency. Some of these were found operating without proper hoods to ade-
quately control the enclosure at the seat of dust orierin and particles escaped
into the workroom. Heated fumes were carried into the atmosphere in the air
currents in the workshops because the opening of the hood was too large to
provide for their withdrawal through the duct. Hoods used for the collecting
of the dust were found in some cases too small for efficient protection to em-
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ployees. Duct openings were found to be inadequate and easily blocked up with
refuse material. Hoods were directly detached from the ducts and in some
cases they were broken and failed to function properly.
The adjusting of this condition with the requirements of the law was an im-
portant factor of the inspection work during the year. It represents the work
done to maintain efficient localized exhaust ventilation as a means of preventing
the inhalation of impurities harmful to health. Plants inspected in this con-
nection included shoe factories, foundries, metal plating concerns, wood working
establishments and firms engaged in the manufacture of rubber products and
the making of asbestos fabrics. Mechanical means for the removal of dust were
examined in the course of inspection in places operating emery, grinding, polish-
ing and buffing wheels. Foundry operations in which smoke, gases or dusts
figured prominently were included. Laundries, hotel kitchens and other places,
where steam and vapor made the conditions unbearable for the employees, were
included. In newspaper and printing establishments, stereotypers, kettles and
machine driers were inspected regularly and correction was made where defec-
tive exhaust pipes were found. General co-operation was manifested in com-
pliance with the laws designed to maintain conditions helpful to protecting the
health of the employees.
Occupational Diseases
There were 300 cases of occupational diseases investigated by this department
during the year. These include 230 men and 70 women. Fourteen of the total
number were fatal cases. In each instance the workplace was inspected and sug-
gestions were given to prevent recurrence. These cases were classified as follows:
Cases of Occupational Disease Investigated During the Year Ending November
30, 1937, by Disease, Age and Sex
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Employees suffering from this illness were employed at the following oc-
cupations :
Textile mills: Color strainers, kettle hands, waste hands, finishers, washer
tenders, and spinners.
Shoe manufacturing: Shoe dressers, cementers, stitchers and treers.
Tanneries: Cellar workers, buffers, wheelmen, seasoners and shavers.
Hat manufacturing: Trimmers, pressers, sorters ajid finishers.
Rubber manufacturing: Cutters, spreaders, winders and millmen.
The causes were traced to the following reasons:
Textile mills: Sorting oily wools; handling chrome and aniline dyes; and using
alkali solutions.
Shoe manufacturing: Handling of suede shoe cleaners; of shoe dressings; of
leather dyes and cleaning chemicals.
Hat manufacturing: Handling chemicals; hot solutions of borax and shellac,
use of cleaning fluids, bleaches and dyes.
Tanneries: Alum, sodium bisulphite and lime; handling of chrome-tanned skins;
contact with sulphuric and chromic acid.
Rubber manufacturing: Tin dust, gasoline and chemicals.
Lead Poisoning
Investigation was made in 14 cases of lead poisoning, 13 were men and one
woman, none of which were fatal.
The following table will give cases by industry and age.
Lead Poisoning Cases Investigated by this Department During the Year Ending
November SO, 1937, by Industry and Age
Industry
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Gas and Fume Poisoning
There was a total of 24 cases of gas and fume poisoning investigated during
the year. These were all men and none resulted fatally. These instances are
taken from the broad field of employment where such conditions prevail. They
include employment as a lumper in a tannery in which the workman was over-
come by the fumes of formaldehyde used in tanning white leather. The indus-
trial process was changed, thus removing the cause of the fumes responsible for
the incapacity of the employee.
An assembler, working on the axle of a truck, using a hardening compound
containing cyanide, was taken ill in the course of his work. While working at
the forge it was noticed by his fellow employees that he was suddenly taken
ill, and upon investigation it was found that he suffered from cyanide poisoning.
The container did not, however, indicate in any way that this hardening com-
pound contained cyanide and so did not warn employees about the dangers
resulting from its use.
In a plant used for the construction of iron ornamental products, the foreman
was dipping a casting, and the fumes from nitric and sulphuric acids affected
his throat. Many others were similarly affected from the use of tetrachloride,
toluol, sewer gas, hydrofluoric acid, aniline and ether.
Inhaling cleaning fluids affected employees who complained of nausea, requir-
ing hospital treatment. In the establishments where these people worked ade-
quate exhaust system was provided, yet in some of these cases tetrachloride
poisoning occurred.
In the engraving room of one of the largest newspaper establishments in the
state, an explosion, followed by the inhalation of nitrous fumes, caused the death
of an employee and the incapacity of several others. The purchasing of nitric
acid in large carboys caused massive pulmonary oedema following the inhalation
of nitrous fumes. This experience caused the firm to discontinue the storing of
nitric acid in such large carboys and restricted its use to containers holding a
much smaller amount. The possible inhalation of fumes arising under these
circumstances is reduced to a lower and smaller basis.
Removing varnish from masts by scraping produced incapacity for employ-
ment through the inhalation of the paint fumes. A firm engaged in building
yachts employed men in scraping spars and decks and at work on painting oper-
ations inside of the pilot house. Work was done by hand. First-aid treatment
was immediately furnished on the premises and goggles and helmets were
provided for welding operations to protect the employee from eye injuries and
from dangerous fumes.
Anthrax
Nine cases of anthrax were investigated during the year. One occurred in a
woolen mill and the others in tanneries. None of these resulted fatally.
An operator in a woolen mill was employed as a picker man. During the
course of his employment he came in contact with wool imported from India
which had not been scoured. In operating a burr picker his duties were to open
bales of wool and place them on the picking machine. In doing this his arms
and hands and other parts of the body came in contact with the wool, which
was very dirty. The picker room is small, has a cement floor and brick and
plaster walls with windows on one side to the outer air. The machine is equipped
with exhaust to carry dust to a bin outside the building. There is a sink close
by in the blower room with hot and cold water provided. Upon noticing a
small pimple on his neck he consulted his physician and found hospitalization
necessary for a period of seven weeks. The chief symptoms and conditions of
the employee consisted of pain, swelling and redness on back and right side of
neck with high temperature and exhaustion, including slight delirium for the
first week.
The inspector investigating the case found it necessary to order the entire
room as well as the wall and dust bins to be cleaned thoroughly, washed with a
disinfectant solution, and the room ventilated at noon.
Eight other cases occurred in tanneries. The employees worked in a beam
house and their duties consisted in taking skins from the lime vats. These skins
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are from India and came to the factory in large bales and are broken open
by general hands. They are left to soak in a vat containing fresh water for a
period of 24 hours and then washed with a wheel for an hour, after which they
are put into a pit with slack lime and are treated with sulphate ammonia when
sodium fluid is added.
The beam houses are supplied with posters containing additional instructions
for the employees.
The symptoms given in these cases are a circumscribed neucrosis with a soft
tissue swelling. Other cases were described as anthrax postule and oedema neck.
In the places of employment where these conditions were found frequent in-
spection occurred and every known practice tried to maintain a high standard
of sanitary protection for the employee. Gloves and aprons are supplied for
the workmen. These men are instructed to report all slight injuries at once so
that precautions may be taken early and the cases promptly treated.
Pneumoconiosis
There were two cases of pneumoconiosis investigated during the year. Both
occurred in foundries and one of them was fatal. One was employed for about
seven and one-half years as a sandblaster. He worked under the best conditions,
with the most modern equipment, including the latest type of respirator.
Another was employed as a cupola tender for twenty-two years. The cupola
is equipped with a powerful blower and is located in the center of the foundry.
A sandblaster and gas masks are provided, also respirators. This man's case was
diagnosed as pneumoconiosis and its complications. He died about five years
after the onset of his illness.
Silicosis
Seven cases of this disease of occupation were investigated during the year.
They were all male employees. Four of them were in foundries; two in quarries
and one where cement blocks were made.
A floor moulder in a foundry worked for fifty-six years as this occupation.
For six years he complained of a cough and shortness of breath. An X-ray
showed that he was in the third stage of silicosis, from which he died.
After working twenty years in a kiln an employee contracted silicosis and died.
A foreman in a foundry worked for eleven years, where it was found he was
continually exposed to dust in the ware room.
Two men who worked in quarries were exposed to the inhalation of excessive
dust.
Another worked for four years intermittently in a place where cement blocks
were made. The record indicates that this stone cutter definitely refused to
wear a respirator for his own protection.
Tuberculosis
Three cases of this disease were investigated during the year. All were fatal.
Two occurred in foundries and one where electrotyping and engraving is done.
In a wire mill, where an employee worked for over twelve years in the galvaniz-
ing department, woven fabric was treated. The woven wire was first washed in
an oakite bath and put through a cleaning tank containing muriatic acid and
water, afterwards through a moulten zinc bath, with salammoniac thrown over
the fabric to give it a bright finish. Adequate washing facilities were installed
with a good first-aid room under the care of a competent assistant. This case
was diagnosed by the attending physician as pulmonary tuberculosis, with causa-
tion related to paralysis of left arm and leg. Extreme weakness, loss of weight
and cough were other symptoms of his physical condition. The patient died on
June 14, 1937. This case is listed as an active one on the records of the Indus-
trial Accident Department, indicating that the absolute causation of disease is
not yet determined.
In another one of these cases a lump sum settlement was entered into by the
employee, which involved the matter of a compromise.
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Anaemia
There were eight cases of anaemia investigated during the year. Five were
caused by benzol poisoning; two by gas; one by amyl acetate.' Four of these
were fatal, two of the fatal cases occurring in the manufacture of artificial
leather.
In one of these the employee was engaged as a pressman and general hand
and during the course of his duties he cleaned coating machines and coating
containers. A well-constructed exhaust system is provided. These coating ma-
chines are located in the basement in a room 80' x 20' x 12'. Each machine is
equipped with a tank containing benzol. After receiving the covering coat of
nitro-cellulose compound, the cloth is carried through a dryer. In the latter
part of October, 1936, this man was compelled to give up work, due to his
physical condition, and entered the Baker Memorial Hospital, Boston, where
he continued under treatment until his death on February 3, 1937. This firm
has conducted experiments to eliminate the use of benzol in the plant and suc-
ceeded in finding a substitute which has since been used in place of benzol.
In the manufacture of rubberized cloth products, a large manufacturing com-
pany invested over $20,000 in the work of improving the exhaust system. Sev-
eral employees suffered from plastic anaemia. Tests were made to determine
the toxicity of benzol fumes and substitutes of benzine derivatives were provided.
Constant treatment of this problem has resulted in improved conditions of em-
ployment for the workmen.
Structural Painting
During the year, 1,549 painters submitted to examination to qualify as a
painter's rigger. Of this number, 1,309 passed successfully and each was given
a rigger's certificate. Two hundred and forty failed to pass. Successful appli-
cants were authorized under the rules to hang stagings or to supervise the
building of scaffolds which may be needed in the various operations of structural
painting.
There were 4,108 certificates, issued first in previous years, renewed this year.
These renewals were in accordance with the rule that went into effect on Decem-
ber 10, 1935.
There were 2,861 certificates of registration of painters' rigging issued. Of
these, 710 were original registrations and 2,151 renewals.
There were 3,534 inspections of structural painting operations made and
1,112 orders issued which were complied with.
There was a total of $11,276.50 received in fees for examinations and for the
issuance of certificates of registration and painter's rigger. This amount was
forwarded to the treasurer of the commonwealth.
There were two revisions of the rules and regulations for structural painting
made during the year. These were conducted according to the provisions of sec-
tions 6 and 8 inclusive, of chapter 149 of the General Laws.
Report of the Legal Department
During the year ending November 30, 1937, the department prosecuted de-
fendants in 1,001 cases. There were 843 guilty findings which consisted of 337
wage complaints; 318 women and minors violations; 156 painting rule viola-
tions; 18 toilet rules (including 1 count—drinking water violation); 6 illegal
advertising; 6 public works violations; 1 failure to provide first aid; and 1 count
hindering an inspector.
There were 39 not guilty findings which included 15 wage complaints; 10 paint-
ing rule violations; 8 women and minors violations; and 6 violations of toilet
rules.
There were 97 dismissed cases as follows: 69 wage complaints (63 where wages
were paid, 3 dismissed for lack of prosecution and 3 where disputes existed) ; 12
women and minors violations; 11 violations of painting rules; 2 violations of one
day's rest in seven law; 1 count hindering an inspector; 1 violation of toilet
rules; and 1 count involving machinery standards.
For the year ending November 30, 1937 there remained only 22 straight de-
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fault cases, 20 of which were wage complaints and two painting rules violations.
The sum of $45,609.90 was paid by employers during the year after this de-
partment acted on the complaints of employees for non-payment of wages. Five
thousand ninety-seven persons believing they had reason to complain on wage
matters called at the department's office during the year. Two thousand, eight
hundred fifty-seven complaints were taken by the department, and of this num-
ber 1,503 have reported payment in full. Of the number 2,240 cases not taken
by the department, the reason is given as follows: 874 called to make inquiry
on the law, notice of discharge; on 323 cases the department had no jurisdic-
tion; 235 were contracts; 201 commissions; 189 were outlawed; 179 involved
valid set-offs; 165 disputes, and 74 had insufficient data for filing complaint.
The department held 524 office hearings on wage complaints during the year.
The Predetermined Wage Rate Law
Chapter 461 of the acts of 1935, now sections 27, 27a, 27b, 27c and 27d of
chapter 149 of the General Laws, places important responsibilities upon the Com-
missioner in the enforcement of its provisions. The requirements increased sub-
stantially the administrative work of the division. In this connection this brief
summary is adduced:
Wage rates were established for 1,016 projects. Additional classifications were
established for 61 and revised rates were furnished for 40 other projects. During
the year there were 2,737 inspections made in checking up the contract require-
ments for wages paid. The sum of $7,857.29 was paid to employees as a result
of the inspection showing that the proper rates had not been paid.
The United States Department of Labor requested 25 schedules of the wage
rate to be used by them in predetermining wage rates for federal projects.
Suspension of the 6 O'Clock Law in the Textile Industry
The legislature of 1937 followed the practice of previous years in suspending
the provisions of section 59, chapter 149 of the General Laws, which prohibited
the employment of women over 21 years of age in the manufacture of textile
goods after six o'clock in the evening.
The Commissioner of Labor and Industries, according to the statute, was
given power to make restrictions on the employment of women in night work
in conformity with Article 20, Part 1 of the Constitution of the Commonwealth.
This enactment of the legislature was complied with by the Commissioner, who,
in accordance with chapter 153 of the acts of 1937, drafted rules and regulations
for the textile industry which were applicable to cotton, wool and silk branches
of the trade. These regulations were approved March 31, 1937, and were
checked up during the year by regular inspection.
Work in the Branch Offices
Branch offices are located in Fall River, Lawrence, Pittsfield, Springfield and
Worcester, and are always open to the public during the regular working hours.
The various schedules and time notices for women and minors as required
by law are promptly distributed, with the necessary instructions concerning their
use, together with the bulletins containing the rules and regulations for safe-
guarding machinery and designed to make known the laws relating to sanita-
tion and ventilation, for industrial lighting, foundry regulations, building opera-
tions, structural painting, and other provisions enforced by the department.
Complaints alleging violation of the weekly payment laws are received and
given prompt attention. Conferences are arranged between the workmen and
employer when disputes arise as to the amount due and cases settled to the
satisfaction of the interested parties.
The court procedure is explained to the complainants in connection with court
action when it is necessary. The courts have expressed their appreciation of
this plan.
Telephone calls from industrial establishments for information provide an op-
portunity for the branch offices to give prompt service on important matters
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and the problems concerning the work of women and minors and the certifica-
tion of those employed there. The provisions concerning the one day's rest in
seven and Sunday employment and other regulations of the labor laws come
to the attention of the office and prompt service is given to the public.
Labor Legislation During 1937
Several labor measures adopted during the legislative session for 1937
strengthened the existing laws or extended them to new places of employment.
Brief reference is made herewith to these enactments which will indicate the
nature and purpose of these added administrative duties:
Chapter 153: An Act authorizing the Commissioner of Labor and Industries
to suspend until April 1, 1938 the 6 o'clock law, so-called, relating to the hours of
employment of women and minors in the textile industry. Amends chapter 347,
section 1, 1933; amends chapter 154, acts of 1936. Approved March 31, 1937.
Chapter 221 : An Act making the provisions of the One Day's Rest in Seven
Law, so-called, applicable to certain restaurants. Amends chapter 149, sec-
tion 49. Approved April 16, 1937.
Chapter 249: An Act relative to the making of rules and regulations by the
Department of Labor and Industries for the prevention of accidents and in-
dustrial or occupational diseases. Amends chapter 149, section 6. Approved
April 29, 1937.
Chapter 346: An Act providing for the establishment of minimum wage for
laborers employed by the Department of Public Works. Amends chapter 149,
section 26. Approved May 25, 1937.
Chapter 367 : An Act prohibiting discrimination against certain persons in
employment on account of their age. Amends chapter 149, section 24a to sec-
tion 24j inclusive. Approved May 27, 1937.
Chapter 373: An Act providing for the keeping of a register of persons em-
ployed in state printing and binding. Amends Chapter 5, section 1. Approved
May 28, 1937. This legislation has given much additional work to the division
in checking up rates of wages and inspecting certain work places dealing with
sanitary and other requirements for employees in the protection of their health
as a basis for competitive bidding for this work.
Chapter 429: An Act regulating industrial homework, now sections 143 to
147h inclusive. Approved March 29, 1937.
Announcements
Dr. Francis V. Murphy, who entered the service of the State Board of Labor
and Industries on May 11, 1914, resigned from the department on December 31,
1936. He was recognized among his associates as a man of much ability and
wide experience.
Mr. Joseph Monette served as counsel for the department from July 25, 1919,
ending his services on December 31, 1936. His associates and friends in the
department tendered him a reception, and addresses were made by the various
Commissioners in appreciation of his work.
Former Representative Raymond F. O'Connell was named counsel for the
department on January 2, 1937.
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF CONCILIATION
AND ARBITRATION
Thomas F. Curley, Chairman; Raymond V. McNamara, John L. Campos
On December 1, 1936, five joint applications for arbitration were pending.
During the year 266 joint applications were filed, making a total of 271. Of
these 19 were abandoned, withdrawn or settled; decisions were' rendered in
228 cases, also four supplemental decisions; 15 cases are now pending. Four
petitions for certificates of normality were filed, two certificates were issued,
one case was settled and one withdrawn.
Conciliation
The duties of the Board during the past year have been most exacting by
reason of the industrial conditions existing throughout the commonwealth, with
the accompanying industrial disputes. More controversies have arisen during
the past year between employers and employees than ever before in the history
of this Board, making more onerous the duties of the Board and necessitating
constant day and night sessions in order to cope with the avalanche of work
placed upon it. The results of our efforts in conciliating these disputes have been
most remarkable, inasmuch as the Board has been successful in settling every
labor dispute which came before it, with the exception of one, namely, the
Colonial Press of Clinton, which controversy was investigated and as a result of
the public hearing held in Clinton on May 7, the following report, placing the
blame, was issued on June 8:
"After a thorough investigation, followed by a public hearing held at
the Town Hall in Clinton on May 7, 1937, pursuant to Section 3,
Chapter 150 of the General Laws, for the purpose of determining
which party is to blame for the continuance of the strike at the
Colonial Press, Inc., and after listening for three hours to testimony
from all persons desiring to be heard, and carefully weighing every
bit of evidence that could be deduced from that testimony, together
with the facts established by our investigation, the Board is forced
to place the blame on the Colonial Press, Inc."
We have through the powers invested in this Board prevented strikes in some
300 mercantile and industrial establishments in the commonwealth, involving
approximately 110,000 employees, with the resultant savings to the common-
wealth, the prevention of an enormous loss of employment and wages to the
employees involved and the prevention of the interruption of production by the
companies. The savings in dollars and cents thus effected, if it could be accu-
rately ascertained, would be most startling.
The Board, in its handling of cases, has in mind the competitive labor costs
of industries, and, in kindred industries, endeavors to make them as uniform
as possible. We try in our conciliation and arbitration to make conditions
salutary to keeping the present industries of the state in the state and to have
labor amicably contented. We have been somewhat compensated by the fact
that employers and employees have manifested their faith in the Board by
submitting to it their differences for adjustment and settlement.
List of Industries Affected and Principal Differences
in Conciliation and Arbitration Cases
Industries Affected: Automobiles, Bakers, Barbers, Beauticians, Books and
Magazine Distributors, Boxes, Building Trades, Buttons, Candy, Caskets, Chain
Stores, Cleaners, Chauffeurs, Contractors, Crackers, Dairies, Dental Technicians,
Department Stores, Electrical Appliances, Engineers, Express, Foundries, Fruit
and Vegetable Distributors, Fuel, Fur, Furniture, Garments, Glass, Groceries,
Hardware, Hats, Hotels, Ice, Iron and Metal, Kosher Butchers, Laundries,
Lawn Mowers, Leather, Liquor Distributors, Matches, Milk, Optical Goods,
Painters, Paper, Printing, Pressed Steel Products, Public Utilities, Restaurants,
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Rubber, School Supplies, Shoes, Signs, Silver, Steamships, Tacks, Taxis, Tex-
tiles, Tools, Toys and Baby Carriages, Transportation, Underwear, Vending
Machines, Wire Products.
Principal Differences: Wages, Hours, Working Conditions, Discharge, Dis-
crimination Union Recognition, Terms of Agreement, Removal.
Industries Affected
Bakers
Boxes
Bricks
Building supplies
Candy
Chain stores
Cleansers and dyers
Clothing manufacturing
Coal and fuel distributing
Counter manufacturing
Fruit and vegetable dispensers
Furniture dealers
Grocery stores
Heel manufacturing
Hotels and restaurants
Laundries
Leather manufacturing
Liquor distributing
Milk dealers
Painters
Pocketbook manufacturing
Printing
Radio manufacturing
Rayon manufacturing
Arbitration
Issues Arbitrated
Wages
Terms of agreement
Discharge
Discrimination
Violation of decision
Hours
Working conditions
Seniority rights
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REPORT OF THE MINIMUM WAGE
COMMISSION
Thomas F. Curley, Chairman; Raymond V. McNamara,
John L. Campos; Mary E. Meehan, Executive Secretary
Chapter 430, 1936; Chapter 401, 1937
Outline op Functions
The duties of the Commissioner of Labor and Industries and of the Minimum
Wage Commission under the law comprise the following functions:
1. The commissioner shall have the power, and it shall be his duty on the
petition of fifty or more citizens of the commonwealth, to cause an investiga-
tion to be made by any of his authorized representatives, of the wages paid to
women or minors in any occupation in order to ascertain whether any substan-
tial number of women or minors in such occupation are receiving oppressive
and unreasonable wages.
2. If, on the basis of information in the possession of the commissioner, with
or without special investigation, he is of the opinion that any substantial num-
ber of women or minors in any occupation or occupations are receiving oppres-
sive and unreasonable wages, he shall direct the commission to appoint a wage
board to report upon the establishment of minimum fair wage rates for such
women or minors in such occupation or occupations.
3. If the report is disapproved the commission shall resubmit the matter
to the same wage board or to a new wage board. If the report is approved
the commission shall transmit it to the commissioner, who shall issue a directory
order which shall define minimum fair wage rates in the occupation or occu-
pations as recommended in the report of the wage board and such directory
order shall include the regulations as approved by the commission.
4. At any time after a minimum fair wage order has been in effect for one
year or more, whether during such period it has been directory or mandatory,
the commissioner may on his own motion and shall on petition of fifty or more
citizens of the commonwealth reconsider the minimum fair wage rates estab-
lished therein and direct the commission to reconvene the same wage board
or appoint a new wage board to consider and recommend whether and to what
extent, if any, the rate or rates contained in such order should be modified.
5. To investigate and ascertain the wages of women and minors employed
in any occupation in the commonwealth.
6. If the commissioner has reason to believe that any employer is not ob-
serving any directory or mandatory order, the commissioner may, on fifteen
days' notice, summon such employer to appear before the commissioner to show
cause why the name of such employer should not be published as having failed
to observe the provisions of such order. After a hearing and the finding of non-
observance of such order by the commissioner, he may cause to be published
in such newspaper or newspapers within this commonwealth or in such other
manner as he may deem appropriate, the name of any such employer or em-
ployers as having failed in the respects stated to observe the provisions of such
order.
7. At the request of any woman or minor paid less than the minimum wage
to which such women or minor is entitled under a mandatory minimum fair
wage order the commissioner may take an assignment of such wage claim in
trust for the assigning employee and may bring any legal action necessary to
collect such claim, and the employer shall be required to pay the costs and such
reasonable attorney's fees as may be allowed by the court. The commissioner
shall not be required to pay a filing fee in connection with any such action.
Introduction
The Uniform Minimum Wage Law, effective June 25, 1936, continued in
operation until May 29, 1937, when a new emergency law, chapter 401, acts
of 1937, was passed and signed by the governor. A brief outline of the 1936
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law was given in the previous report when the minimum wage law functioned
under the Department of Public Health.
The passing of the 1937 act followed the United States Supreme Court deci-
sion declaring minimum wage legislation constitutional. With the enactment of
this measure, the jurisdiction of the minimum wage law was returned to the
Department of Labor and Industries, under the supervision of the commissioner
and the administration of the associate commissioners of the department. This
commission is comprised of Associate Commissioners Thomas F. Curley,
Chairman, Raymond V. McNamara and John L. Campos; and Assistant Com-
missioner Mary E. Meehan, executive secretary.
Under the provisions of this chapter the commissioner, or his authorized
representative, shall have full power and authority:
1. To enter the place of business or employment of any employer of women
and minors in any occupation for the purpose of examining, inspecting and
making a transcript of any and all books, registers, payrolls, and other records
of any employer of women or minors that in any way appertain to or have a
bearing upon the question of wages of any such women or minors and for the
purpose of ascertaining whether the orders of the commissioner have been
and are being complied with; and
2. To require from such employer full and correct statements in writing
when the commissioner, or his authorized representative, deem necessary, of the
wages paid to all women and minors in his employ, such statements to be under
oath or accompanied by a written declaration that they are made under the
penalties of perjury.
3. To carry out the provisions of this chapter.
In the 1937 act several important revisions were made to further increase
the effectiveness of the law. In some instances the responsibility was transferred
to the Commissioner of Labor and Industries where previously it had been
vested in the powers of the Minimum Wage Commission.
The following comparative sections give an illustration of how the law has
become more effective through the act of 1937:
Section 13. If at any time after a directory minimum fair wage order has
been in effect for nine months the commission is of the opinion that the per-
sistent non-observanoe of such order by one or more employers is a threat to
the maintenance of fair minimum wage standards in any occupation it may
give notice of its intention to make such order mandatory and after such notice
to all persons interested as it may direct, it shall hold a public hearing, not less
than fifteen nor more than thirty days after such notice at which hearing all
persons in favor of or opposed to such mandatory order may be heard by it.
After such hearing the commission, if it adheres to its opinion, may make such
directory order or any part thereof mandatory and so publish it.
The above procedure took a great deal of time and retarded the enforcement
of the law. As a result, the Massachusetts General Court in 1937 amended this
provision by the following section:
Section 10. If at any time after a directory minimum fair wage order has
been in effect for three months the commissioner is of the opinion that persis-
tent non-observance of such order by one or more employers is a threat to the
maintenance of fair minimum wage rates in any occupation or occupations, the
commissioner may make such order mandatory and after such order is made
mandatory it shall be unlawful for any employer in said occupation to employ
women or minors for less than the rate of wage specified in said order in the
said occupation. The commissioner shall send by mail so far as is practicable
to each employer in the occupation in question a copy of the order, and each
employer shall be required to post a copy of said order in each room in which
women or minors affected by the order are employed.
As will be noted in the provisions of the 1936 law, the agents of the com-
mission, while doing inspection work, were obliged to accept the records of wages
and hours as presented to them by employers. Any legal right to interview an
employee regarding her wages or hours during her work period was not pro-
vided by law.
This situation was remedied under section 17 of the 1937 statute, as follows;
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Section 17. Each employer shall permit any duly authorized officer or em-
ployee of the department to question any employee of such employer in the
place of employment and during working hours in respect to the wages paid
and the hours worked by women and minors.
Another improvement in the provisions of the 1936 law was included in the
act of 1937. This section relates to the compensation allowed for payment of
wage board members. During the period from September 12, 1934 to May 29,
1937, wage board members were required to serve without compensation,
although an appropriation was allowed to pay all necessary travelling expenses.
The 1937 law remedied this section by enacting legislation which provided com-
pensation for services rendered, as well as for their traveling expenses.
Outline of Activities
During the year, the Minimum Wage Commission completed its work in
connection with the establishment of a minimum fair wage rate for the corset
industry. The corset wage board was initiated the previous year. The report
of the wage board was accepted by the commission, and the rates became effec-
tive as a directory order on April 1, 1937. Eight new boards have been set up
during the year, namely—stationery goods and envelopes; toys, games and
sporting goods; druggists' preparations, proprietary medicines and chemical
compounds; jewelry and related lines; bread and bakery products; paper box;
pocketbook and leather goods; and muslin underwear, which has been changed
to women's and children's underwear, neckwear and cotton garment.
The reports of the stationery goods and envelopes; toys, games and sporting
goods; women's and children's underwear, neckwear and cotton garment; and
druggists' preparations, proprietary medicines and chemical compounds wage
boards were accepted by the commission, and their reports became effective on
the following dates, respectively:
Stationery Goods and Envelopes July 15, 1937
Toys, Games and Sporting Goods August 1, 1937
Women's and Children's Underwear, Neckwear and
Cotton Garments October 1, 1937
Druggists' Preparations, Proprietary Medicines and
Chemical Compounds March 1, 1938
Copies of the boards' determinations will be found later in this report.
The jewelry and related lines wage board completed its work and submit-
ted a report to the minimum wage commission, who returned it to the board
for reconsideration. The commission felt that the rates established were not
in accord with the trend of the times. Although the board has held subsequent
meetings, a satisfactory report has not been received by the commission.
The paper box and pocketbook and leather goods wage boards are still in session
as this report is being written. However, as the boards have been meeting for
some time, the commission anticipates early returns from them.
The bread and bakery products wage board submitted a report basing its
recommendations on the size of the locality. This is the second board to base
its findings upon localities. The members of the board were of the opinion
that the smaller cities and towns should be given consideration and not penalized
by trying to compete with the large bread and cracker concerns located in
larger population centers. The report of the board specified 250,000 population
as the highest population group. Under this classification several large cities,
where wholesale bread and cracker factories are located, were excluded. After
taking all matters into consideration, the commission lowered this group classi-
fication to 100,000 and over population, and accepted the report with this
change.
On August 30, 1937, letters were issued by the commissioner of labor and
industries to all employers in the laundry and dry cleaning; electrical equipment
and supplies; retail store; hoot and shoe cut stock and findings; men's clothing
and raincoat; candy; men's furnishings; brush; women's clothing; and corset
industries advising them that on and after October 1, 1937, their respective
industries would be operating under a mandatory order, violation of which
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would subject the employer to the penalties required by law. As a result of
this order, approximately 80,000 employees were brought under the provisions
of the mandatory law.
The commissioner also issued orders on December 1, 1937, that establish-
ments engaged in the manufacture of stationery goods and envelopes; toys,
games and sporting goods; and women's and children's underwear, neckwear
and cotton garments should become mandatory on January 1, 1938. Approxi-
mately 10,000 employees were affected by this order.
Inspections
Inspections have been initiated under the following orders and decrees: boot
and shoe cut stock and findings; bread and bakery products; candy; canning
and preserving and minor lines of confectionery; druggists' preparations, pro-
prietary medicines and chemical compounds; electrical equipment and supplies;
jewelry and related lines; knit goods; laundry and dry cleaning; men's clothing
and raincoat; men's furnishings; millinery; office and other building cleaners;
paper box; pocketbook and leather goods; stationery goods and envelopes; toys,
games and sporting goods; women's and children's underwear, neckwear and
cotton garment; and women's clothing. In the case of some industries the in-
spection was started under the provisions of a directory order. The inspection
under the retail store order was started in 1936 and completed this year.
Reinspections have also been made under a majority of these decrees for the
purpose of checking to ascertain whether or not employers have fulfilled their
obligation to meet compliance as promised, following complaints.
Incidental to regular inspection throughout the year, home work has been
found in 8 firms under 4 decrees or orders, covering 145 records of employees.
In the regular inspection work, wage records were secured for 43,744 women
and minors in 3,066 establishments. In addition, 8,520 reinspection records
were taken under 16 decrees, including 254 establishments. These figures, with
the home work inspection just referred to, make a total of 52,409 records
secured in 3,328 firms.
Reinspection op Inspection Cases
(Table 1)
At the close of the fiscal year there were outstanding from the reports of
previous years 9,678 cases of non-compliance in 1,014 establishments. About
one-third of these cases come under the retail store order, with 3,937 cases in 580
establishments; 1,285 cases in 76 muslin underwear establishments; and 1,240
cases in 17 electrical equipment and supplies establishments.
The Commission has been hampered in securing adjustment in those indus-
tries operating under a directory order, owing to the fact that employers were
waiting for the orders to become mandatory before accepting the minimum
rates. Wages were raised in 193 cases in 24 establishments. Adjustment by
change of work, hours or method of payment, whereby employees were enabled
to earn the minimum were made in 115 cases in 16 establishments; while 371
women employed in 30 establishments were reported as left, laid off or dis-
charged. There were 705 cases in 41 establishments where adjustments were
promised or reported. Four cases in one establishment were covered by the
piece rate ruling. Twenty-eight cases were incorrectly recorded in five estab-
lishments, and eight cases of technical non-compliance were found in two estab-
lishments; 7,617 cases in 889 establishments were absorbed by directory or man-
datory orders, and will be included in the regular inspection under the rates
required by their respective orders.
Cases Pending
There were outstanding at the close of the fiscal year 637 cases pending in
102 establishments, mainly under the knit goods; jewelry and related lines;
bread and bakery products; and pocketbook and leather goods decrees. These
cases were found in occupations which are still operating under the recommen-
datory law. The remaining cases are under the canning and preserving and
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minor lines of confectionery; druggists' preparations, proprietary medicines and
chemical compounds; office and other building cleaners; and paper box decrees.
Disposition of New Cases in Firms Having Cases Pending from
Previous Years
(Table 2)
In the course of reinspection of firms with cases outstanding from previous
years, 531 new cases were found in 36 establishments. The majority of these
cases came under the men's furnishings and muslin underwear decrees. The
remaining cases came under the boot and shoe cut stock and findings; jewelry
and related lines; knit goods; laundry and dry cleaning; paper box; and
pocketbook and leather goods industries.
Adjustments: Since the rates for the boot and shoe cut stock and findings;
laundry and dry cleaning; and men's furnishings occupations were declared
mandatory on October 1, 1937, the cases pending from previous years will be
absorbed in the new inspection under these orders.
Pending : There were pending at the close of the year 64 cases in six establish-
ments, under the jewelry and related lines; knit goods; paper box; and pocket-
book and leather goods occupations.
Disposition of Cases in Regular Inspection Work
(Table 3)
In the regular inspection work, 7,105 cases of non-compliance were found in
1,100 establishments. This represents a larger proportion of non-compliances
than in the past two years. This situation is explained by the fact that the
majority of employers were waiting for the orders to become mandatory before
adjusting their rates.
Adjustments: In the cases settled, the wages of 724 women were increased
in 363 establishments. Adjustments by change of work, hours or method of
payment, whereby the employees were enabled to earn the minimum, were made
in 62 cases in 16 establishments. Adjustment was promised or reported in 3,217
cases in 624 establishments. There were 283 cases in 66 establishments which
were reported as left, laid off or discharged. Eighteen cases in four firms were
incorrectly recorded. Six establishments employing 56 women were reported as
out of business. Five employees in two establishments were covered by the
special license provision, and three employees in two establishments were con-
sidered as technical non-compliances.
Cases Pending: At the close of the year there were pending in the regular
inspection work 2,737 cases in 349 establishments.
Complaints
Following the advent of the mandatory orders effective on October 1, 1937,
many complaints were received from employees who were paid less than the
rates to which they were eligible. As a result of these complaints, ten industries
including 23 employees were investigated, and adjustments were made before the
end of the year. Among the industries where violations were found were the
candy; electrical equipment and supplies; laundry and dry cleaning; men's
clothing and raincoat; pocketbook and leather goods; retail store; stationery
goods and envelopes; toys, games and sporting goods; and women's clothing
occupations. A complaint was received from one industry which was not covered
by any order.
In the above listed complaints, 18 employees in five occupations had their
wages raised to meet the provisions of the order, of which eight employees' wages
were increased retroactive to the date the order became mandatory, October 1,
1937. Four cases in two firms had left following the complaint and before
investigation had been made. One firm was reported as out of business.
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Eighteen additional complaints were also received where adjustment was not
secured until after the end of the year. Among these were ten occupations
employing 106 women and minors. Of these 106 cases, 70 received an increase
in wages, six left before compliance could be secured, three were special license
cases, and in 27 cases employers promised adjustment. The above complaints
were found in the boot and shoe cut stock and findings ; canning and preserving
and minor lines of confectionery; laundry and dry cleaning; men's clothing and
raincoat; men's furnishings; paper box; retail store; toys, games and sporting
goods; and women's clothing industries. One complaint was also received from
an industry not covered by any order.
Mandatory Orders
During the fiscal year, directory orders were declared for ten industries,
namely: boot and shoe cut stock and findings; men's clothing and raincoat;
men's furnishings; candy; brush; women's clothing; corset; stationery goods
and envelopes; toys, games and sporting goods; and women's and children's
underwear, neckwear and cotton garment, formerly known as "muslin under-
wear."
Industry Directory Directory Mandatory
Order No Order Date Order Date
Boot and Shoe Cut Stock and Findings 4 Mar. 1, 1937 Oct. 1, 1937
Men's Clothing and Raincoat 5 Mar. 1, 1937 Oct. 1, 1937
Candy 6 Mar. 1, 1937 Oct. 1, 1937
Men's Furnishings 7 Mar. 1, 1937 Oct. 1, 1937
Brush 8 Mar. 1,1937 Oct. 1, 1937
Women's Clothing 9 Mar. 1, 1937 Oct. 1, 1937
Corset 10 Apr. 1, 1937 Oct. 1, 1937
Stationery Goods and Envelopes 11 Jul. 15, 1937 Jan. 1, 1938
Toys, Games and Sporting Goods 12 Aug. 1, 1937 Jan. 1, 1938
Women's and Children's Underwear, Neck-
wear and Cotton Garment 13 Oct. 1, 1937
Summary
A survey of the work accomplished by the Minimum Wage Commission during
the year shows interesting results. When the present Minimum Wage Commis-
sion was created, May 29, 1937, ten directory orders had been established. Since
that time the ten directory orders have been made mandatory, and directory
orders have been established for three additional industries.
Actual adjustments have been made in 1,094 cases, while in 3,922 cases adjust-
ments were promised or reported. The amount collected in retroactive pay l?
naturally small at this time since but two months have elapsed since the orders
were made mandatory,
Inasmuch as there are approximately 80,000 workers now covered by man-
datory orders, and since about 420,000 employees are yet to be brought within
the scope of other orders, the present minimum wage office force will be inade-
quate to make a complete inspection of the wages paid to all women and minors
within the jurisdiction of the Minimum Wage Commission.
The assistance of the National Youth Administration which provided clerical
help to the regular office force during the tremendous influx of work, is greatly
appreciated. It is anticipated that during the coming year the legislature will
recognize the need for an increase in the personnel of the present staff and provide
for a larger permanent force of clerks and investigators.
During the inspection visits it has been found that the great majority have
given excellent co-operation. Many employers have expressed the opinion that
mandatory orders are beneficial to both employers and employees since they tend
to minimize unfair intrastate competition.
The commission expects that during the coming year all industries formerly
covered by decrees will be brought under the provisions of mandatory orders and
that investigations will be completed in industries for which minimum wage rates
have never before been established.
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Minimum Wage Commission
Corset Occupation
Directory Order Number 10
Minimum Fair Wage Standards for Women and Minors Employed
in This Occupation
Basic Wage Rates:
No woman or minor employed in the corset occupation shall be paid less than
the following minimum hourly rates
:
1. Experienced Workers—Not less than 29 1/6 cents an hour, or $14.00 for
a full-time week.
2. Inexperienced Workers—Not less than 20 5/6 cents an hour, or $10.00
for a full-time week.
Special Provisions:
1. Piece Rates: The wages paid piece workers shall be so adjusted that every
woman or minor so employed shall earn for any given period of employ-
ment not less than the time wages herein prescribed for such period.
2. Waiting Time: Time during which employees are required to wait on the
employer's premises and no work is provided by the employer, shall be
counted as working time and paid for at the individual worker's regular
wage rate.
Administrative Regulations
Definitions :
1. Corset Occupation
The above-named occupation includes any activity concerned with the
manufacture of corsets, girdles, corset-brassiere combinations, belts, bands,
and the manufacture of garters-to-complete-a-corset-or-foundation-gar-
ment; and all similar related lines by or on behalf of any person, firm,
corporation, association or other institution, including any such activity
performed by or for the employer upon his or its behalf, or for his or its
own purpose, or for others.
2. Full-time Week
These rates are based on a full-time week, by which is meant the full
number of hours required by the employer.
3. Experienced Employees
Employees who have reached the age of 17 years and have been employed
in the industry for one year. In computing experience, employment in the
manufacture of garters-to-complete-the-foundation-garment shall not fulfill
the definition of an experienced employee on the other corset occupations,
nor vice versa.
4. Minors
Employees of either sex under 21 years of age.
5. Employees
Women and minors employed in the corset occupation.
6. Directory Order
Date effective:—April 1, 1937.
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Corset Wage Board
List of Members
Representative of the Public
Professor Cornelius S. Donoghue, Chairman, Holy Cross College, Worcester
Representatives of Employers
:
Representatives of Employees :
Mr. William B. Fitzgerald Mrs. Gladys LaForte
Fitz-Well Girdle Company 31 Dover Street
Worcester Worcester
Mr. Everett Houghton Miss Josephine Aquino
Standard Corset Company 80 Gage Street
Holyoke Worcester
Mr. Richard Olmstead Miss Mary Gorman
Royal Worcester Corset Company 38 Shirley Sttreet
Worcester Worcester
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Minimum Wage Commission
Stationery Goods and Envelopes Occupation
Directory Order Number 11
Minimum Fair Wage Standards for Women and Minors Employed
in This Occupation
Basic Wage Rates:
No woman and no minor employed in the Stationery Goods and Envelopes oc-
cupation shall be paid less than the following minimum rates
:
A. Employees of Ordinary Ability:
1. Experienced employees, 18 years of age and over, not less than
$14.50 a week; and for those establishments working over 44 hours,
an hourly rate of not less than 33 cents.
2. Experienced minors, under 18 years of age, not less than $13.75 a
week; and for those establishments working over 44 hours, an
hourly rate of not less than Sl 1/^ cents.
B. Learners and Apprentices
:
Not less than $11.50 a week; and for those establishments working
over 44 hours, an hourly rate of not less than 26^ cents.
Special Provisions:
Piece Rate Schedules: If the employee is hired on Piece Rates or any other
Incentive Basis, such rates must be fully posted or available to every em-
ployee in the room where the operations are conducted, and the employee
must be informed that weekly compensation will not be less than the
MINIMUM FAIR WAGES for time workers hereby established.
Employees' Experience Record: Every employer must, when requested by an
employee upon leaving his employment, give to the employee a record of the
length of service, stating the particular operations in which the employee
has been engaged in that establishment or concern.
Waiting Time: Time during which employees are required to wait on the
employer's premises and no work provided by the employer shall be counted
as working time and paid for at the individual worker's regular wage rate.
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Administrative Regulations
Definitions :
1. Stationery Goods and Envelopes Occupation:
This occupation includes stationery goods and envelope establishments, and
establishments manufacturing envelopes, tablets, blankbooks, tissue paper
products, greeting cards, card filing equipment, and miscellaneous paper
goods.
2. Employees of Ordinary Ability:
An employee shall be deemed of ordinary ability who is 18 years of age or
over and who has had either nine months' experience in any one concern
or establishment in the industry, or nine months' experience, not neces-
sarily continuous nor for the same employer, on any specific operation in
the industry.
3. Minors:
Employees of either sex under 21 years of age.
4. Employees :
Women and minors employed in the Stationery Goods and Envelopes
Occupation.
5. Directory Order:
Date Effective:—July 15, 1937.
Stationery Goods and Envelopes Wage Board
List of Members
Representative of the Public
Professor Cornelius S. Donoghue, Chairman, Holy Cross College, Worcester
Representatives of Employers
:
Representatives of Employees :
Mr. John G. Watt Miss Mary Racine
McKenzie Engraving Company 47 Mosher Street
Boston Holyoke
Mr. James J. Shea Miss Florence Springsted
P. P. Kellogg Company 3 King Avenue
Springfield Westfield
Mr. Donald E. Rust Mr. William Sheehan
Rust Craft Publishers, Inc. Green Street
Boston Holliston
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Minimum Wage Commission
Toys, Games and Sporting Goods Occupation
Directory Order Number 12
Minimum Fair Wage Standards for Women and Minors Employed
in This Occupation
Basic Wage Rates:
No woman and no minor employed in any Toys, Games and Sporting Goods
Occupation shall be paid less than the following minimum rates:
A. Employees of ordinary ability, with one or more years' experience, not
less than 35 cents an hour, or $14.00 for a 40-hour week.
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B. Employees with six weeks' to one year's experience, not less than 32%
cents an hour, or $13.00 for a 40-hour week.
C. Employees with less than six weeks' experience, not less than 27%
cents an hour, or $11.00 for a 40-hour week.
Any time worked over 40 hours shall be paid on an hourly pro rata basis.
Special Provisions:
Piece Rates: The wages paid piece workers shall be so adjusted that every
woman or minor so employed shall earn for a given period of employment
not less than the time wages herein prescribed for such period.
Waiting Time: Time during which employees are required to wait on the
employer's premises and no work is provided by the employer, shall be
counted as working time and paid for at the individual worker's regular wage
rate.
Administrative Regulations
Definitions :
1. Toys, Games and Sporting Goods Occupation:
Any occupation concerned with the manufacture of toys, games, kinder-
garten supplies, and sporting goods.
2. Employees of Ordinary Ability:
An employee of ordinary ability is one who has had at least one year's
experience in the occupation.
3. Full Time Week:
Any week of 40 hours shall be considered a full working week.
4. Minors:
Employees of either sex under 21 years of age.
5. Employees:
Women and minors employed in the Toys, Games and Sporting Goods
Occupation.
6. Directory Order:
Date Effective:—August 1, 1937.
Toys, Games and Sporting Goods Wage Board
List of Members
Representative of the Public
Professor Bernard W. McCarthy, Chairman, Holy Cross College, Worcester
Representatives of Employers
:
Representatives of Employees :
Mr. Robert L. Medlicott Miss Vera Day
A. G. Spalding Company DuPont Viscoloid Company
Chicopee Leominster
Mr. Donald W. Siebert Miss Ella Gebo
O. W. Siebert Company Milton Bradley Company
Gardner Springfield
Mr. Paul K. Guillow Mr. Axel Backman
Paul K. Guillow Company 32 Waterford Street
Wakefield Gardner
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THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Minimum Wage Commission
Women's and Children's Underwear, Neckwear and Cotton
Garment Occupation
Directory Order Number 13
Minimum Fair Wage Standards for Women and Minors Employed
in This Occupation
Basic Wage Rates:
1. No woman or minor employed in the Women's and Children's Underwear,
Neckwear and Cotton Garment Occupation (house dresses, aprons, under-
wear, etc.) shall be paid less than the following rates:
A. Experienced Workers: Not less than $14.00 per week, or 35 cents
per hour.
B. Inexperienced Workers:
(1) From three to six months' experience, not less than $10.00
per week, or 25 cents per hour.
(2) Less than three months' experience, not less than $8.50 per
week, or 21^ cents per hour.
2. An employee regularly employed for 40 hours per week shall be regarded
for the purpose of this order as a full-time employee.
Special Provisions:
Piece Rates: The wages paid piece workers shall be so adjusted that every
woman or minor so employed shall earn for a given period of employment
not less than the time wages herein prescribed for such period.
Waiting Time: Time during which employees are required to wait on the
employer's premises and no work is provided by the employer, shall be
counted as working time and paid for at the individual worker's regular wage
rate.
Administrative Regulations
Definitions :
1. Women's and Children's Underwear, Neckwear and Cotton Garment
Occupation:
The above-named occupation comprises the manufacture of such products
as house dresses, aprons, underwear, neckwear, children's clothing,
and similar lines.
2. Experienced Employees
:
Employees who have had at least six months' experience in the occupation.
A. In the event a worker, having had at least three months' experience
in any plant and having transferred into another line of work, that
employee may be classified as semi-skilled.
B. Experienced employees coming from an outside plant are subject to
the semi-skilled class for not exceeding one month.
C. In the event a worker has been away from the industry for a period
of three years or more, regardless of her prior skill, she re-enters the
industry as a semi-skilled worker.
3. Minors:
Employees of either sex under 21 years of age.
4. Employees:
Women and minors employed in the Women's and Children's Underwear,
Neckwear, and Cotton Garment Occupation.
5. Directory Order:
Date Effective:—October 1, 1937.
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Women's and Children's Underwear, Neckwear and Cotton Garment
Wage Board
List of Members
Representative of the Public
Mr. Sol C. Hamburger, Chairman, 260 Tremont Street, Boston
Representatives of Employers
:
Representatives of Employees :
Mr. Israel Feather Miss Mary Levin
Sedlis Manufacturing Company Int. Ladies' Garment Workers Union
Boston Boston
Mr. J. Aiken Miss Anna Terry
M. Sharaf Company 116 Tecumseh Street
Boston Fall River
Mr. Joseph Silin Mr. Harry Blume
Silin Manufacturing Company Boston Royal Underwear Company
Boston Boston
THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Minimum Wage Commission
Druggists' Preparations, Proprietary Medicines and Chemical
Compounds Occupation
Directory Order Number 14
Minimum Fair Wage Standards for Women and Minors Employed
in This Occupation
Basic Wage Rates:
No woman or minor employed in the druggists' preparations, proprietary
medicines and chemical compounds occupation shall be paid less than the fol-
lowing rates:
1. Experienced Workers: Not less than 35 cents per hour.
2. Inexperienced Workers:
A. From six months' to one year's experience, not less than 30 cents
per hour.
B. Less than six months' experience, not less than 25 cents per hour.
All occupations connected with the manufacturing end of the business shaU be
covered by the minimum wage rates.
Special Provisions:
Piece Rates: The wages paid piece workers shall be so adjusted that every
woman or minor so employed shall earn for a given period of employment
not less than the time wages herein prescribed for such period.
Waiting Time: Time during which employees are required to wait on the
employer's premises and no work is provided by the employer, shall be
counted as working time and paid for at the individual worker's regular wage
rate.
Administrative Regulations
Definitions :
1. Druggists' Preparations, Proprietary Medicines and Chemical Compounds
Occupation :
The above-named occupation includes the manufacture of salves, lini-
ments, emulsions, talcum powders, sachets, cosmetics, perfumes, toilet
waters, cold creams, hair restorers, cough syrups, pills, druggists' sup-
plies, headache powders, troches, tooth powders, elixirs, ointments,
tinctures, and similar lines.
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2. Experienced Employees:
Employees who have had at least one year's experience in the occupa-
tion.
3. Minors:
Employees of either sex under 21 years of age.
4. Employees :
Women and minors employed in the druggists' preparations, proprie-
tary medicines and chemical compounds occupation.
5. Directory Order:
Date Effective:—March 1, 1938.
Druggists' Preparations, Proprietary Medicines and Chemical Compounds
Wage Board
List of Members
Representative of the Public
Cornelius A. Parker, Esq., Chairman, 68 Devonshire Street, Boston
Representatives of Employers: Representatives of Employees:
Mr. John Dawes Miss Alice Dupee
Moore & Company 34 Leverett Street
Worcester Boston
Dr. Jesse Schneider Miss Mary M. Lynch
Brewer & Company 1117 Pleasant Street
Worcester East Weymouth
Mr. Ralph R. Patch Mr. Raymond J. Fermoyle
E. L. Patch Company 25 Hudson Street
Stoneham Somerville
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REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF STATISTICS
Roswell F. Phelps, Director
Introduction
This report is the eighteenth animal report of the Division of Statistics and
covers the work of the division during the year 1937, The principal branches
of the work of the Division of Statistics are the collection and publication of
statistics of labor and manufactures and the answering of inquiries relative to
the industries of the commonwealth, the rates of wages, hours of labor, and
the conditions of employment. These several branches of the work of the
division during the year 1937 are discussed in this report.
The statistical data herein presented relate for the most part to the calendar
year 1937, but data for certain prior years are also included for purposes of
comparison, and charts showing, graphically, the trends of employment and
earnings of wage-earners in the principal industries and municipalities in the
commonwealth appear in the appendix. The results of the monthly surveys
of employment and payrolls, the annual census of manufactures and of special
investigations made by the division are here presented in summary form. In-
formation in greater detail has been presented in separate printed reports and
in numerous mimeographed press releases to which reference is made later in
this report.
In addition to its regular work, the division, during the past year, continued
certain phases of the "Investigation Relative to Discrimination Against Older
Wage Earners," undertaken in accordance with Chapter 33, Resolves of 1935;
extended the "Compilation of the Statistics of Manufactures in Massachusetts
for the years 1920-1935," by the addition of comparable data for 1936; com-
piled statistical data for cities and towns in Eastern Massachusetts for use in
connection with a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission in pro-
test against the abandonment or curtailment of service by the Old Colony and
the Providence Divisions of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad
;
and compiled a record of strikes which occurred in Massachusetts in 1937.
These four special investigations are discussed later in this report.
The division has also been called upon to furnish much information for the
use of various private and governmental agencies and individuals and to answer
numerous inquiries with reference to industrial changes which have occurred
during recent years. In some cases, special investigations were undertaken
in order to answer such inquiries and to supply additional information supple-
menting the official records already available in the files of the division.
INDUSTRIAL TRENDS IN MASSACHUSETTS, 1925-1937
In discussing the industrial changes in Massachusetts, which have occurred
during the period of 13 years (1925-1937) covered by this review, reference is
made to the manufacturing industries only, but in this connection attention is
called to the fact that because of the predominance of the manufacturing indus-
tries in this state, nearly all other classes of business are largely dependent
upon activity in the manufacturing industries.
In the following table data are presented for the years 1925-1937, inclusive,
showing the average number of wage-earners employed in the manufacturing in-
dustries in the commonwealth, the amount paid in wages, the average annual
earnings of those employed, the real value of their annual earnings, and the cost
of living in Massachusetts, based on wage-earners' budgets. Corresponding
index numbers for each of these items are also presented in the table. These
index numbers have been computed, using as a base (100) the averages of the
respective items for the three years, 1925-1927. The trends are shown, graphi-
cally, on the accompanying chart.
Employment. On reference to Table 1 and the accompanying chart, it will
be observed that in 1937 the index number representing employment of wage-
earners in the manufacturing industries in Massachusetts was 85.2, which ex-
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ceeded the corresponding index numbers for each of the seven years, 1930-1936,
inclusive. Beginning in 1927 and with the exception of the year 1929, when
there was some increase in employment over 1928, there was a continuous
decrease from year to year in the number of wage-earners employed in the
manufacturing industries until 1932, when the index number reached the lowest
Table 1.—Industrial Trends in Massachusetts, 1925-1937.
(Base—Average for three years, 1925-1927=100)
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wages per unit of time worked. On reference to the accompanying chart, it
will be observed that in 1930 the trend line representing the amount of wages
paid fell below the trend line representing the average number employed, and
the distance between the two lines increased during each of the years 1931,
1932 and 1933, but, thereafter, as activity in the manufacturing industries in-
creased, the increases in the amounts paid in wages were relatively greater
than the increases in the average number employed, and, consequently, the
upward trend of the line representing amount of wages paid was more pro-
nounced than that of the line representing the average number employed.
Annual Earnings of Employees.—During the period of thirteen years, 1925 to
1937, inclusive, the average annual earnings of wage-earners employed in the
manufacturing industries showed marked fluctuations. The highest annual
average earnings recorded during the period were $1,246.30 in 1929, and the
lowest were $889.44 in 1933. Since 1933, the average annual earnings have
increased each year and the total increase during the four years, 1934 to 1937,
amounted to $287.40, or 32.3 per cent, as compared with the average annual
earnings ($889.44) in 1933. The average annual earnings ($1,176.84) of those
employed in 1937 were less by $42.39, or 3.5 per cent, than the average
($1,219.23) for the three-year period, 1925-1927.
Cost of Living—In computing the index numbers representing the cost of liv-
ing (presented in Table 1) the average of the index numbers for the three
years, 1925 to 1927, has been taken as the base (100), whereas the Division on
the Necessaries of Life, in computing the original series, has taken 1913 as the
base year. During the first five years of the period of thirteen years under
review, the changes in the cost of living were relatively small, but during the
four years, 1930 to 1933, inclusive, there were rather marked decreases, and in
1933 the lowest point (76.3) during the entire period was reached. In 1934,
the index number increased to 81.8, and in 1935 to 85.3. In 1936 there was a
slight decrease to 85.0, and in 1937 there was an increase to 88.2, the highest
point reached since 1930, but this was 11.8 per cent less than the base (100)
for the three-year period, 1925-1927. These changes in the cost of living indi-
cate the effects of the depression and recovery on the prices of commodities
included in the wage-earners' budget.
Real Wages.—The real value of the average annual earnings of those em-
ployed in each year has been computed by dividing the index number repre-
senting the average annual earnings of those employed by the corresponding
index number representing the cost of living in that year. During the years,
1927 to 1931, the real value of the average annual earnings of those employed,
was somewhat greater than during the three-year period, 1925-1927, taken as
the base (100). In 1933, the index number fell to 95.7 (the lowest point
reached during the entire period, 1925-1937) but in 1934 it increased to 96.7,
remained the same in 1935, in 1936 increased to 103.2, and in 1937 increased
to 109.4.
STATISTICS OF LABOR
Labor Bulletins
Labor Bulletin No. 176. Thirty-sixth Annual Directory of Labor Organiza-
tions in Massachusetts, 1937 (with Statistics of Membership, 1932-1936).—
This directory contains, as in previous editions, the name, location, time, and
place of meeting, and the name and address of the secretary and business agent
of each local labor organization having its headquarters in Massachusetts, to-
gether with a list of all the delegate organizations, such as state and district
councils, central labor unions, etc., and the names and home office address with
the name of the secretary of each national and international labor organization
known to be in existence in the United States. The number of organizations
listed in this directory was 1,707, of which 143 were national and international
organizations, 72 were state and district councils, 90 were central labor unions
and city councils, and 1,402 were local unions.
The statistical data presented in the directory have reference to the number
and membership of local labor organizations which were in existence in Massa-
chusetts at the close of each of the years 1932-1936. Earlier editions contain
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data for prior years. Membership statistics were first collected annually be-
ginning with the year 1908. The tabulations do not include unions of letter car-
riers, post office clerks, or railway mail clerks. Excluding such organizations,
there was at the close of 1936 a total of 1,230 local unions with a combined mem-
bership of 231,710, comprising 187,904 male members and 43,806 female
members.
Labor Bulletin No. 177. Time Rates of Wages and Hours oj Labor in
Massachusetts, 1937.—This is the twenty-seventh of a series of annual reports
of a similar nature, the first of which was issued by the former Bureau of Sta-
tistics in 1910. In the earlier reports of this series nearly all of the information
was obtained from officials of labor organizations and had reference to rates
paid as a result of agreements between employers and union employees. De-
mands upon the office for other than strictly union rates resulted in additional
information being obtained from employers such as street and electric railway
companies, and from municipalities in order that rates paid various classes of
workmen and laborers might be more readily compared, etc. Since 1924 the
reports have been issued under the title of "Time Rates" rather than "Union
Rates" as formerly.
The report comprises three sections, the first devoted to those union rates
effective throughout the state in all types of industries and trades, the second
section to municipal rates, and the third section to rates paid by several classes
of public utility companies, many of whose employees are members of labor
organizations and have definite agreements with their employers.
Monthly Surveys
Introductory
.
—The "monthly surveys" of employment and earnings of wage-
earners in Massachusetts were first undertaken in September, 1922, when re-
ports were received from only 202 manufacturing establishments in which
120,804 wage-earners were employed. These surveys have been greatly expanded
so as to include all important fields of employment in Massachusetts. To illus-
trate the advance which has been made in this type of work it might be men-
tioned that in December, 1937, reports were received from 8,329 establish-
ments in which 461,933 wage-earners were employed. But for the fact that
employment in general was then at a very low level, the coverage would have
been considerably greater than at any other time. The number employed during
the peak month of 1937 (April) in an almost identical list of establishments was
517,049. It is believed that the samples covered are more truly representative
than before because special attention has been given to improving the list.
The Division of Statistics and the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U. S.
Department of Labor have continued to cooperate in the collection of monthly
pay roll data. All reports are obtained directly by the Division of Statistics,
but the federal bureau has granted the use of the franking privilege in connec-
tion with nearly all of this work, and it also supplies the forms used in con-
nection with the survey of manufacturing establishments. There were no
changes of importance in the questionnaire used during the past year. The two
employees of the federal bureau assigned to Massachusetts continued to make
the tabulations desired by the federal bureau.
Coverage oj the Surveys.—In Table 2 data are presented showing for each
industrial group covered by the surveys the year and month in which the sur-
veys were first undertaken and (as of December, 1937) the number of estab-
lishments, number of wage-earners covered, the total amount paid them in wages
in one week, and the approximate size of the sample, expressed as percentages
of the total number of persons in the respective industrial groups according to
the most recent census data available.
The estimated coverage for all groups is 55.0 per cent; for manufacturing
it is 60.0 per cent; and for wholesale and retail trade it is 55.0 per cent; the
public utilities, which are few in number but cover a wide field of operations,
have the largest relative showing,—95.0 per cent; the representation in the
building construction industry is only 35 per cent, but the 701 contractors who
reported in December would in normal times employ possibly 80 per cent of
the building tradesmen in the state. The municipalities from which reports are
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received include all of the 39 cities and nearly all of the large towns in the
state, and a revision in the questionnaire was made in 1937 so that the persons
covered would be more nearly comparable with wage-earners in private em-
ployment. In 1937 "quarrying and non-metallic mining" establishments were
added to the surveys at the request of the federal bureau. The other classes of
employment covered are relatively small but are quite necessary in order that
the surveys may be more representative of employment in the Commonwealth.
Table 2.—Coverage of Monthly Surveys of Employment and Earnings of Wage-
Earners in Representative Establishments in Massachusetts: By
Industrial Groups: December, 1937.
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These announcements show, for 38 principal industries and 39 leading in-
dustrial cities the following data: number of establishments reporting; and, for
the pay roll week including the 15th of the current and the preceding month,
the number of wage-earners employed, the amount of the weekly pay roll, and
the average weekly earnings of those employed. In addition to the text and
detailed tables there is included in each issue a chart showing the trends of
employment and of the total amount paid in wages in all manufacturing estab-
lishments combined. In December, 1937, the number of establishments from
which reports were received was 1,753, or about 20 per cent of the total num-
ber of establishments engaged in manufacturing in Massachusetts according to
the 1936 census; and the number of wage-earners covered was 256,257, or
about 53 per cent of the total number of wage-earners employed in all manu-
facturing establishments in that year.
Table 3.—Index Numbers of Employment and Amounts Paid in Wages in
Representative Manufacturing Establishments in Massachusetts, All In-
dustries Combined and Twenty Leading Industries: By Years, 1925-
1937, Inclusive, and by Months in 1937.
(Revised Series—1938)
(Sources:—Annual Census of Manufactures in Massachusetts, 1925-1936, inclusive:
Monthly Survey of Representative Manufacturing Establishments, 1937.)
Employment—Base, 100.0 =Average number employed in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Amount paid in wages—Base, 100.0 =Average of the amounts paid in wages in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Annual Series
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Table 3.—Index Numbers of Employment and Amounts Paid in Wages in
Representative Manufacturing Establishments in Massachusetts, All In-
dustries Combined and Twenty Leading Industries: By Years, 1925-
1937, Inclusive, and by Months in 1937.—Continued.
(Revised Series—1938)
(Sources:—Annual Census of Manufactures in Massachusetts, 1925-1936, inclusive:
Monthly Survey of Representative Manufacturing Establishments, 1937.)
Employment—Base, 100.0 =Average number employed in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Amount paid in wages—Base, 100.0 =Average of the amounts paid in wages in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Annual Series
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Table 3.—Index Numbers of Employment and Amounts Paid in Wages in
Representative Manufacturing Establishments in Massachusetts, All In-
dustries Combined and Twenty Leading Industries: By Years, 1925-
1937, Inclusive, and by Months in 1937.—Continued.
(Revised Series—1938)
(Sources:—Annual Census of Manufactures in Massachusetts, 1925-1936, inclusive:
Monthly Survey of Representative Manufacturing Establishments, 1937.)
Employment—Base, 100.0 =Average number employed in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Amount paid in wages—Base, 100.0 =Average of the amounts paid in wages in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Annual Series
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Table 3.—Index Numbers of Employment and Amounts Paid in Wages in
Representative Manufacturing Establishments in Massachusetts, All In-
dustries Combined and Twenty Leading Industries: By Years, 1925-
1937, Inclusive, and by Months in 1937.—Continued.
(Revised Series—1938)
(Sources:—Annual Census of Manufactures in Massachusetts, 1925-1936, inclusive:
Monthly Survey of Representative Manufacturing Establishments, 1937.)
Employment—Base, 100.0 = Average number employed in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Amount paid in wages—Base, 100.0 =Average of the amounts paid in wages in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Annual Series
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Table 3.—Index Numbers of Employment and Amounts Paid in Wages in
Representative Manufacturing Establishments in Massachusetts, All In-
dustries Combined and Twenty Leading Industries: By Years, 1925-
1937, Inclusive, and by Months in 1937.—Continued.
(Revised Series—1938)
(Sources:—Annual Census of Manufactures in Massachusetts, 1925-1936, inclusive:
Monthly Survey of Representative Manufacturing Establishments, 1937.)
Employment—Base, 100.0 =Average number employed in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Amount paid in wages—Base, 100.0 = Average of the amounts paid in wages in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Annual Series
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Table 3.—Index Numbers of Employment and Amounts Paid in Wages in
Representative Manufacturing Establishments in Massachusetts, All In-
dustries Combined and Twenty Leading Industries: By Years, 1925-
1987, Inclusive, and by Months in 1937.—Concluded.
(Revised Series—1938)
(Sources:—Annual Census of Manufactures in Massachusetts, 1925-1936, inclusive:
Monthly Survey of Representative Manufacturing Establishments, 1937.)
Employment—Base, 100.0 =Average number employed in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Amount paid in wages—Base, 100.0 =Average of the amounts paid in wages in 1925, 1926 and 1927.
Annual Series
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indicating that the accumulated gains since June, 1935 (a period of two and a
half years) were offset, temporarily at least, by the losses incurred during the
last four months of 1937.
The average for the year 1937 was 85.2, which was higher than the average
for any year since 1929, principally because of the fact that during the first
eight months in 1937 employment was at a relatively high level. The peak of
employment in 15 of the 20 industries occurred during one of the first six months
of the year; the minimum employment occurred in 17 of the 20 industries dur-
ing one of the last six months of the year, and in 15 .of the 17 industries the
lowest point reached was in November or December.
Cotton goods manufacturing. This industry continued to be one of the lead-
ing industries most seriously affected by the depression. The index number
representing employment for the year 1937 was 46.5, as compared with 45.3
in 1936 and 44.4 in 1935. It would, therefore, seem that no great progress
was made during those years in restoring cotton goods manufacturing to its
former status. The highest point reached in 1937 was 54.5 in April, and the
lowest, 32.4 in December. Failure of the cotton goods industry to show real
improvement may, in part, be due to the exceptional increase in the demand
for mixtures of cotton with silk and rayon. A number of mills, which previ-
ously manufactured cotton goods only, have, during recent years, become im-
portant in the silk and rayon industry. It is difficult to make a definite dividing
line, because many of those now considered as in the cotton goods industry
manufacture products which include a great quantity of silk and rayon.
Boot and shoe industry. The index number representing employment in the
year 1937 was 78.7, or about the same as for each of the four years previous.
Employment in March (91.5) was at its highest point in years. After the sea-
sonal decline to 73.1 in June, there was some increase in employment in July
and August, which' was followed by moderate decreases in September and
October, and by a sharp decrease to 57.0 in November, and 54.5 in December.
This was the lowest index number on record for any month during the entire
period, 1925-1937, inclusive. The matter of foreign tariff rates, then under dis-
cussion, evidently resulted in much uncertainty in those branches of the indus-
try affected by foreign competition.
Woolen and worsted goods industry. The index number (88.2) representing
employment in 1937, was lower than the corresponding index numbers (90.5) in
1936 and (92.3) in 1935, but was higher than in any of the seven years prior to
1935. During the year 1937 employment was better than normal in each of
the first four months, but during the remainder of the year there was a continu-
ous decline until November, when the index number was 63.3, followed by a
small increase to 64.8 in December.
Electrical machinery, apparatus and supplies. The index number representing
employment in 1937 was 121.1, or 21.1 per cent above normal. Previous to
1937, 1929 was the peak year, with an average of 111.3. Employment during
each of the six months, April through September, exceeded 125.0, with the high
point at 130.3 in May. Employment was at the lowest point for the year
(103.1) in December.
Foundry and machine shop products. The index number representing em-
ployment in 1937 was 87.1, which was well above the corresponding index num-
ber (74.7) in 1936 and also higher than for any other year since 1930. That
employment during the year was fairly steady is indicated by the fact that there
was a difference of only 6.2 points between the low and the high months (83.0
in January and 89.2 in July).
The five major industries discussed above normally provide employment for
about 42 per cent of the total number of wage-earners employed in all manu-
facturing industries in Massachusetts. According to the 1936 census of manu-
factures about 37 per cent of the total number were employed in these five
industries, indicating that employment in these major industries has decreased
to a greater degree than in the industries of less importance.
In the 20 leading industries, for which index numbers of employment are
presented in Table 3, the averages of the monthly index numbers for the year
1937, ranged in order from the highest to the lowest, were as follows: silk and
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rayon goods, 202.5; clothing, women's, 180.5; bread and other bakery products,
148.5; clothing, men's, 138.5; electrical machinery, apparatus and supplies,
121.1; boot and shoe cut stock and findings, 101.8; leather, tanned, curried, and
finished, 98.7; printing and publishing, 94.2; furniture, 93.1; hosiery and knit
goods, 92.7; textile machinery and parts, 91.9; dyeing and finishing textiles,
88.6; woolen and worsted goods, 88.2; foundry and machine-shop products,
87.1; paper and wood pulp, 81.2; boots and shoes, 78.7; confectionery, 76.4;
rubber goods, tires and tubes, 74.9; rubber footwear, 54.2; and cotton
goods, 46.5.
The index numbers for 1937 exceeded 100.0 in each of six industries. The
silk and rayon industry now includes a number of companies whose products
formerly consisted principally of cotton or woolen and worsted goods, but
whose products are now principally silk and rayon goods, and these companies
are, therefore, classified in this industry. The increased employment in the
manufacture of women's clothing was due, in part, to the establishment of a
number of new concerns, and in the case of men's clothing, to increased pro-
duction of men's furnishing goods by existing concerns. The manufacture of
bread and other bakery products on a large scale, for delivery to chain and
other stores, has become increasingly important. The increased employment
in the manufacture of electrical machinery was due almost wholly to increased
production by existing establishments.
Index numbers representing the total amounts paid in wages of wage-earners
employed in all manufacturing industries combined and in each of 20 of the
principal industries are also presented in Table 3, in the same manner and for
the same yearly and monthly periods as are the index numbers of employment.
Wage-cut restorations, or wage increases, were widespread during the closing
months of 1936 and the early months in 1937, and the high wage levels were
maintained until the fall of 1937. Had it not been for the recession during the
latter part of the year, the index numbers representing amounts paid in wages
during 1937, in most every major industry, would have been much higher than
for several years. Even so, the index numbers for 1937 for all industries com-
bined and for each of 18 of the 20 leading industries exceeded the respective
index numbers for 1936. Outstanding gains were noted in electrical machinery,
apparatus and supplies (index 82.2 in 1936 and 126.3 in 1937) and textile
machinery and parts (index 74.3 in 1936 and 105.2 in 1937). For these two
industries and foundry and machine shop products and rubber footwear, the
index numbers representing amount of wages paid in 1937 exceeded the index
numbers representing employment, indicating that the average earnings of the
wage-earners employed increased at a greater rate than the number of wage-
earners employed.
Ordinarily the trends of total amounts paid in wages follow quite closely
the trends of employment, but during periods of depression the losses in the
amounts of wages paid are relatively much greater than the decreases in the
numbers of wage-earners employed, due not only to reductions in numbers em-
ployed but to part time employment and decreases in basic rates of wages.
The index numbers representing the amounts paid in wages in 1937 in the
20 leading industries, arranged in order from the highest to the lowest, were as
follows: silk and rayon goods, 165.0; bread and other bakery products, 134.1;
clothing, women's, 129.1; electrical machinery, apparatus and supplies, 126.3;
clothing, men's, 116.7; textile machinery and parts, 105.2; leather, tanned, cur-
ried and finished, 96.9; foundry and machine shop products, 93.1; furniture,
87.0; printing and publishing, book and job, 85.0; dyeing and finishing, 85.3;
boot and shoe cut stock and findings, 83.6; woolen and worsted goods, 83.0;
hosiery and knit goods, 82.0; paper and pulp, 80.0; confectionery, 72.6; rubber
goods, tires and tubes, 65.8; boots and shoes, 61.4;. rubber footwear, 55.8; and
cotton goods, 43.6.
The earnings of employees are affected by the continuity of their employ-
ment, by part-time employment, and by changes in wage rates. The average
weekly earnings of wage-earners employed in all manufacturing industries com-
bined, and in each of twenty leading industries in Massachusetts, for each
of the years 1925 to 1937, and also by months in 1937, are presented in Table 4.
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The averages for each of the years 1925-1936 were derived from the annual
census of manufactures for the respective years, and the average weekly earn-
ings for 1937, both by months and years, were as reported by representative
manufacturing establishments in connection with the monthly surveys.
In 1937 the average weekly earnings were greater than in 1936 in all except
one of the twenty leading industries. Had it not been for the recession which
occurred during the closing months of the year, average earnings would un-
doubtedly have been much greater than for any year since 1929 or 1930.
The average annual earnings were relatively high as compared with the earn-
ings for several years in most industries.
Average weekly earnings were highest in those industries in which the work-
ing force consists wholly or largely of male employees, at skilled or semi-
skilled occupations, namely: electrical machinery, apparatus and supplies,
$29.83; foundry and machine shop products, $29.74; textile machinery and
parts, $29.45; printing and publishing, book and job, $27.56; and leather,
tanned, curried and finished, $26.17. The lowest averages were in those indus-
tries in which female employees constitute a large proportion of the workers,
namely: women's clothing, $14.73; hosiery and knit goods, $16.92; confection-
ery, $16.96; cotton goods, $17.18; men's clothing, $17.25; and boots and shoes,
$17.74.
In Table 5 index numbers representing the average number of wage-earners
employed in the manufacturing industries in each of 16 leading cities, and in
Table 6 index numbers of amounts paid in wages are presented for the years
1925 to 1937, inclusive, and by months in 1937. Comparisons of the index
numbers of employment show that in 13 of the 16 cities the average number
employed in 1937 was greater than in 1936, and decidedly higher in Pittsfield,
Lynn, Holyoke, Worcester and Fitchburg. In 15 of these 16 cities the average
annual earnings of wage-earners were higher in 1937 than in 1936, and particu-
larly so in the same five cities named above. The recession which occurred
during the last four months in 1937 was reflected in the average annual earn-
ings in 1937, but notwithstanding the recession, the average annual earnings
in 1937 were in most instances well above the corresponding earnings in other
years since 1929 or 1930.
Wholesale and Retail Trade. The collection of monthly pay roll data from
wholesale and retail trade establishments was first undertaken in November
1929. From time to time the scope of the survey has been extended. In De-
cember 1937 reports were received covering 739 wholesale establishments em-
ploying 16,534 persons, and 3,942 retail establishments employing 81,344 per-
sons, or a total of 4,681 establishments and 97,878 persons. The returns for
wholesale trade represented about 35 per cent of the total number actually
employed in all such establishments in 1935, according to the Census of Business,
and in the retail trade, the percentage was about 60. During the past few
years there has been a very marked decrease not only in the number of active
wholesale establishments, but in the average number employed per establish-
ment. Many wholesalers who previously had a regular force have been obliged
to operate with a minimum of employees or none at all. For this reason it
has been very difficult to secure additional returns in the wholesale group.
A similar condition exists with respect to retail trade. It has proved almost
impossible to increase the "sample" in other than the largest cities because of
the marked reduction in the number of employees per store, or the operation of
stores by the manager, with the temporary assistance on Saturday of one or two
clerks. In a representative survey it is inadvisable to include establishments
in which less than ten persons are employed, and those in which less than five
are employed are seldom used, particularly when there is difficulty in securing
prompt reports.
The results of the monthly surveys are made public in mimeographed press
announcements, a copy of which is sent to each reporting establishment, show-
ing the number of reports received, the number of stores or units covered, the
number of persons employed, and the amount paid in salaries or wages to these
persons. Data are separately shown for wholesale trade as a whole, for each
of seven wholesale groups (and a miscellaneous group), for retail trade as a
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Table 7.—Index Numbers of Employment and Amounts Paid in Wages in Repre-
sentative Establishments in Wholesale and Retail Trade in Massachusetts—All
Trade Groups Combined and Eleven Leading Groups: By Months in
1935, 1936 and 1937.
(Source:—Monthly Survey of Representative Establishments in Wholesale and Retail Trade;
(Base—Average for Year 1929 =100)
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Table 7.—Index Numbers of Employment and Amounts Paid in Wages in Repre-
sentative Establishments in Wholesale and Retail Trade in Massachusetts—All
Trade Groups Combined and Eleven Leading Groups: By Months in
1935, 1936 and 1937.—Concluded.
(Source:—Monthly Survey of Representative Establishments in Wholesale and Retail Trade)
(Base—Average for Year 1929 =100)
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method. The data as they appear in the "Census of Distribution, 1929" taken
by the United States Bureau of the Census, were used as bases for the different
series. In 1933, and again in 1935, the federal bureau took a similar census.
The 1935 census summaries contain, for the first time, special tabulations show-
ing "number of employees, by months." These were used in computing index
numbers presented in this report.
On reference to Table 7 it will be observed that the index number represent-
ing employment for the year 1937 in wholesale trade, all groups combined, was
73.0, as compared with 71.9 in 1936, and 71.1 in 1935. Thus there has been
no great change during the past three years in the level of employment. In
retail trade as a whole, employment was also below normal. The index number
representing employment in 1937 in retail trade was 84.1, which was slightly
higher than the number (82.7) in 1936, but lower than the number (88.7) in
1935. Changes in retail trade as a whole were about the same from month to
month as in wholesale trade, except that seasonal gains in December, resulting
from holiday sales, were evident in a number of trade groups, but the numbers
employed in December 1937 were not as high, in spite of the employment of
thousands of extra temporary employees, as were formerly employed even dur-
ing other months of the year. In the retail department and dry goods stores
many extra salespeople were employed during December, and somewhat smaller
numbers during the Easter shopping season. This was true also, but to a less
extent, with respect to stores selling wearing apparel and accessories. The dis-
tribution of fuel and ice was another group showing definite seasonal trends in em-
ployment.
Index numbers representing the amounts paid in wages to the employees in
the various trade groups are also presented in Table 7. In general, the fluctu-
ations in the amounts of wages paid corresponded quite closely with the fluctu-
ations in the numbers of persons employed, except that when the regular forces
of employees were supplemented by temporary salespeople, the increases in total
wages paid were not proportionately as large as the increase in employment. In
the fuel and ice group there was much undertime during certain months, when
deliveries of fuel were reduced, and overtime during the colder months, when
small quantity orders were greatest.
Construction. The collection of pay roll data from building contractors was
first undertaken in April 1927, and has been continued each month without in-
terruption. The questionnaire calls for the following information relating to the
week including or ending nearest the 15th of the month: number of building
tradesmen employed; amount paid them in wages; and total number of man-
hours worked. These pay roll data are furnished by individual projects or
groups of projects within a single city or town, and designated as "Private,"
"WPA" etc. Contractors state whether they are general or sub-contractors,
and, if the latter, the type of contracting done, and whether they also do high-
way and heavy construction work. The returns are tabulated on the basis
of the type of work performed, and three separate summaries are made of data
under the headings "Building Construction," "Highway Construction," and
"Heavy Construction." Certain of the larger contractors occasionally do all
three classes of work.
The building construction returns are tabulated in considerable detail so as
to show information separately for seven groups of contractors. This is the
nearest possible approach to an occupational tabulation, and shows quite defi-
nitely the seasonal trends by types of work performed. These seven contracting
groups are as follows: carpenter; electrical; general; mason and plastering;
painting; plumbing, heating, and ventilating; roofing and sheet metal; and "all
other classes." In addition, the data are presented for the most important
cities and towns in order to show the number of tradesmen employed by con-
tractors.
Reports were received each month in 1937 from nearly 700 contractors in the
building construction industry who employed 8,086 workmen during the peak
month (October). Nearly every important general and sub-contractor is in-
cluded in the canvass each month, and an exhaustive census probably would not
add materially to the survey.
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During the past four or five years there has been an increasingly large num-
ber of building tradesmen either working "on their own" because of the lack of
construction work of the type to insure fairly steady employment, or leaving
the trade for some other type of employment which they felt might provide
a more regular even though a smaller income.
In Table 8 are presented six series of index numbers of which the first three
are based on information furnished by the employers, namely: number of
tradesmen employed; amount paid in wages; and number of man-hours worked.
The other three series, computed from the original data, are: average weekly
hours per man; average weekly earnings per man; and average hourly earnings
per man.
The index numbers representing employment, amount paid in wages, and
man-hours worked were somewhat higher in 1937 than in any other year since
1931, but each of these index numbers was still very low in 1937. Employment
was greatest during the four months, August through November, and the high-
est index number was 51.5, in October. The index numbers representing amount
paid in wages (41.7) and man-hours worked (46.2) were highest in August,
and the lowest index number in each case was recorded in February,—33.9,
24.4, and 28.1, respectively.
Average weekly hours worked per man varied little in 1937 from 1936 but,
due to increased hourly earnings, the average weekly earnings in 1937 increased
about ten per cent over the corresponding earnings in 1936.
In 1931 it was found advisable to tabulate the employment and pay roll
data so as to present the returns separately for highway construction and
building construction, and the survey was extended to include those employed
by contractors on road, highway, and similar work. Many of these contractors
had federal or federal-aided work, and the returns covering such work were
separately tabulated so as to show data for state, city and town work sep-
arately from other types of work. About 100 contractors in Massachusetts
Table 8.—Index Numbers of Employment and Earnings of Building Tradesmen in
Massachusetts : By Years 1929-1937, Inclusive, and by Months in 1937.
(Source—Monthly Survey of Building Construction)
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for was "heavy construction" work, and for this reason a further classification
of the returns was made, beginning with the reports for January, 1937, so as to
differentiate between the standard type of road construction, and special work,
such as railroad bridges, overpasses and underpasses, power and water projects,
etc.
Reference to the two sets of data for 1937 show that, on highway work, there
were relatively few employed until May. Thereafter the number employed
varied, depending upon the contracts in hand, with the greatest number em-
ployed in November (720 workmen) . With respect to heavy construction, the
reverse was true. The greatest number was employed in January (595) and
the least (161) in December, apparently due to completion of existing contracts
and the lack of new ones. During three of the twelve months in 1937, about
1,000 workmen were employed on the two types of construction combined, as
compared with 1,600 during the peak month in 1936. It will thus be seen that
these types of contracts declined in number and volume in 1937. This was also
true of federal and federal-aided construction of roads, bridges, etc.
Public Utilities. The monthly survey of employment by public utility com-
panies was first undertaken in January 1929. For several years the list of com-
panies has been nearly identical. The changes in the list have been due prin-
cipally to mergers or consolidations which reduced the number of companies
without actually changing the coverage. The reports for December 15, 1937, in-
cluded 122 companies, which together employed 46,678 wage-earners. These
122 companies consisted of six steam railroad companies, eight street and electric
railway companies, 30 passenger bus companies, and 78 gas and electric com-
panies. Three of the six steam railroad companies are engaged in interstate
transportation, and each furnishes pay roll data covering its operations within
Massachusetts only. The street and electric railways include only those com-
panies still operating street cars, even though bus operation may now be of as
great importance. Passenger bus companies include several companies which
formerly operated street cars.
Two series of index numbers are presented in Table 9, one of which relates
to employment and the other to total amounts paid in wages to employees in
each of the four classes of public utility companies. The only important changes
in 1937 as compared with 1936 in any of the four companies were gains in wages
of 6.0 per cent in the steam railroad group, due largely to wage increases effec-
tive August 1 for one group and October 1 for others, on all railroads in the
United States, under two "Mediation Agreements" announced by the National
Mediation Board; and gains of 7.6 per cent in the gas and electric group, due
to general increases throughout the state.
Municipal Employment. Questionnaires were sent to municipalities for the
first time in April 1931, requesting employment and pay roll information rela-
tive to employees covered by that section of the General Laws relating to the
weekly payment of wages to city and town employees. The form now used
calls for the reporting of pay roll data by departments, which makes possible
a better interpretation of the returns. In an effort to have the reports on a
more uniform basis than formerly, special instructions were sent in October to
all municipalities reporting, and gratifying results were obtained. The persons
covered are now directly comparable with "wage-earners" in private employ-
ment. The group, "Manual Workers," includes carpenters, painters, electricians,
mechanics, teamsters, chauffeurs, laborers, custodians, janitors, matrons, and
cleaners. The group, "Clerical and other non-manual employees," includes clerks,
stenographers, bookkeepers, and all other office employees considered as "wage-
earners."
In order to show seasonal fluctuations in road and highway construction work
by municipalities, the pay roll returns for the various departments, such as street,
highway and public works departments, are tabulated separately from pay rolls
for workers in other departments. Pay roll data relative to police, fire, and
school departments, and hospitals maintained by public funds, are not included
in this survey.
During 1937 reports were received each month from nearly 100 municipalities
in which reside over 80 per cent of the population of the state. During the
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peak month (July) the reports covered over 23,000 employees. It is not un-
usual for thousands of workers to be employed temporarily in the removal of
snow and ice during the winter months, but in 1937 no large numbers of tem-
porary employees on such work were added to the pay rolls for any of the weeks
included in the reports. Two series of index numbers are presented in Table 10,
one relating to employment and the other to total amounts paid in wages. Few
of the changes from month to month in any of the major groups exceeded 5.0
per cent.
Table 10.—Index Numbers of Employment and of Amounts Paid in Wages in
Municipal Employment in Massachusetts: By Specified Classes of Employ-
ment; by Years, 1932 to 1937, inclusive, and by Months in 1937.
(Source—Monthly Survey of Municipal Employment)
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Table 11.—Index Numbers of Employment and of Amounts Paid in Wages in
Employment of Agricultural Labor in Massachusetts, September, 1931, to
December, 1937, inclusive, by Months.
(Source—Monthly Survey of Employment, of Agricultural Labor)
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are forwarded to the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The division also
secures returns from additional towns which the federal bureau includes, in its
country-wide report.
In Table 13 data are presented, in summary form, showing the returns for 55
municipalities combined for the year 1937, and the number and cost of the dif-
ferent classes of structures. The data for new residential buildings are classified
in two major groups,—housekeeping dwellings and non-housekeeping dwellings.
The housekeeping dwellings are further sub-divided into one-family, two-family,
and multi-family dweUings, combined stores and dwellings, and camps. The
number of family accommodations provided in each of the four classes of dwell-
ings is also shown. The non-housekeeping dwellings classification includes club
and association buildings, hotels, lodging houses, etc., but in 1937 only one struc-
ture of this type (a club building) was reported.
Table 13.— Summary of Prospective Building in 55 Municipalities in Massa-
chusetts during the Year 1937 : By Classes of Structures.
1—New Residential Buildings
Classes of Structures
Number
of
Dwellings
Estimated
Cost of
Dwellings
Number
of Family
Accommo-
dations
Housekeeping dwellings
:
One-family .....
Two-family .....
Multi-family (three or more families)
Dwellings and stores combined
Camps ......
3,175
57
22
9
159
All housekeeping dwellings .
Non-housekeeping dwellings
Totals ....
3,422
1
$18,466,157
3S3.700
2,669,000
105,000
96,280
$21,720,137
16,000
SSI,736,137
3,175
114
464
40
3,793
2
—New Non-residential Buildings, and Additions, Alterations, and Repairs
Classes of Structures
Number
of
Buildings
Estimated
Cost
Rank
on Basis
of Cost
Amusement and recreation places (including club buildings
without bedrooms.) 66 $964,004
Churches, chapels, and parish houses ..... 14 438,100
Factories, bakeries, ice-plants, greenhouses, laundries, and other
workshops 162 2,425,615
Garages, public 24 159,600
Garages, private 2,970 1,195,378
Gasoline and service stations . . . - . . . 214 742,046
Institutional buildings ....... 19 4,703,400
Office buildings, including banks...... 62 588,397
Public buildings, including libraries and museums .
. 10 3,712,788
Public works and utilities ....... 15 702,235
Schools, grade and high (public and private) ... 12 2,166,191
Sheds, poultry houses, and other minor outbuildings . . 603 161,453
Storage warehouses, coal pockets, lumber sheds, etc. .
. 129 392,291
Stores, restaurants, and other mercantile buildings . . 219 2,260,623
All other non-residential buildings ..... 54 90,277
Totals—New non-residential buildings .... 4,574 $20,702,398
Additions, alterations, and repairs ..... 16,670 $17,417,605
7
11
3
14
6
8
1
10
2
9
5
13
12
4
15
The data for new non-residential buildings are classified so as to show
separately the data for each of 14 important classes of structures. For additions,
alterations, and repairs, totals only are presented.
The 3,423 new residential buildings included, as the major item, 3,175 one-
family dwellings to cost $18,466,157, or 85.0 per cent of the total estimated
cost of all new residential building planned ($21,736,137) . The increase in the
construction of one-family dwellings in 1937 over 1936 was not so large as the
increase in 1936 over 1935. The next item of importance from the standpoint
of estimated cost was 22 multi-family dwellings to cost $2,669,000, which is
slightly more than five times as large as the amount expended for this class of
dwellings in 1936.
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The total number of new non-residential buildings planned in 1937 was 4,574,
and the value represented by all classes of structures was $20,702,398. The five
outstanding groups were: institutional buildings, $4,703,400; public buildings,
including libraries and museums, $3,712,788; factories, bakeries, ice-plants, green-
houses, laundries, and other workshops, $2,425,615; stores, restaurants, and other
mercantile buildings, $2,260,623, and schools, grade and high (public and
private), $2,166,191. These five groups together represented $15,268,617, or
73.8 per cent of the total cost of new non-residential building reported in the
55 municipalities.
The total of $17,417,605, which represented additions, alterations, and repairs
to 16,570 structures, included a number of large individual projects.
In each of 23 municipalities the value of the work planned in 1937 exceeded
$500,000. The data for each of these cities, by classes of work, are presented
in Table 14. Boston far outranked all other municipalities specified in the total
estimated cost of all classes of construction. In 13 municipalities the amounts
Table 14-— Estimated Cost of Building Construction in 23 Leading Municipalities
in Massachusetts in 1937 : By Classes of Work.
New
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number and estimated cost of the three major classes of construction for which
permits were granted during each of the years 1927-1937, inclusive, and by
months in 1937.
Table 15.— Number and Estimated Cost of Buildings in 55 Municipalities in
Massachusetts: By Years, 1927-1937, inclusive, and by Months
in 1937 : By Classes of Projects.
Yeabs New
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vestigation was assigned to the Division of Statistics, because the subject was
primarily one requiring statistical research.
A report of the investigation was prepared, but, owing to lack of funds for
printing, it has not been published. 2 Extracts from the report, with an accom-
panying bill to carry out the recommendations of the department with reference
to this subject, were submitted to the legislature on December 2, 1936 and were
published as House Bill No. 33, session of 1937. The bill as submitted by the
department was referred to the Legislative Committee on Labor and Industries,
and, after some revision, was enacted as Chapter 367 of the Acts of 1937, ap-
proved on May 27, 1937. The Act became effective after 90 days, except for
one provision which became effective on October 1, 1937. This is the first Act
of its kind passed by any state in the United States. The following is a sum-
mary of the Act.
1. Defines discrimination against older wage-earners as "dismissal from
employment of, or refusal to employ, any person between the ages of
forty-five and sixty-five because of his age."
2. Declares it to be against public policy to dismiss from employment any
person between the ages of forty-five and sixty-five, or to refuse to em-
ploy him, because of his age.
3. Provides that any provision in any contract, agreement or understand-
ing entered into on or after October first, 1937, which shall prevent
or tend to prevent the employment of any person between the ages
of forty-five and sixty-five because of his age shall be null and void.
4. Requires the department to investigate all complaints of discrimina-
tion, and grants power and authority to investigate and ascertain the
age of each person employed within the commonwealth and to enter
any place of business or employment within the commonwealth for the
purpose of examination and making a transcript of records in any way
appertaining to or having a bearing upon the question of the age of
any person so employed.
5. Provides that employers shall keep true and accurate records of all
persons employed by them, and furnish such records to the commis-
sioner of the department when required. A penalty of $100 is provided
for failure to furnish such records.
6. Provides that no employee shall be discharged for having furnished
evidence in connection with a complaint under any provision of this
chapter, and provides for a penalty for violation of this provision of
the law.
7. Provides for the publication of the name of any employer who, after
investigation, has been found to have dismissed from employment, or
refused to employ, any person between the ages of 45 and 65 because
of his age.
8. Provides that any person aggrieved by any decision of the commissioner
under the provisions of this chapter may appeal to the superior court
for a review thereof within thirty days after the recommendation of
such decision.
9. Provides that this act shall not apply to persons employed in private
domestic service or service as a farm laborer.
10. Provides that if any part or subdivision of any sections of this chapter
shall be held invalid, unconstitutional or inoperative as to any particular
person, condition or circumstance, the remainder thereof, or the appli-
cation of any such part or subdivision to any other person, condition
or circumstance, shall not be affected thereby.
Since the completion of the investigation, numerous requests for copies of
the Act, and of the report have been received and answered. Because of the
increasing interest in this subject, the division has kept a record of measures
introduced in other states, and copies of reports, magazine articles, and press
clippings, bearing on this subject.
2 A review of the report, written by Doctor Lucile Eaves, Professor Emerita, Simmons College,
was published in the U. S. Labor Review, June, 1937, by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
It contains a number of tables and charts which are included in the final report.
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In 1937, bills to prevent discrimination against older workers, or to provide
for investigation of the subject, were introduced in the legislatures of six states:
Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New York, Pennsylvania, and Texas. In
New York State a resolution was passed on May 7, 1937, providing for the ap-
pointment of a "Joint Legislative Committee on Discrimination in Employment
of Middle-Aged" to investigate the subject, and to suggest remedies to relieve
or correct the causes of such discrimination, and the sum of $25,000 was ap-
propriated to pay the expenses of the committee. In Pennsylvania an investi-
gation has been undertaken by the Department of Labor. The Act passed in
Massachusetts (Chapter 37, Acts of 1937) has been discussed above.
The problem of discrimination was a topic for discussion at several important
conventions and conferences of public and private organizations during the year,
among which were the following:
At the Annual Meeting of the International Association of Governmental
Labor Officials held at Toronto, Canada, on September 15, 1937, an entire ses-
sion was devoted to a consideration of the subject. The Director of the Divi-
sion of Statistics represented this department at the meeting, and, on invitation,
he delivered an address on the subject, and presented the results of the investi-
gation by this department. This address, with a series of charts, which were
exhibited, are to be published in the Proceedings of the 1937 Convention of the
Association.
At the Fourth Annual Labor Conference, called by the Secretary of Labor,
held in Washington, October 25-27, 1937, attended by representatives of the
Governors of 38 states, a resolution was adopted requesting the Secretary of
Labor "to study the problem and its causes, and to appoint a representative
national advisory committee to help plan such a study, review the findings, and
draft a program of practicable measures designed to break down existing age
barriers."
_
Such advisory committee has been appointed, and a nation-wide
investigation is being undertaken by the department.
The American Legion, through its National Veterans' Employment Committee,
has actively endeavored to promote the interests of older workers, and to secure
employment for members, most of whom are now over 40 years of age, and for
whom discrimination in employment on account of their age is becoming a serious
problem. Various other private organizations have been formed for the purpose
of aiding older workers to secure employment.
Compilation of Statistical Data for Cities and Towns in Eastern Massachusetts.
—In November, 1937, this Division was requested to compile statistical data
for 11 cities and 92 towns in the area served by the Old Colony and the Provi-
dence Divisions of the New York, New Haven and Hartford Railroad. This in-
formation was prepared for the Executive Department for use in connection
with a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission at Washington, D. C.
in protest against the abandonment or curtailment of service on these divisions
of the railroad.
The following information was furnished:
Population of each city and town in 1910, 1915, 1920, 1925, 1930 and 1935.
Number of persons gainfully employed in each city and town in 1930 and
1934.
Number of new residential dwellings and estimated cost of all buildings for
which permits to build were granted in municipalities reporting during
each year, 1931-1936.
Number of wage-earners employed and amount paid them in wages in the
principal industries in 1935 in the municipalities for which data could be
shown separately.
Business census data for Barnstable, Bristol and Plymouth Counties, which
are wholly within the area covered.
A list of manufacturing establishments in which 100 or more wage-earners
were employed in each of the cities and towns.
Assessed value of real and personal property, and number of dwellings in
each of the cities and towns.
The total time spent on this work by various members of the staff was ap-
proximately 125 hours.
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Statistics of Strikes in Massachusetts.
In co-operation with the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U. S. Department of
Labor, the Division of Statistics keeps a record of strikes which occur in Massa-
chusetts. The original records, furnished to the division by the Board of Concilia-
tion and Arbitration in this department, are supplemented by further information
obtained from other sources. These preliminary records are forwarded at inter-
vals to the federal office, from which office inquiry forms, relative to the strikes,
are sent to employers and labor organizations concerned, in order to verify the
original records, and to secure information in further detail. In some cases, where
the federal office is unable to secure information by correspondence, the statistical
investigators in the division of statistics visit the employers and officials of labor
organizations in order to secure the desired information for the federal bureau.
On completion of the records for the year, the data are tabulated, and any
variations between the records of the federal bureau and this office are adjusted,
in order that the final returns may be the same for each office.
The following is a record of strikes in Massachusetts during the period
1927-1937.
Table 16.—Statistics of Strikes in Massachusetts, 1927-1937
(Source—U. S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics)
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was exceeded in seven years during the period under review, namely: 1928—14.9
per cent; 1931—14.0 per cent; 1929—8.2 per cent; 1934—7.9 per cent; 1933—
7.6 per cent; 1936—4.3 per cent; 1927—3.3 per cent.
The number of man-days idle as a result of strikes in Massachusetts in 1937
was 602,037, which constituted 2.1 per cent of the total number of man-days
idle as a result of strikes in the United States and this percentage (2.1) was ex-
ceeded in seven years during the period under considerations: 1928—31.7 per
cent; 1929—16.1 per cent; 1931—16.1 per centj 1933—8.4 per cent; 1934—6.8
per cent; 1935—3.9 per cent; 1936—3.1 per cent.
The above comparisons indicate that, notwithstanding the large number of
strikes in Massachusetts in 1937, the effect of the strikes, as measured by the
number of workers involved and the number of man-days idle as a result of the
strikes, was not so great as in certain other prior years, more particularly 1928,
1931, 1933 and 1934, in each of which years the number of man-days idle as a
result of strikes exceeded one million.
Compilation of the Statistics of Manufactures, 1920-1937.—This special work,
which was begun in January, 1936, consists of the compilation, for publication
in a single volume, of much valuable statistical material, covering the period
1920-1937, obtained in connection with the Census of Manufactures in Massa-
chusetts taken annually by the Division of Statistics. The compilation of the
records for the years 1920 to 1936 has been completed. The. records for the
year 1937, when available, will be added and the report will then cover the
period, 1920 to 1937.
All of the census records have been preserved in manuscript. Although much
of the material has been made public in the form of mimeographed press an-
nouncements, abstracts only have been published in the printed reports of the
department. It has seemed highly desirable, therefore, that this census material
be compiled and printed in an official report for purposes of permanent record.
This work was undertaken as a W. P. A. project, and the funds required for the
payment of the salaries of those employed were provided by the federal govern-
ment.
Departmental Statistical Project—National Youth Administration
The National Youth Administration Project providing for the employment of
young persons, 18 to 25 years of age, on statistical and clerical work in the de-
partment, which was started in April, 1936, has been continued, without inter-
ruption, and with some increase in the number employed. This project was set
up as a general departmental project, because none of the divisions of the de-
partment could furnish employment for a sufficiently large number of young
persons to justify setting up a separate project in each division. Arrangements
were made for the transfer of these young persons from one division to another
as occasion might require. The general supervision of the project was assigned
to the Director of Statistics.
In 1937 the N. Y. A. regulations provided for the employment of the clerks
for not exceeding 44 hours each per month, and for the employment of the
supervisor for not exceeding 132 hours each month. The assignment of clerks
was so arranged that during the first eight months of the year two groups were
employed, one for the first period of the month and the other for the second
period, and during the last four months of the year three groups were employed,
successively, for three periods each month. The number of clerks employed was
usually about 35. The total number of hours worked by these clerks including
the supervisor during the year was 18,678, and the total amount of the pay-roll
was $10,726.74, or an average of $0,574 per hour. There were some changes in
the personnel during the year. Of those employed 13 secured positions in private
employment, and one was transferred to another project.
Those employed were engaged, for the most part, on the following classes of
work:
Division of Statistics—Clerical work, including transcribing statistical
records; stencil cutting; typing and operating office appliances.
Minimum Wage Commission—Operating calculator, stenography and
typing.
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Division of Industrial Hygiene—Listing of references, preparation of
library card system, stenography and typing.
Board of Conciliation and Arbitration—Listing and filing reports of strikes
and labor controversies.
Research Library—General library work, stenography and typing.
The employment of these young persons has not resulted in the displacement
of any of the regular employees in the department. In addition to the service
rendered, the training and experience which these young persons have received
has amply justified the expenditure of the funds made available by the National
Youth Administration. The fact that 13 of those assigned to the work have
secured positions in private employment is evidence of the value of the practical
training which they received while employed in this department.
Information Service
Special Inquiries.—The answering of requests for information relative to the
industries of the commonwealth, rates of wages, hours of labor, and conditions
of employment is an important part of the work of the division. A record of
such inquiries has been kept during the past year, and the number which re-
quired special attention, other than merely the sending of a marked copy of a
printed or mimeographed report, was 898, of which number 282 were of such a
nature as to require the making of special tabulations of information on file in
the division, and 616 of which were answered directly from the reference library.
That there has been a continued increase in the demand for information is in-
dicated by the fact that the number of such special inquiries * increased from
482 in 1934, to 749 in 1935, to 892 in 1936 aDd 898 in 1937.
Of the 280 inquiries involving the special tabulation of information not pub-
lished in reports of the division, the following were the most important
:
Recent industrial trends in Massachusetts:
All classes of employment, combined.
Principal manufacturing industries and four cities.
Wholesale and retail trade and office employment.
Principal data with reference to manufactures in Massachusetts.
All leading industries, 1925, 1935 and 1936.
In 16 individual industries.
In 14 cities, 18 towns, and two counties.
Rates of wages in 32 industries and two cities in Massachusetts.
Lists of establishments in Massachusetts:
Manufacturing establishments in 18 industries and six cities.
Large wholesale and retail stores in Boston.
Establishments operating on a six-hour day.
Strikes in Massachusetts 1
Prior to 1880; 1830 to 1937; and 1936 and 1937.
In public employment, 1912-1936.
Comparison of strikes in Massachusetts and other States, 1935 and 1936.
Discrimination against older workers in Massachusetts. Numerous requests
were received for copies of the Massachusetts act, Chapter 367, Acts of
1937) and for copies of the report on this subject by this Department.1
Employment in Massachusetts:
In public and private employment.
In Hampshire County, by municipalities.
Employment of children in Massachusetts and other States, 1930-1936.
Unemployment in Massachusetts:
In the State and in several cities in 1934 and 1937.
Number of females employed in Massachusetts, covered by the minimum
wage law and directory orders.
Foreign competition with Massachusetts in the manufacture of various
products.
Compilation of statistics for 11 cities and 92 towns in Eastern Massachu-
setts.
1
1 For information in fuller detail, see "Special Investigations", on pages 79-83.
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The Reference Library.—The department maintains a reference library which
has received many pamphlets and books on various phases of labor and industry
from federal bureaus, other state labor departments, trade unions, industrial or-
ganizations, and the International Labor Office. A file of the current state
legislative documents is kept and those of interest to the department are referred
to the officials of the department. The library is, primarily, for the use of mem-
bers of the department but is used extensively by the general public including
many students from nearby colleges. Through the inter-library loans with the
State Library, Boston Public Library and the libraries of Harvard University
and Massachusetts Institute of Technology material is readily available on many
subjects. The library staff consists of a librarian and an assistant with tem-
porary clerical help provided by the N. Y. A.
The library now includes more than 4,000 bound volumes which constitute
a small part of the working material which is on file in the form of bulletins, and
mimeographed material received. There are received currently 33 quarterlies, 225
monthlies, 39 weeklies and 13 daily newspapers. Clippings from the newspapers
and some periodicals are referred to the officials of the department and others
are kept for current purposes.
Subjects of special interest during the year were: Unemployment, minimum
wages for women and minors, social security laws and regulations, National and
State Labor Relations Boards, discrimination in employment on account of age,
cost of living, employment of women and children in industry, Public Contracts
Act, prevailing rates of wages on public works, resources of cities and towns for
trade surveys, reciprocal trade agreements, occupational diseases and industrial
poisons, building contracts, and home work.
STATISTICS OF MANUFACTURES, 1936
Introductory
The data presented in this section of the report were compiled from returns
received from manufacturers in Massachusetts, in connection with the Census of
Manufactures for the year 1936, which census was the fifty-first of a continuous
series of annual censuses in Massachusetts, beginning with the first one taken
in 1886.
The total number of manufacturing establishments in operation in Massachu-
setts in 1936, excluding those in which the value of products manufactured dur-
ing the year was less than $5,000, was 8,685. The total value of products manu-
factured for the year in these establishments was $2,437,520,795, the cost of stock
and materials used in manufactures amounted to $1,230,882,709, and the differ-
ence between these amounts ($1,206,638,086) represents the value added by the
various manufacturing processes. The average number of wage-earners em-
ployed in the 8,685 establishments was 481,432, and the total amount paid in
wages during the year was $514,599,251
.
1
As compared with the totals for 1935, after eliminating data for 118 publish-
ing establishments which did no printing and which were not canvassed in 1936,
increases were indicated, as follows:
Number of establishments 3.4
14.1
14.8
8.1
16.5
Value of stock and materials used .
Amount of wages paid during the year .
Average number of wage-earners employed
Value of products
It is to be noted with respect to the number of establishments, that although a
net gain of 168 is indicated in 1936 as compared with 1935, the actual gain, ex-
cluding the publishing establishments referred to above, was 286. Attention
is also directed to the fact that the increase in wages paid (14.8 per cent) exceeded
the increase in the average number of wage-earners employed (8.1 per cent) and
that the wage levels were generally higher .in 1936 than in 1935.
Decided increases in production, employment, and wages in the major indus-
tries of the state were disclosed. There were increases in the number of wage-
earners employed in each of the major industries, except three, in which the
1 See Table 17 on page 86.
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number of wage-earners employed decreased, as follows: woolen and worsted
goods, 2.0 per cent; bread and other bakery products, 4.0 per cent, and paper and
wood pulp, 0.2 per cent. Increases in the amount of wages paid occurred in each
of the major industries, except woolen and worsted goods and bread and other
bakery products, in which industries wages decreased in substantiaUy the same
ratio as did employment.
The results of the tabulation of manufacturers' returns, by municipalities and
by principal industries in each municipality, were issued in the form of press
announcements .1
1 This series of press notices was issued under the title "Manufactures Press Notices", and
included the following:
Nos. 1-39. Individual Cities. A separate press notice for each of the 39 cities contain-
ing data, by principal industries, for 1936, with comparable data for specified industries for
certain prior years.
No. 40. Summary by Cities. Totals only for each city, 1936.
No. 41. General Summary for the State. Principal data by years, 1919-1936.
No. 42. Summary by Towns. Totals only for each town, 1936.
No. 43. Metropolitan Boston. Principal data by municipalities, 1936.
No. 44. Summary by Industries. Principal data for leading industries, 1936, with
comparable data for the years 1926-1936.
Nos. 45-52. Special Towns. A separate press notice for each of the following important
industrial towns: Adams, Athol, Framingham, Hudson, Northbridge, Norwood, Watertown,
and West Springfield.
No. 53. Counties. Principal data for counties, 1936.
No. 54. Power Laundries. Principal data for power laundries, 1936.
Increases in value of products manufactured in 1936 over 1935 occurred in 37
of the 39 cities in the state, and increases in the number of wage-earners em-
ployed occurred in 32 of the 39 cities. In four of the seven cities in which there
was a small decrease in the number of wage-earners employed, there were, never-
theless, increases in the amount of wages paid.
Summary of Principal Data, 1913 to 1936.
All Industries, Combined. In order to show the general industrial trends in
Massachusetts for a series of years, the principal data for all manufacturing indus-
tries, combined, for the years 1913 to 1936, inclusive, are presented in Table 17.
In making comparisons for the several years of the money values presented in
this summary, due allowance should be made for price fluctuations from year to
year. The values of products manufactured do not necessarily represent the
relative volume of goods produced in the several years.
Table 17.— Principal Data Relative to Manufactures in Massachusetts, All
Industries Combined, 1913-1936, Inclusive.
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The State. In Table 18 data are presented for 20 of the leading industries
in 1936, namely, those having product values exceeding $25,000,000 for that
year, and in Table 19 the principal data for 1936 are presented for each of the
industries in which there were three or more establishments represented and for
which data can be shown without disclosing the operations of individual establish-
ments.
Table 18.— Summary of Data Relative to the Twenty Principal Manufacturing
Industries in Massachusetts—1936.
Principal
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Table 19.—Principal Data Relative to Manufactures, 1936.
The State: By Industries.—Continued.
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Table 19.—Principal Data Relative to Manufactures, 1936.
The State: By Industries.—Continued.
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Table 19.—Principal Data Relative to Manufactures, 1936.
The State: By Industries.—Concluded.
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sachusetts, considered as a group, was 6,962, representing a capital investment
of $1,368,496,091. The total value of all products manufactured in the 39 cities
in 1936 amounted to $1,887,950,830, the value of stock and materials used in
manufacture was $950,966,584, and the difference between these amounts ($936,-
984,246) represents the value added by the various manufacturing processes.
The average number of wage-earners employed in the 6,962 establishments in
the 39 cities during the year was 361,461, and the total amount paid in wages
was $389,143,936.
The total value of products manufactured in the 39 cities in 1936 ($1,887,950,-
830) constituted 77.4 per cent of the aggregate value ($2,437,520,795) of all
products manufactured in the Commonwealth in that year, and the average
number of wage-earners (361,461) employed in the manufacturing industries
in the 39 cities constituted 75.1 per cent of the average number of wage-earners
(481,432) employed in all manufacturing establishments in the state.
As a manufacturing center, Boston ranked first among the cities of the Com-
monwealth, and the value of products manufactured in the city in 1936 was $411,-
706,145, constituting 16.9 per cent of the aggregate value of all products manu-
factured in the entire state during the year. In order of importance, based on
the value of products manufactured in 1936, the ten leading cities were: Boston,
Worcester, Cambridge, Lawrence, Springfield, New Bedford, Somerville, Lynn,
Lowell, and Fall River.
Table 20.— Principal Data Relative to Manufactures in the 39 Cities
in Massachusetts, 1936.
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Towns. The total value of products manufactured in the 316 towns in 1936
($549,569,965) constituted 22.5 per cent of the aggregate value ($2,437,520,795)
of all products manufactured in the Commonwealth in that year, and the average
number of wage-earners (119,971) employed in the manufacturing industries in
the 316 towns constituted 24.9 per cent of the average number of wage-earners
(481,432) employed in all manufacturing establishments in the state. (See
Table 21).
In order of importance, based on the value of products manufactured in 1936,
the ten leading manufacturing towns were: Watertown, Norwood, Southbridge,
Framingham, Walpole, Braintree, West Springfield, Andover, Uxbridge, and
Northbridge.
Table 21.— Principal Data Relative to Manufactures in the 316 Towns
in Massachusetts, 1936.
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Table 21.—Principal Data Relative to Manufactures in the 316 Towns
in Massachusetts, 1936—Concluded.
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Within this area were located, in 1936, 4,160 manufacturing establishments, in
which products valued at $979,387,766 were manufactured. The average num-
ber of wage-earners employed in these establishments during the year was 146,-
133, and the total amount paid in wages was $170,838,185. The number of
manufacturing establishments in Metropolitan Boston in 1936 constituted 47.9
per cent of the total number (8,685) in the entire state; the value of products
manufactured constituted 40.2 per cent of the total value of all products manu-
factured in the state; and the number of wage-earners was 30.3 per cent of the
total number employed in all manufacturing establishments in the state. Prin-
cipal data relative to manufactures in Metropolitan Boston for the years 1926
to 1936, inclusive, are presented in Table 22 and for each of the 14 cities and 29
towns in Table 23.
Table 23.— Principal Data Relative to Manufactures in Metropolitan
Boston, 1936: By Cities and Toums.
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follows: Middlesex, Worcester, Essex, Suffolk, and Bristol. The average num-
ber of wage-earners in these counties in 1936 ranged from 62,578 in Bristol
County to 83,475 in the County of Middlesex.
Table %4-—Principal Data Relative to the Manufacturing Industries in Massa-
chusetts: By Counties, 1936.
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Table 25.—Summary of Data Relative to Manufactures in Massachusetts: By
Principal Industries, 1926-1936.—Continued.
P.D.
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Table 26.—Data Relative to the Principal Manufacturing Industries, by Cities
and Towns—1936.—Continued.
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Table 26.—Data Relative to the Principal Manufacturing Industries, by Cities
and Towns—1986.—Continued.
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Table 26.—Data Relative to the Principal Manufacturing Industries, by Cities
and Towns—1936.—Concluded.
Cities and Towns ]
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Power Used in Manufactures: 1920-1936, Inclusive.
In Table 27 data are presented relative to power used in manufactures in
each of the years 1920 to 1936, with the exception of the years 1921, 1931, 1933
and 1935, in which years the inquiry relative to power used was not included
in the questionnaire.
The total amount of primary horse power used in the manufacturing indus-
tries includes (1) the rated capacity of steam engines and turbines, internal com-
bustion engines, and water wheels and turbines, owned by establishments produc-
ing such power, (2) the rated capacity of electric motors driven by purchased
current in the establishments reporting.
On reference to the table, it will be observed that since 1924 there has been
a continuous decrease in the amount of primary horse power produced by steam
engines and turbines and water wheels and turbines in the manufacturing in-
dustries in this state, and since 1922, with the exception of small decreases in
1924, 1926, 1930, and 1931, there were increases in the amount of electric power
purchased, indicating that the policy of purchasing electric power for use in the
manufacturing industries is steadily growing in favor, and that the increases in
the amount of purchased electric power have greatly exceeded the decreases in
the amount of power developed from prime movers in nearly all of the years for
which data are presented in Table 27.
With reference to electric horse power generated in establishments reporting,
the records for the several years do not appear to indicate any definite change
in the policy of manufacturers to generate electric horse power within their
plants.
Table 27.—Power Used in Manufactures: 1920-1986, Inclusive All Industries
Combined.
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laundries from which reports were obtained. In 1936 the value of work done by
the 410 establishments reporting was $19,537,554. The average number of wage-
earners employed in these establishments was 10,127, and the amount of wages
paid to these wage-earners during the year was $8,188,481.
While the records do not show that there has been any marked change during
recent years in the number of power laundries operating in the state, they do
indicate that the amount of work done and the number of persons employed
increased from year to year until 1930. This increase was interrupted by the
depression, but in 1935 and 1936 there were increases in each of these amounts
over the corresponding amounts for the preceding year.
Table 28.—Principal Data Relative to Power Laundries in Massachusetts for the
Years 1927-1986, Inclusive.
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Plate 1
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN MANU-
FACTURING IN MASSACHUSETTS, 1926-1937
Base: Average for Three Years 1925, 1926, 1927=100
150
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Plate 2
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN MANU-
FACTURING IN MASSACHUSETTS, 1926-1937 (Continued)
Base: Average for Three Years 1925, 1926, 1927=100
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Plate 3
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN MANU-
FACTURING IN MASSACHUSETTS, 1926-1937 (Continued)
Base: Average for Three Years 1925, 1926, 1927=100
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Plate 4
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN MANU-
FACTURING IN MASSACHUSETTS, 1926-1937 (Continued)
Base: Average for Three Years 1925, 1926, 1927=100
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80
70
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Plate 5
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN MANU-
FACTURING IN MASSACHUSETTS, 1926-1937 (Continued)
Base: Average for Three Years 1925, 1926, 1927=100
150
140
130
120
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Plate 6
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN MANU-
FACTURING IN MASSACHUSETTS, 1926-1937 (Continued)
Base: Average for Three Years 1925, 1926, 1927=100
EMPLOYMENT OF WAGE-EARNERS
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Plate 7
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN MANU-
FACTURING IN MASSACHUSETTS, 1926-1937 (Concluded)
Base: Average for Three Years 1925, 1926, 1927=100
TOTAL AMOUNT OF WAGES PAID-
1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937
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Plate 8
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN MANU-
FACTURING IN 16 LEADING INDUSTRIAL CITIES IN
MASSACHUSETTS: 1935-1937
Base: Average for Three Years 1925, 1926, 1927=100
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Plate 9
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN MANU-
FACTURING IN 16 LEADING INDUSTRIAL CITIES IN
MASSACHUSETTS: 1935-1937 (Concluded)
Base: Average for Three Years 1925, 1926, 1927=100
EMPLOYMENT AMOUNT PAID IN WA6ES
LAWRENCE
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Plate 10
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT IN WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE IN
MASSACHUSETTS: 1935-1937
Base: Average for Year 1929=100
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Plate 11
TRENDS OF TOTAL WAGES PAID IN WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADE
IN MASSACHUSETTS: 1935-1937—(Concluded)
Base: Average for Year 1929=100
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AMOUNTS PAID IN WAGES-
FUEL AND ICE -RETAIL
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Plate 12
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT, TOTAL WAGES PAID, AND MAN-HOURS
WORKED IN BUILDING CONSTRUCTION: BY MONTHS;
APRIL, 1927-DECEMBER, 1937
Base: Average for Year 1930=100
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Plate 14
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID BY PUBLIC
UTILITY COMPANIES, 1932-1937
Base: Average for Year 1930=100
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Plate 15
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN
MUNICIPALITIES: 1932-1937
Base: September, 1931= 100
EMPLOYMENT AMOUNT PAID IN WAGES
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Plate 16
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN 12 MISCEL-
LANEOUS CLASSES OF EMPLOYMENT IN MASSA-
CHUSETTS: 1932-1937
Base: September, 1931= 100
EMPLOYMENT-
AMUSEMENT AND
RECREATION
INSTITUTIONAL
EMPLOYMENT
AMOUNT PAID IN WAGES
HOTEL EMPLOYMENT
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Plate 17
TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT AND TOTAL WAGES PAID IN 12 MISCEL-
LANEOUS CLASSES OF EMPLOYMENT IN MASSA-
CHUSETTS: 1932-1937 (Concluded)
Base: September, 1931= 100
EMPLOYMENT-
PERSONAL SERVICES
AMOUNT PAID IN WAGES
TRUCKING AND HANDLING
EXPRESS AND TRANSFER COMPANIES
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REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF STANDARDS
John P. McBride, Director of Standards
Introduction
The primary function of this division is the enforcement of the law in rela-
tion to weights and measures, with special other statutory powers in relation to
the certification of clinical thermometers, the sizing and quality of coal, the ap-
proval as to type of coin-operated machines, the approval as to type of weighing
and measuring devices, and the approval of certain types of containers.
The division also licenses hawkers and pedlers and transient vendors, and en-
forces the law in relation to this type of licensee.
It can be seen, therefore, that our work is largely accuracy of quantity de-
termination, and quantity being an element of all transactions, our work con-
cerns practically all phases of human activity.
Surveillance over food and fuel in the matter of accuracy occupies a major
portion of our time. This is deemed a proper allocation of activity, as in this
field, we find a need for constant surveillance, and these items constitute an
important part of the family budget. This is not to say that merchants deal-
ing in these commodities are dishonest, as it can be truly said in Massachusetts
that in most cases our merchants are honest. This vigilance has a two-fold
value. It furnishes consumer protection and also protects honest merchants
from unfair competition. An illustration of this may be offered in an instance
during the past summer involving a shipment of blueberries into this Common-
wealth from another state, when it was found that the quart boxes containing
these berries had their capacities materially decreased by the insertion of card-
board in the bottom of the boxes. The shipper contended that this provided
the necessary resiliency to allow the berries to transport without bruising. These
berries were returned to their point of origin for re-packing. This deception
would operate both against our retail dealer and consumer.
It is always noted that an increase of price of commodities has a tendency
to quicken the public mind in the quantity phase of goods received, and like-
wise affects the seller as to quantity sold, and this arouses a greater alertness
to insure fair dealing. Despite all that the enforcement agency may be able
to do, the ancient doctrine of "caveat emptor" may be always said to apply,
and it is the constant urge that the purchaser can, in proper courtesy, observe
the weighing operations of the merchant without feeling that an offence is of-
fered. It is recognized as a good practice to count your change, and the same
theory should govern in watching your weight received. This great public sur-
veillance would completely supplement the work of the enforcement officials
and all can well be honestly motivated.
The increased use of liquid fuel presents an ever-changing problem from the
standpoint of quantity determination. In a span of ten years, home consump-
tion of fuel oil has jumped from 48 million gallons annually to 650 million
gallons annually. This oil is all measured at the householder's premises either
by a sealed container or a metering device on the tank truck. The trend has
been markedly toward metering. These meters are mechanical devices, all
tested and sealed at least once each year and frequently inspected from time
to time during the year. It is required that a tank truck meter system shall
have an efficient air release unit, thus insuring only whole liquid going through
the measuring chamber; and all tank trucks having more than one compart-
ment emptying into a common manifold are required to have a selective valve
control preventing the opening of more than one compartment line at any one
time.
Much effort and time has been spent in the proper testing and approving of
tank truck meter systems, and we can say confidently that the public is amply
protected by the devices now in use.
The revenue from all sources showed an increase over 1936 in the amount of
$20,740.55. This is largely accounted for by reason of the Supreme Court de-
cision in the matter of the licensing as hawkers and pedlers certain dealers in
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fuel oil. The statute, however, was amended during the 1937 legislative session
exempting practically all of these licensees, so that this increase must be re-
garded as only a temporary one.
Legislation Enacted in 1937
The following legislation affecting the work of this division and the sealers
of weights and measures was enacted during the 1937 legislative session:
Chapter 72—amending the law in relation to the labeling of wrapped bread
so as to permit, when cellophane or similar transparent wrappers are used, plac-
ing of statement of weight of the loaf and the name and business address of
the manufacturer thereof between such transparent wrapper and the top of the
loaf, in such a manner that such statement may be easily read through the
wrapper. Chapter 73—amending the law in relation to hawking and peddling
by minors so as to permit the sale by minors of song sheets in certain instances,
in addition to other articles as authorized by General Laws 101, section 19,
Chapter 74 and Chapter 305—amending the law in relation to sealing fees by
further classifying large capacity scales and increasing sealing fees of scales
having a weighing capacity of more than 10,000 pounds, from one dollar to two
dollars ; and increasing the sealing fees of liquid capacity measures of a capacity
of more than one gallon from three cents to ten cents. Chapter 130—amend-
ing the hawkers and pedlers license law in relation to the prohibition of the sale
of artificial flowers by confining this restriction to "small artificial flowers" and
defining "small artificial flowers" to be an artificial flower the blossom or body
of which does not exceed two and one quarter inches in any dimension. Chapter
214—amending General Laws, chapter 101, section 15 so as to permit hawking
and peddling without a licensees such by certain persons holding a license
under General Laws, chapter 94, section 40, when engaging in the sale of milk,
skimmed milk, cream, butter, cheese, of other milk products, except frozen
desserts as defined in section 65-g of said chapter 94. Chapter 333—amending
General Laws, chapter 101, section 15 so as to exempt from hawker and pedler
license requirements any dealer regularly engaged in supplying customers with
fuel oil for heating or cooking purposes from a fixed place of business within
the Commonwealth, and who does not customarily solicit direct sales from
house-to-house, or by means of outcry, sign, or signal.
Division Publications
The publications during the year were Bulletin No. 32 containing the full
text of the laws enacted in 1937 and of special interest to weights and measures
officials ; the Supreme Court decision in relation to the licensing of hawkers and
pedlers under certain circumstances; changes in the specifications in relation
to vehicle tanks and vehicle tanks equipped with meters; changes in specifica-
tions governing liquid-measuring devices; changes in specifications and tolerances
governing vehicle scales; scales used in weighing gold; large capacity scales;
small capacity scales; over and under indicators and weights; a supplementary
list of approved devices; and the Director's annual report.
Clinical Thermometers
The law provides that the Director of Standards shall prescribe rules and
regulations for the manufacture and sale of clinical thermometers. One of the
requirements so made is that manufacturers authorized to MASS SEAL clinical
thermometers shall report to this office all sales and shipments of clinical ther-
mometers upon which they have affixed the MASS SEAL mark. These reports
show that during the past year sales and shipments of 251,482 such thermome-
ters were made, of which 136,215 were sold in Massachusetts, and 115,267 were
sold in other states and the Dominion of Canada. These figures show a slight
increase over the previous year.
Three manufacturers applied for authority to affix the MASS SEAL on ad-
ditional types, which authority was granted. One additional manufacturer was
authorized to use the MASS SEAL, and one new application for authority to
affix the MASS SEAL was pending at the close of the fiscal year. A constant
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check is maintained over clinical thermometers offered for sale in this Com-
monwealth for the purpose of detecting the presence of unsealed instruments,
and in very rare instances are such violations found.
Laboratory Work
Calibration of Standards for Cities and Towns
Articles
Avoirdupois weights
Apothecary weights
Metric weights .
Troy weights
Totals
Tested
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Miscellaneous Tests
Article
Automatic test measures for gasoline
and oil meters, etc.
Avoirdupois weights
Metric weights
Manufacturers' standard ther
mometers
Refrigerator and incubator ther-
mometers
Shellfish rings .
Glass medicine containers
Maple syrup containers .
Soap-flake containers
Berry baskets .
Dry measures .
Milk cans
Parcel post scales .
Steel tapes
Fruit jars
Ale cans ....
Standard *4 bushel potato box
Sausage meat ....
Totals ....
Tested Adjusted Accurate Inaccurate
10
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Oil Meters and Tank Trucks
This phase of activity is demanding more and more time each year with the
increased consumption of oil. One of the difficulties in meeting this situation
has been adequacy of equipment. The division's equipment consists of a
portable 50-gallon and 100-gallon tank, and we contemplate putting into use
during the coming year a portable 1,000-gallon test tank, this latter particularly
for the use of testing bulk station meters. These meters range in size from 2V2
inches up, and work on a normal rate of flow of from 200 to 300 gallons per
minute. In one instance, we had a bulk station equipped with 6-inch meters,
and in order to properly test these meters, a 3-000 gallon test tank has been
set up at the premises of the oil company at their expense.
The cities and towns equipped with portable test tanks have shown an in-
crease over the previous year, and it may be said that we are, at present, prop-
erly equipped to meet the situation of today in checking the accuracy of oil
meters.
The following tests of vehicle tank truck meter systems and bulk storage
meter systems were made with the aid of the division's test tanks. In ninety-
two cities and towns, a total of 338 vehicle tank truck meter systems were
tested; 171 of these were found accurate; 128 required adjustment, and 39 were
condemned for replacement or major repairs.
There were 104 bulk storage meter systems tested; 79 of these were found
accurate; 13 required adjustment; and 12 were condemned for major repairs
or replacement.
In addition to the above meters tested with the aid of the division's test
tanks, 18 vehicle tank truck compartments were calibrated to settle disputes.
An inspector of this division also supervised the testing of an oil-tanker barge
to settle a dispute.
Other activities of the inspectors in the field included:
Number of inspections: Stores, 1,018; Pedlers, 1,672; Transient vendors, 449;
Net weight markings, 13,185; Coal certificates, 114; Coal quality, 6;
Total, 16,444.
Weighing and measuring devices: Sealed, 5,893; Unsealed, 810; Total In-
spected, 6,703; Accurate, 5,508; Inaccurate, 493; Total tested, 6,091.
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Inspections and tests were made of 61 gasoline and fuel oil meter systems
installed under working conditions and submitted for approval under General
Laws, chapter 98, section 29. Six of these systems included selective valve
control, and three included ticket-issuing devices.
There were 38 applicants for certificate of fitness as measurers of leather ex-
amined, 27 of whom passed, and 11 failed to pass. Certificates were issued to
the 27 successful applicants.
There were 117 complaints investigated involving violations of various laws.
All complaints were promptly investigated and appropriate action taken in
relation thereto.
Prosecutions
The inspectors prosecuted forty-two cases resulting in twenty-seven findings
of guilty, four not guilty, and five plead "nolo contendre." The court dis-
posed of these cases by imposing total fines of two hundred and eighty dollars,
filing eleven of these cases. One defendant was given a jail sentence of one
year, which sentence was suspended, and he was placed on probation for two
years; one defendant was given a six-months' jail sentence, which sentence was
suspended, and he was placed on probation for two years; one defendant was
placed on probation for four months; one defendant defaulted; and five cases
were filed without finding, as defendants had secured licenses and produced the
same at the time of their initial arraignment.
" £ % s
C-g T3 a a p. ^ o C _, -^ c -13
Nature of Offence fe'a.-K " -d S -o £ .2 i'S^-S
Is i M s 1 i I s 1 S 3« I
Giving insufficient weight
. .
.642-1 $65 - 1 i 2
Attempt to give insufficient weight . . 11 — — — 50 — — - — -
Larceny 22 ----2 2 2 s - -
Failure to issue a certificate in the sale of
coal 11__1______
Failure to weigh a load of coal . . ii__i______
Using false scale . . . . . 11 — — — 50 — — — — -
Using unsealed scale . . . . 2 1 1 — -20 — — — — -
Failing to give a certificate in the purchase
of poultry
. . . . . .
i_i________
Peddling without a license .
.
15 9 - 1 6 35 - - - 5 3
Peddling on expired license . . . ii__i______
Conducting transient business without a
license 10 5-4-60--1-1
Exposing for sale bread not properly
marked
. . . . . .
1:1 — — 1 — -'— y ---
Totals 42 27 4 5 11 $280 2 3 5 5 1
1 Placed on probation for four months.
2 Superior court sustained the finding and sentence of the lower court.
3 Filed by the court without a finding as defendants produced a license upon their initial appearance in
court.
Office Work
Weighing and measuring devices approved as to design and construction
under section 29, chapter 98, General Laws included 13 computing scales, 7
bench scales, 1 laundry scale, 10 retail meter systems, 64 computing meter sys-
tems, 12 tank truck meter systems, 1 bulk storage meter system, 6 selective
valve control systems, 3 meter ticket-issuing devices, 2 grease-measuring de-
vices, 7 computing scale charts, 4 liquid measures.
Coin-operated devices approved under section 283, chapter 94, included 3
vending machines, 1 device for amusement only, and 2 person-weighing scales.
Under section 13, chapter 98, 3 manufacturers of clinical thermometers were
authorized to affix the manufacturers' seal mark upon additional types of clinical
thermometers. One new manufacturer was authorized to affix the MASS SEAL
on clinical thermometers, and one new manufacturer applied for authority to
affix the MASS SEAL on clinical thermometers.
Under section 22, chapter 98, there were 19 sizes and types of paper or fibre
cartons approved for use in the sale of ice cream and certain other specified
articles, and one fibre milk jar.
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One grease-measuring device and one vending machine submitted for approval
were disapproved.
Under section 3, chapter 101, $6500 in cash was deposited and surety bonds
amounting to $181,500 filed with the Director by applicants for transient vendor
licenses. These deposits and bonds are subject to legal claims arising out of the
business conducted under such license. As shown by the detailed financial state-
ment which concludes this report, the total of $138,548.60 was received from
all sources, including fees for hawker and pedler licenses and transient vendor
licenses, transfer fees, pedlers' license plates and badges, and fees for testing
clinical thermometers.
Hearings were given to 60 firms and individuals upon complaints of viola-
tions of the law governing the marking of food in package form, labeling of
bread, licensing as hawkers and pedlers, and minor infractions of the weights
and measures laws.
Licenses
Transient Vendors
There were 376 transient vendor licenses, and $9,400 received in fees therefor.
Ten persons were prosecuted for not complying with this license requirement.
These figures represent a slight increase over last year. Under the provisions
of the law, exemption from license requirements is granted to individuals
assessed on stock-in-trade in the city or town where the transient business is
conducted; and in several instances, assessors have improperly assessed indi-
viduals, thus circumventing the license requirements. We have endeavored to
correct this practice and have reason to believe that cooperation will be re-
ceived from the assessors to this end.
Hawkers and Pedlers
There were 5,488 hawkers and pedlers' licenses and 1,492 transfers of licenses
for which fees were received. These figures compare with 4,665 licenses and
985 transfers in the preceding year,—an increase of 823 licenses and 507 trans-
fers. The increase in the number of licenses was occasioned by the new field
of licensees opened by reason of peddling fuel oil. An amendment, however,
to the hawker and pedler license law exempted in a large measure this class of
pedler, with the result that many of the licenses previously issued were sur-
rendered to this office for purposes of transfer, thus increasing the number of
transfers over the previous year. The increase in the number of licenses
issued was almost entirely licenses covering cities and towns.
In the enforcement of both the transient vendor license law and the hawker
and pedler license law, we received assistance from and have co-operated with
the Boston Better Business Bureau and the various local Chambers of Com-
merce throughout the state.
Educational and Co-operative Activities
During the year, we received co-operation from officials of this and other
states, and in return, extended our co-operation to such officials, as well as to
manufacturers and business organizations.
Successful results were obtained through the co-operative efforts of the
Department of Agriculture and this division in the matter of protecting farmers
selling live poultry.
From time to time, at the call of the Milk Control Board, assistance was
rendered farmers in checking weights in the sale of milk to distributing dairies.
The Director attended the National Conference of Weights and Measures
Officials of the United States at the National Bureau of Standards at Washington,
at which Conference changes were made in the code of specifications andtolerances
governing scales, tanks, vehicle tank meters, and weights. With the inspectors,
the Director attended the Annual Conference of the Sealers of Weights and
Measures of this commonwealth held at Haverhill. Talks were given to manu-
facturers' and retailers' groups and civic organizations; and at the invitation of
the Consumers' Institutes of Massachusetts opportunity was provided for a
radio talk.
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Local Sealers op Weights and Measures
The following summary of work performed by local sealers of weights and
measures is compiled from the annual reports which they are required by sec-
tion 37, chapter 98, General Laws, to file with the Director of Standards be-
tween the first and tenth of January in each year. The sealers in the towns of
Gay Head and Rockport failed to perform this statutory duty and therefore
the work performed by them cannot be included in this summary.
Article Summary
Scales
Platform, over 10,000 lb.
Platform, 5,000 to 10,000 lb
Platform, 100 to 5,000 lb.
Counter, 100 to 5,000 lb.
Counter, under 100 lb.
Beam, 100 to 5,000 lb.
Beam, under 100 lb.
Spring, 100 to 5,000 lb.
Spring, under 100 lb.
Computing, 100 to 5,000 lb.
Computing, under 100 lb.
Person weigher (slot)
Prescription .
Jewellers'
Totals ....
Weights
Avoirdupois ....
Apothecary ....
Metric
Troy
Totals ....
Capacity Measures
Vehicle tanks (Compartments)
Liquid measures over 1 gallon
Liquid measures
Ice cream cans
Glass graduates
Milk jars
Oil jars ....
Dry measures
Fuel baskets .
Totals .
Article
Automatic Liquid-
Measuring Devices
Gasoline pumps
Stops on pumps .
Gasoline meter systems .
Oil pumps
Tank truck meter systems
Bulk station meter systems
Kerosene pumps .
Molasses pumps .
Grease-measuring devices
Totals .
of Local Sealers' Work
130
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Prosecutions by Local Sealers.
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Nature of Offence
Giving insufficient weight
Giving insufficient measure
Attempt to give insufficient measure.
Possession of false scale .
Using unsealed scales
Exposing for sale bread not properly
marked .....
Failing to issue certificate in sale of
fuel oil .... .
Peddling without a license
Peddling on expired license
Furnishing minors merchandise to sell
without license ....
Conducting transient business with-
out license.....
Totals .....
SB
S o3 o
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Summary
Appropriation, personal services . . . . $32,400.00
Expended 31,826.64
Unexpended balance
. . . $573.36
Appropriation, general expenses .... $12,060.88
Expended 11,102.55 958.33
Unexpended balance $1,531.69
Total income to the commonwealth from licenses, etc. . . . $82,008.60
Total expenditures 42,929.19
Excess of income over expenditures $39,079.41
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REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF
OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE
Manfred Bowditch, Director
Calls for the services of the Division of Occupational Hygiene have again
shown an increase in the fiscal year just closed, with a total of 365 items of
routine service, as against 296 in 1936, its second year of activity. Additional
to this day-to-day work, which varies from the answering of relatively simple
questions about recognized hazards to protracted investigations of new and
often complex problems of industrial toxicology, have been the continuance of
the Industrial Chemical Survey Project by the staff and its W.P.A. assistants,
and compliance with the ever-increasing demands of educational and research
organizations for co-operation in the common cause of occupational disease
prevention. Descriptions of these phases of the work will be found on later
pages. While shortcomings in organization and performance are still in evi-
dence, a third year's experience has brought no small measure of increased effi-
ciency and numerous acknowledgments* of valued assistance rendered are grati-
fying indications that a service of real value to industry 'and its workers is
being furnished by the division.
Personnel.—There has been no change in the division's regular personnel.
Funds for the employment of an adequately trained physician and a laboratory
assistant, both greatly needed, will be sought in the coming year. But for the
generous co-operation of a number of the community's doctors and the valuable
work of its part-time W.P.A. helpers, the division's work would have been badly
crippled in these respects. The latter have varied in number, six such workers
(four men and two women), as well as one male and two female National Youth
Administration typists, being employed at the close of the year. A fact to be
noted is that three of these relief workers have secured permanent employment
as a result of their training in the division's laboratory.
Quarters.—The division continues to occupy quarters at 23 Joy street, Boston.
Addition of a second floor room to the first floor and basement space which
has housed the offices and laboratory since 1934 has relieved the congestion
referred to in last year's report, but storage room for field and laboratory
equipment remains at a premium.
Equipment.—Major additions to the field and laboratory equipment during
the year were (1) a specially constructed centrifugal fan for field experiments
in exhaust ventilation, (2) a Yaglou thermo-anemometer for air velocity meas-
urement, (3) a combustion apparatus for chlorinated hydrocarbon vapor deter-
mination, (4) several additional lampshade type mercury vapor detectors and
(5) a photometer for evaluating the papers used in these detectors. With the
exception of the centrifugal fan, all of this apparatus was constructed wholly
or in large measure in the division's laboratory.
Reference Library.—Constant and increasing use of the division's reference
library offers proof of the importance initially attached to this arm of its
working equipment. Acquisition of the most important current publications has
continued and considerable effort has been given to rounding out the files of
earlier documents. Since investigation of a less usual yet immediately signifi-
cant subject may involve reference to publications long since out of print, the
typing service made available through the Youth Administration has continued
to be a valued means of securing material not otherwise available. While fur-
ther cross-referencing is still to be desired, the card index may now be counted
on to produce from the files any of the several thousand items comprising their
contents with a minimum of difficulty or delay.
* To quote a single example, the president of a coated fabric manufacturing company
wrote in July, 1937 : "While the substitution of other diluents for the benzol will involve con-
siderable expense to us, we are very happy to bear this in the interest of a safer condition
for our employees and in closing, we would like to again thank you and Dr. Elkins for your
report of March 24th. which afforded a definite technical basis on which to justify this
change." (See note, Table XVII, p. 157.)
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Routine Work
The routine work of the division's staff has continued to include field inves-
tigations and determinations of atmospheric dust and fume concentrations, the
laboratory work ancillary thereto, and advisory service based upon the result-
ant findings. And as noted in last year's report, requests for information and
advice on an almost endless variety of subjects related to occupational disease
and its prevention have again outstripped in number the calls for actual inves-
tigation of factory conditions. The effort involved in responding to one hundred
such inquiries from other states and foreign countries during the year has been
well repaid by important assistance received from several such sources.
Analysis of the year's total of 365 items of routine work again shows the three
principal sources of calls to have been industrial employers, insurance carriers
and governmental agencies. Substantially fewer were inquiries from educa-
tional and research sources, physicians and hospitals, and the other divisions
of the department, the latter showing, however, an encouraging increase. The
57 self-initiated items in the following tabulation represent, in the main, visits
to factories for informational purposes in connection with investigations of
similar operations elsewhere. The 13 follow-ups were of major plant studies of
the preceding year, current work followed up being included in the other figures.
Industrial chemical manufacturers 12
Attorneys 6
Industrial workers ... 6
Employer associations . . 5
Protective equipment manufacturers 5
Labor organizations ... 4
Publishers ..... 4
N.O.C 22
Employers ....
P.D. 104
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felt hat shrinking
food preparing
.
foundry sand conditioning
fur blowing
heat treating
leather cutting .
machinery cleaning
.
mattress filling
.
metal melting, N.O.C.
noisy, N.O.C.
rustproofing
asbestos yarn spinning
cable handling
.
cadmium melting
castings cleaning
cellulose nitrating
chemicals making, N.O.C.
clerical work, N.O.C.
.
collar pressing
.
cordage impregnating
cotton bleaching
cotton carding
.
cotton dyeing
dairy work, N.O.C. .
drug compounding
dye handling
dye mixing •
.
excavating
.
exterminating
felt hat dyeing .
food baking
fumigating
fur mixing
.
garment spotting
gas generator operating
golf ball cleaning
granite drilling .
heating equipment operating
instrument cleaning .
jute carding
jute handling
Total
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2 jute sorting
2 jute spinning
2 leather dyeing .
2 leather finishing
2 lubricants mixing
2 mercantile work, N.O.C.
2 metal etching
2 metal machining
2 metal pouring .
2 meter filling
2 mica laminating .
motion picture projecting
photographic developing
printing
pyroxylin finishing
radio tube testing
radium dial painting
.
resin machining
.
rock blasting
rock wool cutting
rubber cement mixing
rubber compounding
rubber curing
rubber grinding
sewing
shoe cementing, pyroxylin
shoemaking
solvent recovering
stevedoring
stone cutting, N.O.C.
sugar bagging .
textile dyeing
transportation .
type cleaning
upholstering
wood heel covering
wood impregnating
wool fulling
wool scouring
N.O.C. 72
466
Silica dust once more heads the list of harmful materials, accounting as last
year for nearly one-fifth of the routine inquiries. Benzol and lead again rank
high. Eighty harmful materials were studied in 1935 and 75 in 1936. Elimi-
nating duplications, this year's list of 97 brings the three-year total to 153.
silica dust .
fumes, N.O.C. .
inorganic dusts, N.O.C.
benzol
lead, lead compounds
chlorinated naphthalenes
carbon monoxide
organic dusts, N.O.C.
carbon tetrachloride
skin irritants, N.O.C.
toluol
.
formaldehyde
gasoline, naphtha
solvents, N.O.C.
100
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states is now understood and presumedly adequate preventive measures have
been instituted. The results of the Harvard investigation have been made known
to all Massachusetts industries using the materials in question and the division
has and will continue to keep in touch with all such establishments.
No further cases have been reported in Massachusetts.
Natural Sandstone Grinding Wheels.—It is common knowledge that the use
of natural sandstone wheels for various grinding purposes was formerly the rule,
rather than the exception, and that the silicosis hazard which resulted from in-
halation of the free silica dust arising from such operations attached to the oc-
cupation of grinding an ill reputation which persists to the present day, and this
despite the fact that artificial abrasive wheels, containing little if any free silica,
are now the rule for production grinding operations.
A question arose during the year as to the extent to which natural sandstone
grinding wheels are still used in Massachusetts industries and an investigation
was undertaken which is believed to have included all establishments in the state
wherein sandstone wheels are used for production purposes. It was found that
17 plants are using sandstone grinding wheels. They have 93 stones set up, em-
ploy 57 men as grinders and consume 900 to 1,000 tons of grinding wheels an-
nually. The six largest of these plants account for the major use of this mate-
rial, employing 27 grinders and using 800 tons of grinding wheels per year. Four
alleged cases of silicosis were admitted in response to the question whether the
employer had ever known of any cases of pulmonary tuberculosis among grinders
in his plant.
All stones without exception were supplied with large quantities of water which
was constantly flowing over the stone during use. It seemed apparent that con-
ditions were such as to expose no workers other than the grinders to such dust
as was generated. While no important hazard was indicated, dust determinations
in selected plants are planned when time permits.
Engineering Service.—An important feature of the engineering work of the
division not hitherto described in the reports is the advice given as to ventila-
tion of hazardous processes. This service may take the form of describing prin-
ciples to be adhered to in a given case, criticising or approving plans already
drawn up or, in some cases where the hazard is a serious one and doubt is felt
that adequate precautions will otherwise be taken, providing sketches to illus-
trate major recommendations. Examples of such sketches are shown in the
Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4. Brief synopses of a few cases selected from the work of
the past year may serve as worthwhile illustrations of this phase of the division's
service.
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Figure 1. Local exhaust arrangement suggested for control of dust from core
knockout in a foundry
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The operator of a small jobbing foundry employing about a dozen men found
it necessary to do a moderate amount of sandblasting and wished to construct a
small sandblast room. A wooden chamber 8 feet by 5 feet was constructed on
advice of the division's engineer and an air volume of 3,400 cubic feet per minute
supplied for ventilation. This was found adequate from the standpoint of
preventing escape of dust from the room and of providing satisfactory visibility
for the operator within, the latter being protected by means of a supplied
air helmet. An interestingly close comparison was afforded with an earlier
case in which the construction of a similar sandblast chamber was supervised,
a volume of 3,000 cubic feet per minute having proved adequate in the former.
Another small jobbing foundry employing 30 to 40 men conducted the knock-
ing out of cores in the main foundry and dust concentrations in the vicinity of
300 million particles per cubic foot were found. In this case it was shown to the
employer that a local exhaust arrangement could be provided without undue
capital expenditure. This is illustrated in Figure 1.
In a brass foundry located in extremely congested quarters, dust counts rang-
ing from 50 to 90 million particles per cubic foot and determinations of at-
mospheric lead in substantial amounts indicated the necessity of positive ventila-
tion. The dusty operations may be classed as (1) riddling sand, (2) dumping
of molds, and (3) miscellaneous (molding, sweeping, etc.). On the assumption
that large hoods adjacent to the outer walls at each dumping and riddling sta-
tion might provide the necessary degree of ventilation, it was recommended that
a trial hood of plaster board, exhausted by means of a propeller fan, be erected
at one such station. Dust counts were then taken under the hood through which
dusty air was leaving the workroom. Since substantially all the dust generated
left the room at this point, careful selection of sampling periods and a series of
tests covering a period of four hours made it possible to calculate the amount of
dust arising from each of the several operations. It was found that one-third of
the dust generated was caused by the riddling of sand, one-fifth by the dumping
of molds and one-half from miscellaneous operations beyond the zone of influence
of the hood. Therefore, one-half of the dust would be removed from the room
by the installation of such hoods at each of the riddling stations and it was so
recommended. Determinations of atmospheric lead made at the same time en-
abled the conclusion that this source of hazard would simultaneously be diluted
to a safe level.
In one section of an instrument factory considerable metallic mercury was
used for filling the instruments being manufactured and mercury vapor concen-
trations were found by measurement to be excessively high. In the course of the
filling operations, a considerable quantity of mercury inevitably was scattered
around the sink-like workbenches. The mobility of these benches and their large
number would make the application of local exhaust to each source of vapor
quite expensive and it was therefore desirable to determine the necessity of such
an arrangement before recommending it. Laboratory experiments on the rate
of the evaporation of metaUic mercury and estimates of the area of mercury
normally exposed led to the conclusion that moderate general ventilation would
reduce the concentrations of mercury vapor in the air to safe levels. It was
recommended accordingly that 5 or 6 propeller fans be installed in the adjacent
outer wall.
A small insulated wire factory made use of a heated bath of chlorinated
naphthalene to impregnate insulated wire. A cumbersome hood over the tank
induced an upward flow of air and workmen who from time to time had to lean
over the tank were thereby exposed to the toxic fumes of the heated wax.
Furthermore, the exhaust action was determined to afford inadequate ventilation
of the process. On dismantling the duct work, it was found to be badly clogged
with the condensed wax. This was remedied by cleaning and a more suitable
type of hood, providing cross ventilation over the top of the tank, was illus-
trated by means of a wooden box serving as a demonstration hood. The plant
operator subsequently installed a metal hood of the improved design suggested.
The three stages of this evolution are illustrated in Figures 2, 3 and 4.
The wood heel covering industry was the subject of an extensive survey by the
division in 1936 and was described in the last annual report. Excessive concen-
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trations of methanol having been found in the working atmosphere of one of the
plants studied, a means was sought for adequate and inexpensive ventilating
methods. The small dimensions of the equipment at each workbench made it
possible to pursue certain experiments in the laboratory. Demonstration hoods,
constructed of pasteboard, were designed to ventilate the vapor sources and
overcome certain objections of the operators to such ventilation. The necessary
volume of air was determined and the hoods subsequently set up in the plant
in question and their practicability demonstrated. The design is shown in Figure 5.
In the acid dipping department of a medium-sized plant several small tanks
containing various pickling solutions such as hydrochloric acid, nitric acid and
caustic soda were used for hand dipping of metal objects. An excessive volume
of air was employed to ventilate the room, yet acid fumes permeated the work-
ing atmosphere to a degree considered distinctly unhealthful. The principles of
local exhaust had been ignored and the general ventilation which prevailed did
not capture the fumes before their escape into the working atmosphere. The
necessary rearrangement of the ventilating system was demonstrated to the man-
agement by means of pasteboard cartons cut to the shape of hoods and erected
on the spot. The installation was subsequently rebuilt with permanent mate-
rials along the lines illustrated and a hygienic working atmosphere provided with-
out additional air exhaust. The sketch provided in this case is shown in Figure 6.
Co-operating Chemical Manufacturers.—An important means of forestalling
occupational disease initiated last year was continued and expanded in 1937.
Three manufacturers of certain industrial chemicals whose use may involve
serious hazard to health have now voluntarily submitted complete lists of the
Massachusetts buyers of these products and two others have agreed to give notice
of shipments of newly developed toxic chemicals not thus far used in this state.
The co-operation accorded the division in these matters by the Barrett Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., the Dow Chemical Company, Midland, Mich., the Great
Western Electro-Chemical Company, San Francisco, Cal., the Halowax Corpora-
tion, New York, N. Y., and the Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo., is
appreciatively acknowledged.
INDUSTRIAL CHEMICAL SURVEY
The industrial chemical survey initiated in 1936 was continued throughout
1937. Undertaken for the purpose of securing information as to the extent and
manner of use of chemical substances hazardous to health in the industries of
the Commonwealth, the work of two years has implemented the preventive ac-
tivities of the division with an accumulation of valuable factual material which
could not have been hoped for from its routine operations. Under supervision
of the chemist, a small group of technically trained men furnished by the Works
Progress Administration* surveyed and reported on six industries in 1936 and
have this year substantially completed the work in five additional lines of manu-
facture, with preliminary or supplementary work in five other industries as well.
Abbreviated summary reports of the five 1937 studies, in woolen and worsted
goods manufacture, dry cleaning, fabric and paper coating, can manufacture and
automobile spray painting, follow.
Woolen and Worsted Goods Manufacture
A total of 26 mills, employing 32,600 persons (of whom 12,400 were females),
were visited in this study. These may be classified as follows:
Worsted goods .... 6 Worsted and woolen goods . 6
Woolen goods . . . . 11 Wool scouring . . 3
All the establishments visited carried compensation insurance. One employed
the full-time services of a physician and another group of four mills shared a
full-time physician. Three other mills employed physicians on a part-time basis
and ten had one or more full-time nurses. Seven establishments had pre-em-
ployment physical examinations, although in a majority these affected only male
workers. Three had periodic physical examinations for certain groups of em-
ployees.
Complete data on all the chemicals used were obtained from two mills, but
in the majority of cases information on a selected list of substances only
• W. P. A. Project No. 65-14-6060.
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Figure 2. The original exhaust hood. Figure 3. The demonstration hood.
Figure 4. The improved hood.
Exhaust ventilation of wire insulation impregnating tank
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Figure 5. Local exhaust ventilation for removing methanol vapors in wood heel
covering operation.
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Figure 6. Improvement of ventilation of acid pickling process.
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was sought. Special emphasis was placed on the use of solvents, as these may
have systemic as well as local effects and many of them are relatively new to
this industry.
The number of mills using the more important solvents, with a few other,
compounds of interest from the industrial hygiene viewpoint, are shown in
Table I.
Table I.—Solvents Used in Various Processes.
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In Nos. 4 and 5 the vapor concentrations found were negligible. In No. 6,
while an appreciable concentration was found, the process was intermittent and
the hazard therefore slight.
A definite hazard was found in the belt manufacturing process using benzol,
although the exposure to the concentration indicated was not continuous. This
situation was remedied by the elimination of benzol from the process*
The fulling operations (Nos. 1 to 3) using paint and tar remover were the
only typical mill processes in which exposures to high vapor concentrations were
found. While these exposures are not, as a rule, encountered every day, they oc-
cur regularly in the average large mill. The only solvents found to be used in
quantity in these operations were xylol, hi-flash naphtha and o-dichlorbenzene.
Dichlorethyl ether and carbon tetrachloride have been used in these processes
and serious poisoning cases have resulted. Unless a wholly adequate means of
ventilation can be found, these solvents should not be used in quantity in fulling
operations; dichlorethyl ether on account of its very high toxicity, carbon tetrach-
loride on account of its great volatility and relatively high toxicity. Another
highly toxic substance, tetrachlorethane, was said to be a constituent of certain
tar removers. This solvent should also be used sparingly*
Cases of illness ascribed to xylol and hi-flash naphtha were reported, but none
of these were fatal. The room where the No. 3 group of tests was made was
provided with artificial ventilation. In spite of this, vapor concentrations as
high as 300 parts per million for periods of 30 minutes or over were found. It
is readily seen that, without such ventilation, hazardous concentrations of even
these slightly volatile and moderately toxic vapors might occur.
Concerning the use of o-dichlorbenzene it is impossible at the present time to
make any definite statement. So far as is known, there have been no cases of
industrial poisoning resulting from its use. A recent English study has indicated
that it is highly toxic and its use in England has been discouraged. The
threshold concentration listed in Table III, 75 parts per million, is not well
established.
Dust Determinations.—In two mills the dust in the carding room atmosphere
was determined. The results are shown in Table IV.
Table IV.—Dust Determinations.
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Table V.—Toxic Solvents Used in Dry Cleaning.
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were departments of rubber factories were mentioned in the report on the rubber
goods manufacture study.
One of the three establishments mentioned eliminated the benzol hazard by re-
placing it with a benzol-free solvent* The other two made certain improvements,
but continued the use of benzol. During the past year, employees in both these
plants became ill with symptoms similar to those associated with benzol poison-
ing, and the illnesses were so diagnosed. Two of these cases terminated fatally.
As a result of this experience, all plants known to have lacquer coating processes
which had not been visited previously were called upon and vapor determinations
were made in five. The industry is having continued and careful attention.
The establishments having coating processes may be divided into artificial
leather plants, which usually coat cloth with a heavy layer of pyroxylin dope,
and paper coating plants, which coat paper with a thin layer of lacquer. The
solvents used contain ethyl acetate or acetone, ethyl alcohol and a diluent, which
may be benzol, toluol or naphtha. From both the technical and economic stand-
points, benzol is the most satisfactory diluent for most products.
In Table VII the plants with which contact has been made are classified ac-
cording to the diluents chiefly used.
Table VII.—Classification of Coating Plants Visited.
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Air analyses were made for benzol in four artificial leather factories and for
toluol in one. Air analyses for total vapors were made in one paper coating
plant. The air analyses for benzol and toluol will be described collectively, al-
though the toxicity of toluol is believed to be substantially less than that of benzol.
Vapor Concentrations Found.—The average, maximum and minimum benzol
(and toluol) vapor concentrations found are shown in Table IX.
Table IX.—Atmospheric Benzol Vapor Concentrations.
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Weather and Temperature.—Of the 89 determinations recorded, 7 were made
in December, 47 in March, 13 in May, 18 in June and 4 in November. The effects
of weather and temperature will vary for different plants. In general, conditions
within a plant relying on natural ventilation will be affected more than one
which is equipped with mechanical ventilation. As a rule, higher concentrations
will be found in cold and stormy weather than in warm, clear weather, but in
very hot weather the vapor pressure of the solvents may be increased enough to
more than counteract the improvement in air circulation. Studies from which
threshold concentrations are to be derived should obviously not ignore this
factor, and measurements under both cold and warm weather conditions should
be made.
Improvements in Conditions.—In addition to the plant which eliminated ben-
zol* immediately after the first tests were made, three other artificial leather
establishments replaced benzol with naphtha during the year. Furthermore,
two plants replaced their open coating machines with enclosed machines and one
plant installed semi-local exhaust in its mixing room. Five establishments made
major improvements affecting their employees' health during the course of this
study.
At the present time there are but two establishments using benzol, and but
one with open coating machines. The division's work in these plants continues.
Threshold Concentration for Benzol.—The generally accepted threshold con-
centration for benzol vapor (assuming continuous exposure) is 100 parts per
million. The results of this study would indicate that fatal poisoning cases are
likely to follow continued exposure of adult male workers to 200 parts per mil-
lion. As women and boys are believed to be more susceptible, it is felt that 100
parts per million does not allow a sufficient margin of safety and, as a result
of this experience, 75 parts per million has been suggested as the maximum al-
lowable concentration for benzol vapor when the exposure is relatively con-
tinuous.
Can Manufacture
It is probable that soldering involves the exposure of more persons to lead
fumes than any other mechanical operation. With most hand soldering opera-
tions, the quantities of lead-bearing solder used are so small and the temperatures
attained so low that the danger of lead poisoning is negligible. Certain indus-
tries, however, employ larger-scale soldering operations, some hand and some
automatic, and in these the chances of lead absorption are greater. Such an
industry is the manufacture of tin cans.
Five of the Commonwealth's eight establishments of this type were visited,
with a total payroll of 319 males and 100 females. Studies of atmospheric lead
concentration were made in four of the five plants. All of the establishments
visited carried compensation insurance; none engaged the full- or part-time
services of a physician, but three had local physicians on call. One plant em-
ployed a full-time nurse. None employed a safety engineer as such, but two had
executives who devoted part time to safety problems.
Manufacturing Processes.—The first soldering operation is body forming, in
which the ends of a flat strip of metal are soldered together to form a cylinder.
Solder is applied to the seam by means of a revolving roller, and while still hot
the excess solder is wiped off by a revolving brush. The ends of round cans are
soldered mechanically by a similar process. The ends of rectangular cans are
attached by hand. Special cans are made entirely by hand.
Material Used.—Solders containing from 40 to 65 per cent lead were used.
The fluxes were zinc chloride, ammonium chloride, hydrochloric acid and various
alcoholic solutions of rosin. These occasionally cause irritation of the skin of some
of the workers exposed, but the only systemic hazard believed to be of importance
is the lead in the solder.
Atmospheric Lead Determinations.—A total of thirty air analyses for lead
were made, twenty-four in connection with mechanical, and six of hand soldering
operations. A summary of these is shown in Table XII.
* See note, Table XVII, p. 157.
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Table XII.—Atmospheric Lead in Tin Can Manufacturing Operations.
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dust respirators of an unapproved type were furnished. In but one plant was
the sprayer provided with a cartridge respirator. The only air line respirator
found was owned by the worker himself, the other sprayers in the same plant
being without respirators of any kind. In the vast majority of the establish-
ments, the sprayers wore respirators only when spraying enamels, lacquers being
sprayed without any respiratory protection whatever.
In only four .establishments was there any admitted experience with injury to
health from the chemicals used in the various coatings. In three cases chiefly
subjective symptoms were reported, while in a fourth a workman was affected
sufficiently to cause him to give up his job.
A total of 45 samples of paints, enamels, lacquers and thinners were analyzed
for toxic and volatile constituents. The results of these analyses are summarized
in Table XIV.
Table XIV.—Composition of Paint Spraying Materials.
Substance
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Table XV.—Number and Estimated Proportion of Establishments and Employees
Included in Survey.
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meeting of the American Public Health Association in New York City, the sym-
posium on chlorinated hydrocarbons concluding the research in this field which
the division was instrumental in inaugurating at the Harvard School of Public
Health, the Washington meeting which brought into being the National Con-
ference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, and a special meeting of mem-
bers of the Air Hygiene Foundation of America, held in Pittsburgh, Pa. General
and sectional gatherings of the Massachusetts Safety Council and meetings of
the Massachusetts Public Health Association, the Massachusetts Central Health
Council and the Boston Health League, with the last two of which the division
is affiliated, may also be mentioned.
Speakers on subjects related to the work of the division were furnished to
annual meetings of the Massachusetts Tuberculosis League and the Massachu-
setts Public Health Association, to the annual Massachusetts Safety Conference
and to gatherings of the Boston Chapter of the American Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers, the Industrial Nurses' Section of the Massachusetts Or-
ganization for Public Health Nursing, and the Monday Club.
The division continues to be represented on two committees of the American
Public Health Association. A meeting of the association's Committee on
Standard Practices in the Problem of Compensation of Occupational Diseases,
held in Newark, N. J., was attended by the director; the chemist was present
at a meeting of the Subcommittee on Chemical Methods in Air Analysis of its
Committee on Standard Methods for the Examination of the Air, held in New
York City.
National Silicosis Conference.—The organization and purposes of the National
Silicosis Conference were outlined in last year's report. The work of the Com-
mittee on Regulatory and Administrative Phases of the Silicosis Problem con-
tinued during the early months of this year, involving attendance at seven meet-
ings in Washington and one in Providence, R. I. As chairman of the Subcom-
mittee on Prevention, the division's director contributed the section on "Pro-
posed Organization of State Administration of Silicosis Prevention" for the report
of the committee, submitted to the Secretary of Labor at the final meeting of
the conference in Washington on February 3. The document is available as
Bulletin No. 13 of the U. S. Department of Labor's Division of Labor Standards.
Massachusetts State Health Commission.—Though the work of the Massa-
chusetts State Health Commission was completed in 1936, its report (House
No. 1200) did not appear until early in the year just ended. Chapter XIV of
the report outlined the state's occupational hygiene problem, discussed the present
program for industrial disease prevention and stressed the need of further study
in the following words:
"It is apparent from the foregoing discussion that the problem of occupa-
tional hygiene and the prevention of industrial diseases is one of such magnitude
as to warrant more detailed study. This involves not only consideration of de-
sirable revisions of the present statutes, but also the evolution of a systematic
program for participation of government, employer and labor in disease-preven-
tion measures. The Commission has been unable to consider this subject ade-
quately. What attention it has given to the problem has brought about a firm
conviction as to the need for prolonged and detailed study of occupational
hygiene in the Commonwealth. It is therefore recommended that a special
commission be created to study this problem and report to the General Court
thereon (Appendix LVI). Among the many topics which such a commission
might profitably consider are the following:
"1. Development of a plan for the collection and analysis of adequate statis-
tical information which may serve as a guide to the preventive program.
"2. Development of a plan for a preventive program which will reach the
small shop.
"3. Revision of certain laws and regulations which experience shows to be
inadequate to protect the safety and health of the workers.
"4. Establishment of industrial clinics in certain hospitals.
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"5. Revision of statutes and regulations in terms of conditions to be main-
tained rather than means of meeting these standards.
"6. Development of municipal participation in industrial hygiene programs.
"7. Relationship of public health and industrial hygiene agencies.
"8. Development of a comprehensive educational program which shall reach
employers, workers and physicians.
"These are but some of the general topics which should be considered by such
a commission. Some of them are so far-reaching and comprehensive as to require
extensive study before reasonable recommendations may be made. In all of these
deliberations extreme care must be observed that in a desire to rectify condi-
tions which are conducive to the development of certain industrial diseases other
situations equally deleterious to the interest of employer and worker will not be
created. This is a problem fraught with great difficulties and calling for great
care and breadth of vision for its effective solution."
Its recommendation "that a special commission be established to study the
problems of industrial hygiene and occupational disease prevention, and to report
thereon to the General Court" resulted in the enactment of Chapter 46, Resolves
of 1937, providing "that the department of public health and the department of
labor and industries, acting as a joint board, shall investigate and study all
aspects of occupational diseases with a view to determining methods, ways and
means of reducing or controlling the hazard of the likelihood of contracting such
diseases. The said joint board shall report to the general court the results of
its investigation and study, and its recommendations, if any, together with drafts
of legislation necessary to carry the same into effect, by filing the same with the
clerk of the house of representatives on or before the first Wednesday of Decem-
ber in the current year."
The two departments have met in accordance with this resolve and their re-
port is in preparation as the year closes.
Dust and Fume Code Committee.—In accordance with the provisions of Sec-
tion 7, Chapter 149 of the General Laws, Commissioner Moriarty on September
14, 1937 appointed a committee to assist the department in the preparation of
rules and regulations for the control of hazardous dusts and fumes in the manu-
facturing establishments of the state. The membership of this advisory com-
mittee is as follows:
Joseph C. Aub, M.D. of the Collis P. Huntington Memorial Hospital.
E. H. Ballard, general foundry superintendent, General Electric Company.
John Daniels, legislative secretary, Associated Industries of Massachusetts.
Philip Drinker, professor of industrial hygiene, Harvard School of Public
Health.
Laurence Foley, international president, Granite Cutters' International As-
sociation of America.
Francis T. Hunter, M.D. of the Massachusetts General Hospital.
William M. Rand, president, Merrimac Chemical Company.
Robert J. Watt, secretary-treasurer, Massachusetts Federation of Labor.
Stephen E. Whiting, vice-president and chief engineer, Liberty Mutual Insur-
ance Company.
In the field of industrial dust control, the current undertaking is a sequel to the
investigation and report of the Massachusetts Special Industrial Disease Commis-
sion of 1933-34 and the findings of the Granite Dust Control Project conducted
by the division during 1935 and 1936.
As a basis for the establishment of maximum allowable concentrations of in-
dustrial fumes, the committee has for consideration a tabulation in which all
standards known thus far to have been promulgated are combined with tenta-
tive figures proposed by the division and the criticisms of twenty-two authori-
ties in this country and abroad to whom these figures were submitted. This is
believed to be a more comprehensive symposium of opinion on the subject of
allowable fume concentrations than has previously been undertaken by any gov-
ernmental authority.
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Several meetings of the committee and of its Subcommittee on Fumes have
been held and, while definite conclusions are pending as the year closes, the fol-
lowing proposed maximum allowable concentrations of industrial fumes are of
sufficient general interest to warrant publication.
Ammonia
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against Pneumoconiosis-producing or Nuisance Dusts." Illustrative bulletin,
lp.
16. "Respirators Approved by the U. S. Bureau of Mines for Protection
against the Mist of Chromic Acid as Produced in Chromium Plating and the Mist
Produced by Spray Coating with Vitreous Enamels; for Protection against
Mechanically Generated Dusts Whose Main Harmful Constituent is Lead." Il-
lustrative bulletin, 1 p.
17. "Maximum Allowable Concentrations; Dusts." Tabular bulletin, 1 p.
18. "Massachusetts Dust and Fume Code Committee." Bulletin, 1 p.
19. "Dust, Fume and Mist Respirators Approved by the U. S. Bureau of
Mines." List, 1 p. (Supersedes No. 14)
20. "Industrial Health Leaflets." Bulletin, 1 p. Leaflets available for dis-
tribution on: (1) Industrial Skin Diseases, (2) Anthraco-silicosis, (3) Arsenic
Poisoning, (4) Carbon Monoxide Poisoning, (5) Chromium Poisoning, (6) Mer-
cury Poisoning, (7) Lead Poisoning, (8) Benzol (Benzene) Poisoning, (9) Silico-
sis, (10) Wood Alcohol Poisoning, (11) Carbon Tetrachloride Poisoning, (12)
Carbon Bisulphide Poisoning, (13) Carbon Dioxide Asphyxiation.
21. "Use of Phenol and Cresol in Cutting Oils." BuUetin, 1 p.
22. "Dust, Fume and Mist Respirators Approved by the U. S. Bureau of
Mines.''* Illustrative bulletin, 1 p. (Supersedes Nos. 15, 16)
23. "Publications, 1933-1935." List, 1 p.
24. "Publications, 1936." List, 1 p.
25. "The Determination of Atmospheric Contaminants. I. Organic Halogen
Compounds." Journal of Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology, November, 1937.
26. "Industrial Bulletins of the Department of Labor and Industries Con-
taining Provisions Relative to the Health of Workers." List, 1 p.
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Summary of Field and Laboratory Work
Hazardous Conditions Found.—Of interest in summarizing the field and
laboratory work of the year is a consideration of the hazardous concentrations
of industrial fumes and dusts brought to light thereby. Table XVI lists the
operations studied in the routine and survey work of the year and indicates the
number and per cent of hazardous concentrations of toxic materials found therein.
The latter figures should be read with the understanding that they are based upon
the maximum allowable concentrations enumerated on page 154 and that the
factor of continuous or periodic exposure has been neglected for the purposes of
this tabulation.
Table XVI.—Hazardous Concentrations Found.
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Results Secured.—A disability common to all types of preventive effort is the
difficulty of appraising end results on other than a long-term basis. While a sub-
stantial amount of industrial ill-health has presumably been forestalled in the
division's brief span of activity, and it is believed that hves have been saved, no
water-tight proofs of such assertions can be adduced. Study of the year's work
record does, however, bring to light a considerable number of cases in which
the nature of the hazard and the improvements secured combine to indicate to
anyone conversant with the fundamentals of occupational hygiene that important
preventive steps have been taken. The compilation offered in Table XVII
seems therefore worthy of record.
Table XVII.—Partial Record of Improvements Secured.
Industry
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REPORT OF THE DIVISION ON THE
NECESSARIES OF LIFE
Richard Olney, Director.
Authorization
Sections of chapter 410 of the acts of 1930, as amended by chapter 362 of the
acts of 1933, are published herewith:
Section 9E:—The division shall study and investigate the circumstances
affecting the prices of fuel, gasoline and refined petroleum products and other
commodities which are necessaries of life. It may inquire into all matters relat-
ing to the production, transportation, distribution and sale of the said com-
modities, and into all facts and circumstances relating to the cost of production,
wholesale and retail prices and the method pursued in the conduct of the busi-
ness of any persons, firms or corporations engaged in the production, transporta-
tion or sale of the said commodities, or of any business which relates to or affects
the same. It shall also study and investigate the circumstances affecting the
charges for rent of property used for living quarters and in such investigation
may inquire into all matters relating to charges for rent.
Section 9F:—The division shall have authority to give hearings, to administer
oaths, to require the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production
of books and documents and other papers, and to employ counsel. Witness sum-
monses may be issued by the director, or by any assistant by him designated,
and shall be served in the same manner as summonses for witnesses in criminal
cases issued on behalf of the commonwealth, and all provisions of law relative
to summons issued in such cases shall apply to summonses issued hereunder, so
far as they are applicable. Any justice of the supreme judicial court or of the
superior court may, upon application of the director, compel the attendance of
witnesses and the giving of testimony before the division in the same manner
and to the same extent as before said courts.
Section 9G:—The division shall investigate all complaints made to it and.
may publish its findings. It shall keep in touch with the work of federal and
municipal and other agencies dealing with the necessaries of life, and give them
such assistance as it deems advisable; and may invoke the aid of said agencies
and of civic and other organizations.
Section 9H:—Whenever the governor shall determine, that emergency exists
in respect to food or fuel, or both, he may with the approval of the council, by
a writing signed by him, designate the director of the division on the necessaries
of life to act as an emergency food or fuel administrator, or both, and thereupon
the director shall have, with respect to food or fuel or both, as the case may be,
all the powers and authority granted by the Commonwealth Defense Act of
nineteen hundred and seventeen, being chapter three hundred and forty-two of
the General Acts of nineteen hundred and seventeen, to persons designated or
appointed by the governor under section twelve of said chapter three hundred
and forty-two; and the governor may revoke such written authority at any time.
During such an emergency, the governor with the approval of the council, may
make and promulgate rules and regulations, effective forthwith, for the carrying
out of the purposes of this section and for the performance by the common-
wealth, and the cities and towns thereof of any function affecting food and fuel
authorized under Article XLVII of the amendments to the constitution. Viola-
tion of any such rule or regulation shall be punished by a fine of not more than
five hundred dollars or by imprisonment for not more than six months or by
both. The provisions of said chapter three hundred and forty-two are hereby
made operative to such extent as the provisions of this section may from time
to time require.
Summary of Activities
The division is generally regarded as a clearing house for all sorts of com-
plaints and troubles which arise throughout the year regarding prices. In addi-
tion to hearing, investigating, and adjusting thousands of individual cases, special
investigations were made.
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Except in times of emergency, legislation to control prices is regarded as ex-
tremely dangerous, and its pitfalls are too well known to need enumeration.
However, when prices are excessive, a public recognition of this fact usually
hastens relief to consumers. On the other hand, when prices are fair and reason-
able the sound settlement of price controversies is promoted by investigation
and report of an unbiased authority. And by interposing itself between con-
sumers and dealers, and tenants and landlords, in individual complaints, the
division is instrumental in bringing about amicable adjustments of many price
and rent disputes. In receiving and investigating complaints the procedure of
the division is simple and informal; it deals direct with those concerned. The
existence of the division has undoubtedly had a deterrent effect on the under-
taking of price raising schemes which would not stand public investigation.
The duties of the division are, briefly: To study and investigate the circum-
stances affecting the prices of fuel, gasoline, refined petroleum products and other
commodities which are necessaries of life, and the charges for rent of property
used for dwelling purposes. Power of summons, authority to administer oaths
and compel testimony, enable it to secure facts. It is required to investigate all
complaints made to it and may publish findings. Moral suasion and publishing
of facts are the powers possessed and exercised by the division to enforce recom-
mendations or findings.
At this time the division desires to recognize the great public service of the
newspapers in publishing its reports, and the co-operation received from various
federal, state and municipal agencies, and thousands of dealers and individuals
with whom it has direct dealings. Their aid is gratefully acknowledged.
An apt illustration of the necessity and experience of this division was con-
spicuous and noteworthy during a steamboat strike which seriously affected the
Islands of Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket during the Spring and Summer
of 1937. About July 15, as the strike became worse, it was feared that because
of the lack of transportation facilities food prices would sharply advance over
normal, and His Excellency, the Governor, ordered a representative from this
division to visit immediately the above-named islands and check up stores,
markets and gasoline stations as to the price of food, oil and coal.
It was necessary for a representative of this division, with no former experi-
ence in flying as a passenger or otherwise, to go by plane, the only means of
transportation, to the islands and check up on sale prices of food and other
commodities to the consumer. Within three hours of the Governor's instructions,
our investigator had landed at Nantucket where he made an inspection and later
made a similar inspection at the Vineyard. Retail prices were held to normal
and, subsequently, through the efforts of His Excellency, Governor Charles F.
Hurley, and the Commissioner of Labor and Industries, the strike was amicably
settled to the satisfaction of all parties concerned and boat service between New
Bedford and the Islands was restored. We further ascertained that the large
stores selling food to the Islands were most co-operative in their endeavors to
keep prices normal in their sale of supplies, although transfer of goods by small
and special boats involved a considerable extra expense more than the means of
regular transportation.
Two spells of hot weather in July and August literally created an ice famine
in Massachusetts. Twenty days of humid warm weather in July exhausted to
a considerable extent the production of natural and artificial ice, and even
working in three shifts the ice plants were taxed to capacity. On account of the
mildness of the weather in Massachusetts during the Winter of 1936-1937, the
thickness of ice did not exceed eight inches, and consequently the local crop of
ice was pretty much exhausted by August 15. When the second hot period ar-
rived early in August which lasted nearly twenty days, our local plants working
night and day were unable to supply the demand, and they reached into districts
as far south as Baltimore and to states in +he north, such as Maine, New Hamp-
shire and Vermont, to meet this situation.
A real crisis appeared about August 20 when controversies arose between
large ice companies and smaller concerns. On this date, practically no ice was
available in the Cape area, and our Division called a meeting of the opposing
factions on Saturday, August 21, to iron out differences of opinion. The large
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ice dealers promised to sell ice at cost, and the smaller dealers, where no contracts
were involved, had to meet the situation and buy ice at $6 a ton and seU at prac-
tically the same price. All ice dealers had no lucrative business and the consumer
was fairly well protected. Later in August, nature came to the rescue, cooler
weather prevailed, ice dealers and consumers breathed sighs of relief, and mat-
ters became normal again. Following this conference an ample supply of ice was
assured to all communities, even though it was necessary to divert consignments.
The two illustrations cited above are just a few of many cases where the
facilities of this division are called upon to perform and get results.
Complaints regarding prices of gasoline in different parts of the common-
wealth were investigated. It was found that a city and town, adjacent to each
other, would have different prices for the same grade of gasoline. The major
companies base their wholesale prices to different communities by zones. The
spread in price is figured on the haulage cost from the distributing point.
About the middle of September, a group of large and reputable gasoline deal-
ers visited this division upon our invitation, and they recommended legislation
which would provide that a standard be set for all gasoline sold in the common-
wealth; that an inspection corps of sufficient size to carry out the provisions of
the bill be authorized ; that a license fee of $2 per pump be imposed by the State
to finance such service, and that a minimum retail price should be not less than
6c above refinery prices. Such legislation, if carried out to a successful conclu-
sion, would provide sufficient funds for its enforcement.
There are about 13,000 gasoline stations in the state and nearly 40,000 pumps.
Proponents claim that such a bill, if enacted as law, would protect the legitimate
dealer from so-called "bootleg gas" and thereby guarantee pure gasoline to the
public.
Trend of Living Costs
The division records prices largely from the viewpoint of the consumer, and
for the purpose of recording the trend of retail prices, it collects, compiles and
publishes what is called a "cost of living index".
This index is supplied upon request to industrial, business, and labor organi-
zations, welfare societies, financial interests, schools and colleges, mercantile estab-
lishments, national, state and municipal government officials, and interested
individuals.
The information relative to prices supplied in the compilation of this index
enables the division to combat propaganda based on the incomplete and inaccu-
rate information relative to living costs and market conditions which tend to
discredit Massachusetts.
This index is widely used in the settlement of wage and salary disputes, but
in the arbitration of such disputes, due consideration should be given to a
changed living standard, which cannot be considered in the computing of the
index without destroying its comparative value.
During 1937, the combined index increased from 139.4 in December, 1936,
to 146.3 in September, 1937. A slight drop, however, was noted in October due
to the decrease in practically all major budget items.
Comparable combined index numbers for 1936 and 1937 are given in the
following table:
Combined Cost of Living Index— 1913 = 100
1936 1937 1936 1937
January .
February
March .
April
May
June
Expressed in dollars, these index numbers indicate that $146.30 was required
in September, 1937, the high point of the year, to purchase the same quantity
of commodities that cost $139.40 in December, 1936, and $100 in 1913, the base
year.
137.0
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The foregoing table indicates that the trend of living costs increased up to
September, at which time the high point for 1937 was reached. While this
might not cause any great concern with an accompanying upward trend in the
purchasing power of the consumers, a large number of families, forced to live
on low governmental aid incomes or straight welfare assistance, must use all
possible economy to supply the dinner table of the family.
Elements of the Budget
Food.—The index of combined food prices continued to increase during the
year from 122.3 in December, 1936, to 134.9 in September, 1937. This increase
was largely due to the higher prices of meat products, especially in the beef
bracket of the budget. In December of 1937, this index declined to 122.5.
The index for combined meats increased to 175.4 in September, 1937, then
decreased to 142.0 in December, 1937, while the index for all other foods com-
bined, increased from 116.1 in December, 1936, to 117.9 in September, 1937,
then declined to 114.3 in December, 1937. In October, 1937, due to a drop in
meat prices, the combined food index decreased to 131.7.
Food represents the largest single item of expense in the budget, and is
allotted 37.6% of the total family expenditures for all items. The amount actu-
ally spent for food, however, depends upon the size of the family, the age, and
type of employment of the individual members.
The indices prepared by the United States Department of Labor Statistics
indicate that even with higher food prices during 1937, Massachusetts cities are
still classed in the lower price group. The indices of thirty-four cities, as pub-
lished by the department, shows Boston with an index of 84.0, based on 1923-
1925 prices, which places that city twenty-fourth on the list, or only six higher
in line than the position of last year.
The indices of these thirty-four cities for October, 1936, and September, 1937,
are given below:
Sept. Oct. Sept. Oct.
City 1937 1986 City 1937 1986
St. Louis .
Milwaukee .
Denver
New Haven
Louisville .
Baltimore .
Philadelphia
Minneapolis
Washington, D
Chicago
New York .
Cincinnati .
Kansas City
Detroit
Manchester
Charleston, S.
San Francisco
C
90.1
89.9
89.7
89.7
89.1
88.8
88.2
88.0
87.7
87.6
87.6
87.2
87.0
86.4
86.0
85.8
85.8
87.6
86.4
90.0
85.2
88.1
85.7
85.4
89.4
84.4
83.9
82.9
87.0
86.5
82.4
82.2
84.3
84.3
Portland, Me.
Savannah .
Cleveland .
Indianapolis
Providence
Seattle
Boston
Norfolk
Butte .
Omaha
Atlanta
Jacksonville
Little Rock
Mobile
Richmond
.
Los Angeles
Birmingham
85.4
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are therefore practically eliminated.
in December, 1936, and December,
Commodity
Beef .
Pork .
Lamb and mutton
Miscellaneous meats
Total poultry .
Butter
Eggs (case)
Eggs (frozen) .
Haddock fillets .
Cod, haddock, pollock, hake
Mackerel .
Whiting
Squid
Herring
Herring (cured)
Halibut
Other miscellaneous
Comparative stocks of
1937, are given below:
1936
2,880,283 lbs.
1,517,630 "
418,852 "
1,104,761 "
7,473,093
"
3,387,601
"
1,770,420 doz.
1,844,795
"
1,839,034 lbs.
9,165,079
"
4,126,152 "
11,766,199 "
750,270 "
1,122,257
"
1,108,235 "
244,872 "
8,319,663 "
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food held in storage
1937
915,408 lbs.
1,180,007 "
85,436 "
789,451 "
5,248,277 "
2,589,801 "
1,052,850 doz.
3,016,755 "
4,008,318 lbs.
6,761,397 "
2,393,073 "
3,693,281 "
1,232,755 "
733,340 "
831,098 "
306,175 "
5,261,932 "
Meat.—The budget allowance for meat represents about one-third of the total
for food and therefore a substantial increase in meat prices such as has occurred
during the past year greatly affects the family expenditure.
The index for combined fresh beef increased from 143.8 in December, 1936,
to 183.0 in September, 1937, but fell off to 145.4 in December, due largely to a
tendency on the part of consumers throughout the country to buy other meat
products in protest against the high beef prices.
High meat prices reached the climax in September when protests against
high prices were forthcoming from all consumers. His Excellency, Governor
Charles F. Hurley, requested the division to investigate high prices of meats
and report to him its findings. This investigation disclosed that there was an
apparent shortage of heavy type beef demanded in the East, due to short feed
crops caused by the drought of 1936. While prices were high, it was found that
the wholesaler and retailer supplying Massachusetts were receiving only their
normal profits and that the high prices reflected were only those added at the
source of supply. A boycott of beef products showed this as an effective way
of breaking prices, and lower prices for beef existed during late September,
October, and November in 1937.
Estimates indicate largely increased crops of corn, oats, and other feed for
1937, which should make for a larger supply of heavy beef and, therefore, lower
prices for 1938.
Clothing.—The clothing section of the budget represents 12.8% of the total
expenditures divided about equally between the men's and women's sections.
A general increase was noted in this index during the year from 145.1 in Decem-
ber, 1936, to 157.3 in December, 1937, the high point of the year. The increases
were noted in practically all items included in this section of the budget.
Clothing is a much more important item in the family budget of Massachu-
setts than in some other sections of the country, as the changeable and variable
climate demands a larger variety of articles of wearing apparel. They can be
purchased, however, at a wide variation of prices, dependent upon the make-up
of the garment. Articles made from the same or similar cloth, but tailored by
mass production with make-up costs cut to a minimum, may be purchased at a
wide difference in retail price. It is also noted that in the case of women's gar-
ments, many lower priced tailoring establishments have designers continually
employed, whose sole job it is to visit higher priced shops for the purpose of
copying the late styles in garments. These designers are so expert at their
trade that it is almost impossible to determine any style defects.
It is readily observed that standardization of the clothing section is almost
impossible, and for this reason the sampling method, or prices of goods entering
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into the make-up of garments with the exception of certain staple items, is used
in the compilation of this budget.
Fuel and Light.—The study and investigation of the circumstances affecting
the supply and prices of various fuels is one of the duties of the division, and
in this connection numerous data is collected, compiled and published at regular
intervals. Other information is supplied to numerous organizations, governmen-
tal departments and individuals. Much of this information is used in connection
with rate cases held by the Interstate Commerce Commission and other official
hearings and investigations.
The changeable and uncertain climate of Massachusetts makes fuel of some
type one of the most important items of the budget, and high fuel prices neces-
sarily affect all our citizens. It is, therefore, desirable that information be
available relative to receipts, stock, deliveries and prices of all fuels used for
heating purposes in Massachusetts.
The division has so conducted these important surveys that in the past, dur-
ing periods of suspension of mining operations, or other interference with
normal movement of fuels, little, if any, price increases have occurred in direct
contrast to changes in nearby states.
Anthracite was formerly the favorite fuel of Massachusetts, but substitute
fuels have displaced a large tonnage of this favorite during the past few years.
Fuels used for home heating during the 1935-1936 and 1936-1937 coal years are
given below:
Fuel 1935-1936 1936-1937
Anthracite (Domestic sizes) . . 2,609,000 net tons 2,483,000 net tons
(Buckwheat sizes)
Coke ....
Bituminous coal
Briquets ....
Other manufactured fuel
Oil
195,000 " " 178,000
1,081,000 " " 1,027,000
950,000 " " 1,100,000
66,000 " " 56,000
10,000 " " 5,000
650,000,000 gallons 750,000,000 gallons
Gas installations, Central heating plants 6,827 7,427
Gas (estimated) . . . 3,103,192,000 cu. ft. 3,301,593,000 cu. ft.
Domestic anthracite deliveries for the first six months of the 1937-1938 coal
year amounted to 980,982 net tons, compared to 1,046,000 net tons for the same
period of the 1936-1937 coal year.
'
Oil, which has displaced a large amount of anthracite tonnage, appears the
most popular of fuels, as indicated by the continued increase in oil deliveries.
Lower prices of oil burning equpiment, and easy payment plans advised by most
dealers, have an effective appeal to the consumer. This is especially true with
regard to range burners, and the supply of oil may be purchased in almost
any quantity desired.
A compilation of statistics relative to receipts, stocks, prices, deliveries, etc.,
is contained in the tables in the Appendix of this report.
Shelter.—The shelter index, which represents 21.8% of the total budget, in-
creased during the year from 150.0 in December, 1936, to 154.0 in May, 1937, at
which time rentals, generally, were increased.
The tenants' market, which was in effect during the last four years, no longer
exists. A majority of property owners have not been receiving a. return on their
property sufficient to pay taxes, mortgage interest, water rates, repairs, and
administration expenses. New leases for the coming year have been written
at increased rentals.
With the process of government housing now in effect and promise of almost
immediate fulfillment which will make available to home seekers thousands of
desirable apartments with most modern improvements at reasonable prices,
there should be a tendency on the part of landlords to reduce rentals materially
to meet the competition offered by the federal government.
Complaints in regard to vacate notices, rent increases, refusal or neglect to
supply services, poor condition of stoves and heating apparatus, inability to
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collect rents, were received by the division, which has been able to effect amicable
agreements between parties concerned in cases which might have led to serious
trouble or court action.
Sundries.—The sundries section of the budget is given a weighting of 22.8%
of total expenditures. This list includes such items as ice, carfare, entertainment,
medicine, insurance, church, tobacco, reading matter, house furnishings, organi-
zations, candy, soft drinks, etc. During the year the index for this group in-
creased from 151.8 to 152.7, due to increases in prices of ice and house fur-
nishings.
Sundries comprise goods and services, not elsewhere specified, that are felt ^o
be necessary for the operation of the home. When income is low a higher per-
centage of it must be spent for food, clothing, shelter and fuel. This leaves less
money available for conveniences in the home, entertainment and other things
regarded as necessary to the living standards of the American people.
There is a general tendency on the part of the trade not to oversell a customer
who purchases on the installment plan. The number of complaints made to the
division regarding purchases on the installment plan have decreased noticeably.
APPENDIX I
Cost of Living Curve
Statistical Method and Tables of Proportion and Prices
The division and its predecessor the Special Commission on the Necessaries of
Life have used in the computation of the Massachusetts cost of living index the
same percentages for the major sections of the budget as those used by the Na-
tional Industrial Conference Board, until July of 1931. These weights, together
with others which applied to many individual items of the budget, were changed
in 1931 after much study and investigation, and the division believes that the
new allocation of weights represents the relative importance of items and groups
to a greater degree of accuracy.
The present allocation of weights for the major budget sections are as follows:
Food 37.6
Clothing .
Shelter .
Fuel and Light
Sundries .
12.8
21.8
5.0
22.8
In computing an index of living costs, a list of representative articles in com-
mon use is first selected, and it is then necessary to assign importance to them in
the total, in proportion to the extent to which they are commonly used. Food
represents a much larger expenditure than ice or fuel; and in the list of foods a
20 per cent increase in the price of meats is much more important than a hun-
dred per cent increase in the price of pepper or salt. The proportions assigned
to the various commodities are called weights or weightings, and an index so con-
structed as to recognize the relative importance of different articles is called a
"weighted index." The list of articles and weightings adopted by the division
are given in detail in Tables 1 to 5, inclusive.
Having selected the list of commodities, some particular time must be chosen
as a basis of comparison, and all prices at that time are called base prices, rep-
resented by 100 per cent in the scale. For the Massachusetts index, the calendar
year 1913 was selected as a base year because this gave a true pre-war picture,
and because this is the base used in the widely quoted index of the U. S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics. Monthly quotations have been secured before and after the
basic period, and each quotation is divided by the basic quotation to give the
index number for the later month. Monthly quotations since 1910 have been
used in the case of foods. Thus the basic, or 1913, quotation on flour was 91
cents per one-eighth barrel bag, and in November, 1937, the price was $1.09,
which, divided by the base, gave the index number for flour as 119.9 in Novem-
ber, 1937. Each quotation is in turn divided by the base price, and a table of
index numbers, or percentages, is the result. A table is made for each com-
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modity, and then the index numbers are combined using the weightings to which
reference has been made. A different selection of commodities and a different
selection of weightings will cause the indices to be quite different. Each is a
true presentation of certain facts; no index can present all of the facts. In its
studies the division has endeavored to choose not only the most necessary com-
modities, but also to combine them in proper proportions, so that a fair presen-
tation is made of conditions in Massachusetts.
Some idea of the magnitude of work involved in making an index may be had
when it is realized that over 400,000 computations were made in constructing
the original index of living costs.
Food Index
The index of foods, which has a weighting of 37.6 in the total, is a composite
based upon the selling prices of thirty-seven articles of food. These articles of
food are assigned weights in accordance with their relative importance. The
allocation of these weights follow:
Table 1.— Allocation of Commodity Weights in the Food Index
Fresh beef
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Clothing Index
The index of clothing, which has a weighting of 12.8 in the total budget, is de-
rived from quotations on the following articles. The weighting of the various
articles of clothing, as combined in the clothing index, is also shown.
The standard blue serge has been used as the basis for quotations for men's
outer garments. Overcoats have varied in weight and style, and it has been
almost impossible to find a standard for quotation. Overcoating fabric prices
of uniform weight have, however, advanced in the same ratio as blue serge prices
and, therefore, the index of the serge suit cost, which is almost identical with
the index serge fabric costs, has been used as a basis for the suit, overcoat and
trousers item. For night garments the composite of cotton fabrics has been
used, as all cheaper cotton fabrics have advanced in nearly the same ratio, and
the quotation will therefore cover night garments made of either canton or
domet flannels or long cloth. In the list of women's clothes the same index
based upon blue serge has been used for the topcoat, suit and street dress.
The items of night gowns, slips, kimonos, waists, house dresses and aprons are
combined, and the average index of cotton piece goods has been used.
Table 3.— Allocation of Weightings in the Clothing Index
Overcoats, suits, trousers
Shoes .
Hats .
Gloves
Socks .
Total
Men's
48
9
6
2
5
Shirts
Collars
Underwear
Night garments
7
1
3
3
84
Suits, topcoats, street dresses
Underwear
Waists, kimono, house dresses
aprons, nightgowns, slips
Shoes
Total ....
Women's
42 Gloves
4 Hosiery
Corsets
10 Hats .
2
7
2
5
80
Fuel, Heat and Light Index
The index for fuel, heat and light, which has a weighting of 5.0, is based upon
selling prices of coal and kerosene throughout the State, and upon the rates for
gas and electricity in the following cities: Boston, Springfield, Worcester, Law-
rence, Lowell, New Bedford and Fall River.
The weightings assigned to these different commodities are based upon a study
of family expenditures, and are gauged to cover conditions in wage-earning
families throughout the State. The weightings ' are as follows:
Coal .
Kerosene
Total
Table 4-— Allocation of Weightings in the Fuel Index
61
.
Gas . .
4 Electricity .
20
15
100
Sundries Index
For sundries, substantially the same list of commodities that is quoted in the
report of the National Industrial Conference Board (Research Report No. 22)
has been used with the addition of ice. The list, together with weightings
assigned to the different commodities, is as follows:
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Table 5.—Allocation of Weightings in the Sundries Index
Ice
Carfare
Entertainment
Medicine
Insurance .
Church
Total .
167
847
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Appendix II
Fuel Statistics
Table 1.—New England Anthracite Tidewater Receipts by States—Net Tons
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Table 4-—Deliveries of Domestic-Sized Anthracite and Average Retail Prices
Per Net Ton for Certain Representative Municipalities of
Massachusetts with Four or More Dealers
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Table 7.—*New England Bituminous Imports by States—Net Tons
Maine and
New Hampshire
44,273
32,313
61,463
53,428
32,431
35,262
55,599
76,162
61,351
Vermont
1929 .
1930 .
1931 .
1932 .
1933t
1934 .
1935 .
1936 .
1937 .
*included in above receipts.
tFirst six months only.
Source: Dept. Foreign & Domestic Commerce, Washington, D. C
1
106
161
141
296
2,100
1,311
Massachusetts
5,841
71
5,159
62
6,380
Total
50,114
32,385
66,728
53,589
32,431
35,465
62,275
78,262
62,662
Table 8.—New England All-Rail Bituminous Receipts by Roads—Net Tons
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
N. Y., N. H.
& Hartford
4,023,064
3,645,603
3,313,695
2,578,317
2,545,254
2,805,812
2,709,333
2,542,113
2,373,397
Boston &
Maine
1,043,822
1,011,308
1,016,494
911,155
1,146,059
1,463,900
1,358.492
1,363,988
1,354,095
Boston &
Albany
1,195,308
1,014,710
818,523
655,983
684,748
724,628
681,729
691,466
672,649
Central
Vermont
317,535
277,532
265,037
219,966
229,732
246,883
278,339
296,444
310,049
Rutland
201,911
199,887
197,046
178,574
181,226
181,141
182,390
184,133
174,917
Total
6,781,640
6,149,040
5,610,795
4,543,995
4,787,019
5,422,364
5,210,283
5,078,144
4,885,107
Table 9.—Summary of Fuels Used for Heating Homes in Massachusetts.—
Net Tons
Anthracite
Buck-
*Domestic wheat
1926-1927 5,088,000 150,000
1927-1928 4,727,000 185,000
1928-1929 4,913,000 138,000
1929-1930 4,703.000 160,000
1930-1931 4,177,000 175,000
1931-1932 3,566,000 150,000
1932-1933 2,968,000 155,000
1933-1934 2,938,000 172,000
1934-1935 2,638,000 191,000
1935-1936 2,609,000 195,000
1936-1937 2,483,000 178,000
*Includes foreign fuel.
tNot compiled for these peri
Bitu-
minous
600,000
630,000
495,000
500,000
800,000
600,000
700,000
800,000
850,000
950,000
1,100,000
ods.
Coke
475,000
525,000
637,000
640,000
895,000
980,000
1,061,000
1,318,000
1,020,000
1,081,000
1,027,000
Briquets
125,000
190,000
193,000
190,000
150,000
125,000
101,000
90,000
62,000
66,000
56,000
Oil
(Gals.)
48,000,000
65,000,000
80,000,000
100,000,000
140,000,000
184,000,000
300,000,000
400,000,000
500,000,000
650,000,000
750,000,000
Other
Manu-
factured
Fuels
52,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
tGAS No. OF
(Cu. Ft.) Homes
1,050
1,740
2,925
4,344
5,049
5,100
4,927
4,497
6,433
6,827
7,427
2,425,060,000
2,248,982,000
2,853,078,000
3,103,192,000
3,301,593,000
Table 10.—New England All-Rail Movement of Coal as Shown by Number
of Cars of Coal Passing East Through the Gateways
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REPORT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS UNEM-
PLOYMENT COMPENSATION COMMMISSION
Emil E. Fuchs, Chairman, Robert J. Watt, Frank G. Allen
Laurence P. Harrington, Executive Secretary
Foreword
The consequences of unemployment present the most serious problem con-
fronting an industrial society today. Even in so-called prosperous years, em-
ployable workers lose their jobs and must seek about for new employment.
Worry, with its demoralizing effect on the health and well-being of the whole
family, exhaustion of savings, decline of standards of living, abolition of buying
power, loss of respect for civil authority—these are but a few of the conse-
quences of unemployment.
Unemployment compensation is not a cure for unemployment. It is, how-
ever, a palliative—a method for forestalling and minimizing some of its danger-
ous consequences. Unemployment compensation guarantees an income to a
worker for a definite period after he has lost his job. The plan aims to assist
those workers who lose their jobs for relatively short periods of time.
The effects of unemployment compensation may be more accurately shown in
the coming year, when Massachusetts for the first time in its history institutes a
system for the payment of cash benefits to eligible individuals who become un-
employed.
Advisory Council of the
Massachusetts Unemployment Compensation Commission
Representatives of the Public:
Professor Amy Hewes, of Mt. Holyoke College.
Mr. Philip J. Philbin, of Harvard, Mass.
Dean Henry W. Holmes, of Cambridge.
Representatives of the Employer:
Mr. Thomas H. Carens, Vice President of the Boston Edison Company.
Mr. Albert N. Murray, President of the Associated Industries of Massa-
chusetts.
Mr. Edward J. Frost, Vice President of William Filene's Sons Company
of Boston.
Representatives of the Employee:
Mr. John F. Gatelee, Springfield, President of Massachusetts State Federa-
tion of Labor.
Mrs. Mary V. Murphy, Treasurer of the Central Labor Union of Boston.
Mr. Archie Gillis, Belmont, Organizer for United Association of Plumbers
and Steam Fitters.
Constitutionality of the Law Upheld
The Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court on December 30, 1936 in the cases
of Howes Brothers Company v. The Unemployment Compensation Commission
and George H. Ellis v. The Unemployment Compensation Commission unani-
mously upheld the constitutionality of the Massachusetts Unemployment Com-
pensation Law.
Much doubt still existed in the minds of employers as to the constitutionality
of those provisions of the Federal Social Security Law which related to State
Unemployment Compensation Laws. Efforts of the Commission to enforce the
provisions of the Unemployment Compensation Law were considerably retarded
during the early part of 1937 by this cloud of uncertainty.
This doubt was removed, however, on May 24, 1937, when the Supreme
Court of the United States in the case of Charles S. Stewart v. Davis,
801 U. S. S48, rendered a decision which established the constitutionality of those
provisions of the Federal Social Security Act which related to State Unemploy-
ment Compensation Laws.
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Amendments to the Law
The Commission was cognizant of the fact that the law as amended in 1936
would be extremely difficult to administer and would be not only unduly burden-
some on employers, but would also delay the payment of benefits to unem-
ployed workers.
Constructive efforts were taken early in 1937 to remedy the situation. Con-
ferences were arranged by the Commission with representatives of employers,
of employees and of the Social Security Board. Interested groups made exten-
sive analyses of the practical application of this law. The joint committee of
the legislature on labor and industries cooperated fully with the Commission in
approving these amendments, which would tend to facilitate the efficient
administration of the law. This research resulted in the submission to the 1937
session of the General Court an amendment to chapter 479 of the acts of 1935
as amended wherein a new chapter 151A was substituted.
The major changes in the law as amended follow:
1. Reduction of the waiting period from four weeks to three weeks.
2. The stabilization of the employee contributions at 1%.
3. Contributions required on the first $2,500 of annual wages, regardless of
the total of such wages.
4. Employers of four, five, six or seven individuals on some day in each of
twenty weeks in 1938 to be subject to the law on January 1, 1939. Such
employment in the year 1939 or any subsequent year to constitute an
employer as subject on the first day of the quarter following the 20th week
of such employment.
5. A complete revision of the method of reporting wages and of computing
benefit rights.
The remaining revisions in the law were, for the most part, perfecting and
were made in order to simplify the actual application of the provisions of the
law.
The new chapter was approved and signed by Governor Charles F. Hurley on
May 29, 1937.
Chart No. 1
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION COMMISSION
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
DIRECTOR OF
EMPLOYMENT
OFFICES
ASSISTANT
SECRETARY
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Organization of the
Massachusetts Unemployment Compensation Commission
The organization of the Commission on November 30, 1937, is set forth in the
preceding organization chart No. 1. The Commission is composed of six major
divisions as follows: Analyst, contributions-accounting, benefits, administration,
research and statistics and legal.
Major Administrative Problems
Seriously handicapped in planning future procedures until the amendments to
the law were either adopted or rejected by the General Court, the Commission
in 1937 was confronted with three major administrative problems as follows:
1. The continuation of a program of employer status determination whereby
every employer subject to the law filed the necessary reports and paid
the required contributions to the Unemployment Compensation Trust
Fund.
2. The adoption of a system of records and accounting for the contributions
of employers.
3. The adoption of procedures for the payment of benefits after Janu-
ary 1, 1938.
Status Determinations
During the year reported, the number of employers determined to be subject
to the law by the status department increased from approximately 13,000 to
18,154. Studies of the records of thousands of other employers were made,
which resulted in their being declared not subject to the law.
In March, 1937, a field staff of the status department was organized for the
first time. This staff was the field unit of the section instituted to furnish techni-
cal information to employers regarding the law. After a period of intensive
training, a group of analysts was assigned to various districts throughout the
state.
The duties were to assist employers in determining status and to act as repre-
sentatives of the Commission with employers on all relevant matters affecting
the operation of the law. Approximately 20,000 visits were made by this field
staff from March through November, 1937.
Contributions
The rate of employer contributions was increased from .9 of 1% to 1.8% on
January 1, 1937. Employee contributions became payable for the first time as
of January 1, 1937.
The amended law revised the basis of employee contributions. Under the
1936 law and until July 1, 1937, individuals employed at a rate of $50 a week
or more, or $2,500 a year or more did not contribute to the fund. Under the
amended law, all employees of a subject employer performing services in Mas-
sachusetts contributed on the first $2,500 earned in any year, except that for
employees newly subject as of July 1, 1937, the contribution was based upon
$1,250 earned between July 1 and December 31, 1937.
During the fiscal year ending November 30, 1937, net contributions and inter-
est from penalties amounted to $31,349,986.92. Of this amount, $4,913,890.62
represented 1936 contributions and $26,436,096.30 related to contributions dur-
ing the first ten months of 1937. Of the receipts covering 1937 payrolls, em-
ployer contributions amounted to $17,986,103 .95, employee contributions
amounted to $8,444,471.31, and interest from penalties amounted to $5,521.04.
A desk audit section was established in the contributions accounting division
in 1937 to audit 12,000 1936 contribution reports.
That the problem of collection was a most difficult one until the constitu-
tionality of the law was approved is evident from a study of Chart No. 2.
Until the decision of the Supreme Court, employers filed reports under protest
or not at all. A sharp increase in the number of subject employers, as well as
in the amount of contributions, immediately followed said decision.
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Legal Services
The complexity of the law and the lack of precedents upon which to deter-
mine policies have required the extended services of a trained legal staff. The
interpretation of legislative intent, the definition of terms, the preparation of
opinions, the legal effect of various procedures, all have entailed extensive legal
research and have required the publication of definite opinions.
The legal department has acted as counsel to the Commission and to depart-
ment heads in all matters of policy and procedure and has passed upon all
forms, rules, regulations, pamphlets and other literature prior to publication.
Private and public hearings are being held continuously with all types of
groups covering such topics as determination of status, liability, delinquencies,
coverage, benefits, new legislation and other pertinent matters. Delinquent
employers who failed to respond to the regular communications of the Commis-
sion have become a special concern of this department with the result that hun-
dreds of employers have been summoned to the Commission through the
subpoena process and have adhered to the provisions of the law.
Proposed changes in the law are the concern of this department and in con-
junction with the General Court, the Social Security Board and other inter-
ested parties, all new legislation affecting the law is studied and proposed
amendments discussed and drafted.
Benefit Payments
It was impossible to begin to attack the problem of benefit payments until
the adoption of the proposed amendments to the law. Personnel, equipment,
space, forms—these and many other factors depended wholly upon the pro-
cedures adopted by the Commission. Time or effort expended on the study
of benefit procedures would be foolhardy until various amendments to the law
were adopted.
Immediately upon the passage of the amended law, the Commission set about
to study a plan for the payment of benefits in January, 1938. The problem
of benefit payments divided itself into two major divisions:
1. The formulation and adoption of a procedure whereby the complete wage
records of over 1,300,000 employees throughout the state would be obtained
and recorded in the files of the Commission and be made available for the
computation of benefits in January, 1938. The amended law demanded
wage reports of individuals who would be eligible for unemployment
compensation benefits, so that in effect the Commission was confronted
with the problem of obtaining 4y2 million wage records from 19,000 em-
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ployers throughout the state. The Commission staff labored through June,
July and into August formulating this procedure. This group of em-
ployees, beginning in June with only a written law as a basis, met a task
never before encountered by any state department in the history of the
commonwealth.
Such problems as choice of equipment, which necessitated visits to several
other states, to large corporations, to other federal agencies, and confer-
ences with representatives of the leading recording systems in the country,
had to be met. Studies were made concerning the most efficient method
of reporting quarterly wages. Sheet forms, slip forms, separation reports,
card forms—all of these factors were appraised and analyzed. The type of
personnel, the amount of necessary floor space, the physical lay-out of such
space, the extent of supervisory personnel, the routing and control of em-
ployer reports, the filing equipment necessary, were all time-consuming
factors which of necessity had to be considered. In order to institute a
wage record file by January 1, 1938, it was necessary to transfer V-fa mil-
lion employee record cards from the Social Security Board at Washington,
D. C. to Boston. This transfer resulted in the saving of thousands of dol-
lars to the Commission and reduced considerably the man hours necessary
to record 41/2 million wage records.
Wage records were reported by employers for the first time on August
25, 1937. Many difficulties were encountered by employers in compiling
wage records because of lack of knowledge of the law and because of lack
of experience in compiling such reports. One-third of the early reports
filed lacked social security account numbers or were deficient in some other
respect and much time was spent in rectifying these reports. In an attempt
to assist employers in simplifying the problem of reporting, three alternate
methods were later offered by the Commission.
The bulk of the task of obtaining wage records has been completed and it
seems certain that most wage records would be available on January
1, 1938.
2. The adoption of a plan of benefit payment procedures.
Simultaneously with the adoption of a procedure for the institution of a
wage record division, a group of trained employees of the Commission was
designated to formulate and install a procedure for the payment of benefits.
No other state in the country, except one which operates under a different
type of law, could offer any experience to be used as a guide. The European
systems were analyzed and every advantage taken of them, but in reality
the Commission was starting with only the printed words of a highly tech-
nical law to administer a vitally important social movement directly affect-
ing over V-/-2. million workers. The problems involved in the development
of this procedure required major decisions of policy by the Commission.
Interpretations of various aspects of the law, requiring extensive study
by the legal department, were mandatory before rules and regulations
could be adopted. Continuous conferences with representatives of the
Social Security Board were held in order to insure against the danger of
non-conformity with Title IX of the Social Security Law.
A complete survey of industrial conditions in the state was made in order
to locate field offices and to estimate the load upon these offices on January
1, 1938, when benefits would become payable.
The population, the workers covered by the law, the subject employers,
the types of industry, the peak periods and the slack periods—all had to
be studied for each city or town in the Commonwealth.
With the above information as a basis, the state was divided into 5 regions,
17 districts and 42 areas, and plans were adopted to open 42 employment
offices throughout the state as shown in Appendix B. It then became
necessary to choose specific locations in each city selected, to determine
the necessary floor space which would vary from office to office, to co-
ordinate activities with the central office, to plan local office procedures and
to staff these offices with personnel, equipment and other necessities.
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Determination of the type of personnel to be employed in the local offices,
which in turn depended upon the centralization or decentralization of ad-
ministrative procedure, was a pressing problem.
Clearance with the Social Security Board and with the Division of Per-
sonnel and Standards preceded any definite adoption of plans by the Com-
mission. Some 40 internal control forms, presenting a coherent system of
operations, were prepared and adopted. Fifteen million pieces of literature
were composed and printed for distribution throughout the state. A pro-
gram of information was developed employing newspapers, radio, public
addresses to employer and employee groups, trade magazines, posters and
pamphlets.
When the original estimates were made and plans adopted for benefit pro-
cedures, it was estimated that not more than 40,000 individuals throughout the
State would seek unemployment compensation benefits on January 1, 1938. All
signs and economic reports pointed to a continuation of the increased employ-
ment in Massachusetts. No reputable authority foresaw the drastic down-swing
of business with its concurrent curtailment of employment in the last three
months of 1937.
The Commission realized in the middle of October that business activity had
receded and that the anticipated load upon which all plans were based would far
exceed 40,000 individuals. To obtain more current information, a survey was
made. A sample questionnaire was sent to 19,000 employers throughout the
state to be returned December 1, 1937. Three questions were asked: Number
of employees laid off in October; Number of employees laid off in November;
Anticipated lay-offs in December. As a result of this survey, the estimated
number of applicants for benefits increased over 300%.
As of the date of this report, drastic changes are necessary in the plans of
the Commission to pay benefits in 1938. Past estimates must be thrown aside
and plans made to meet the emergency caused by the sudden increase in unem-
ployment. The Commission is presently revising its past procedures to meet
present conditions.
Conclusion
The Massachusetts Unemployment Compensation Commission will meet its
major problems in 1938. A collection agency until this time, on January 3, 1938,
unemployment compensation will begin to benefit thousands of workers in the
State.
Embarking upon untried fields, much experience will be gained which may
cause changes in plans and procedures. A social development of the magnitude
of this unemployment compensation law will perfect itself only through knowl-
edge gained by experience. Perfecting amendments will be necessary from time
to time if progress is to be made in administering the unemployment compensa-
tion law for the best interests of all concerned.
Analysis of 15,568 Contribution Reports of Employers Subject to the
Massachusetts Unemployment Compensation Law by Type of
Industry and Number of Employees
Mining and quarrying
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation
Communication
Utilities
Wholesale trade
Retail trade
Finance
Insurance
Real estate
Administrative office"
Service^
Professions
Miscellaneous
Number of
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Grants from the Social Security Board to the Massachusetts Unemployment
Compensation Commission for Administrative Expenses:
January 1—March 31, 1937 . . .
. .
. . $61,354.44
April 1—June 30, 1937 99^274.39
July 1—September 30, 1937 159'l55.76
October 1—December 31, 1937 328^128.27
Note.—These figures include December 1937, but do not include December
1936, since grants are made on a quarterly basis.
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REPORT OF THE DIVISION OF PUBLIC
EMPLOYMENT OFFICES
(Affiliated with the United States Employment Service)
Fred J. Graham, Director
Introduction
Once each year, industrial organizations issue their annual balance sheet re-
ports so that their stockholders and the public may evaluate the financial posi-
tion of the company. Likewise each year, the Division of Public Employment
Offices, now commonly known as the Massachusetts State Employment Service,
is called upon to render an accounting of its activities to show how well its func-
tions have been carried on and what its accomplishments have been. The differ-
ence between the balance sheet of an individual company and that of the Em-
ployment Service, however, lies in the fact that the former deals largely with
tangible factors such as stock in trade, machinery account, accounts payable
and receivable, and the like, while the latter deals almost entirely with in-
tangible factors. Since many of its accomplishments do not lend themselves
readily to a financial or statistical analysis, it is therefore more difficult to portray
clearly the multitude of varied activities and the many phases of the work per-
formed by the Employment Service which do not directly deal with the place-
ment of workers.
The Division of Public Employment Offices, which has been in active opera-
tion since 1906, was set up to provide a non-fee charging service which would
bring together both the worker seeking a position and the employer desiring a
worker. As early as 1906 there was a growing recognition of the fact that un-
employment levies a serious toll, not only upon the unemployed worker, but
upon society at large. This manifests itself in increased welfare cases, crime
waves, lowering of the moral standards of the community, as well as through the
gradual social demoralization of the worker.
Recent years have increasingly proven that the problem of securing work is of
vital importance to the maintenance of family, home, property, and living and
educational standards. The maintenance of a proper standard of living depends
in the final analysis upon the worker's ability to support himself and his family
through the wages which he receives in his employment or business. Therefore,
the value of the work of the Division of Public Employment Offices, which has
for its primary purpose the placement of qualified workers in suitable employ-
ment, cannot be overestimated. Its presence has become an economic necessity,
for securing positions in these modern days is a specialized task in itself, and
requires a definite technique. Without the assistance of a centralized center such
as the division provides, workers waste a tremendous amount of time and energy
in looking for employment due to their lack of knowledge of the economic con-
ditions in local communities. Likewise employers encounter similar difficulties
and experiences in securing suitable qualified workers on account of the scarcity
of information available relative to the places where such workers may be
located. This, then, is the primary function of the public employment office—to
link together the employer and the unemployed worker.
Under the terms of the recent Unemployment Compensation Law, it is ex-
pected that the division will play an increasingly prominent part in the business
and economic life of the state. This is due to the fact that, in addition to its
other functions, its offices will also be available for carrying out the various
duties placed upon it in assisting in the administration of the Unemployment
Compensation Law.
Organization
The Division of Public Employment Offices, during the fiscal year ending
November 30, 1937, maintained 14 offices located in Boston, Brockton, Fall River,
Fitchburg, Greenfield, Lawrence, Lowell, Lynn, New Bedford, Pittsfield, Spring-
field, and Worcester, and in addition, branches of the Fitchburg office in Athol
and Clinton.
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On September 13, 1933, the division became affiliated with the United States
Employment Service by legislative acceptance of the provisions of the Wagner-
Peyser Act of June 1933, together with the subsequent signing of an agreement
of affiliation. Under the terms of this affiliation, the federal government matches
the state appropriation for public employment offices on a dollar for dollar
basis. This affiliation which has continued to the present time, makes it possible
for the division to render more adequate service to residents of the common-
wealth by making available additional funds which can be used to expand its
functions and increase its efficiency.
The aim of the Wagner-Peyser Act is to provide a nation-wide network of
free public employment offices through the cooperation of the states in order to
cope more effectively with the problem of bringing men and women and jobs
together without wasted expense, and to provide for a nation-wide labor clear-
ance system for workers in professions, industries, commerce, and agriculture.
By means of this affiliation, the division has become part of a cooperating
nation-wide network of public employment offices, and in addition is provided by
the United States Employment Service with much valuable information concern-
ing employment trends, occupational research material, and similar specialized
industrial information, as well as the latest developments in employment office
technique.
On September 17, 1935, in accordance with Section 6 of Chapter 479 of the
Acts of 1935 which states "The existing Division of Public Employment Offices
is hereby transferred to the jurisdiction of the Unemployment Compensation
Commission established by this Act", the Division of Public Employment Offices
became a division of the Massachusetts Unemployment Compensation Commis-
sion. The function of these public employment offices in assisting in the admin-
istration of the act is indicated in section 9M, chapter 479, which states that
"They shall be available for the payment of benefits, presentation of claims, regis-
tration of the unemployed, placement of the unemployed in available employ-
ment, and for the proper administration of chapter 151A."
Development and Expansion
Under the sections of the Unemployment Compensation Law already referred
to, it became clear that the Employment Service must expand both its field
offices and its personnel. Massachusetts with its already existing Employment
Service, together with the numerous National Reemployment Service offices
which were already operating in various sections of the state, fortunately had
available a nucleus upon which to base this necessary growth.
During the fiscal year ending November 30, 1936, an increased appropriation
was granted by the legislature, which, when matched by an equal amount of
federal money, provided funds sufficient to establish four additional offices, one
in each of the cities of Brockton, Fall River, Fitchburg, and Lawrence. These
offices were officially opened on February 1, 1937. The staffs of these offices
were selected from eligible lists resulting from civil service examinations held in
June 1936 for the positions of employment office superintendent, senior employ-
ment registrar, and junior employment registrar.
Early in 1937, preliminary studies were begun in order to determine the num-
ber and location of the offices which would be added to the service when its
expansion took place. To determine the location of such offices, it became neces-
sary to make a comprehensive analysis of the population within all districts, the
types of occupations, the occupational distribution of the gainfully employed,
the geographical areas to be served, and other employment characteristics in-
cluding such factors as seasonal variations in employment, together with the
transportation facilities necessary to ensure to the public easy accessibility to such
offices.
At about the same time, studies were made with a view toward determining
the type of supervisory organization best fitted to efficiently operate the ex-
panded service. It was realized that it would be well nigh impossible to direct
the administration of the numerous offices throughout the state from a single
source without providing for the delegation of authority through intermediate
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executives. The setup, as finally decided upon, provided for a combination line
and staff organization, and included provision for such additional positions as
two assistant directors, one in charge of operations, and the other in charge of
procedures, as well as regional and district executives to whom the local managers
might report, and who in turn would be responsible to the assistant directors for
the proper conduct of the areas and offices under their control.
The fact that there was little or no experience available upon which to base
budgetary figures, created the problem of estimating the cost of operating a state
employment service in conjunction with the Unemployment Compensation ac-
tivities. Accurate estimates were finally determined by a study of the cost of
operating the British system of Unemployment Insurance and Employment Ex-
changes. Great Britain was chosen because, of the fact that it is somewhat
similar to Massachusetts in respect to its density of population and its highly
industrialized economic structure. Credit for much assistance in arriving at
these estimates is due to the Unemployment Compensation Commission's Division
of Research and Statistics which gave much assistance to the Employment
Service in determining the number, the location, and the areas to be served by
the local offices. Several conferences were held with representatives of the United
States Employment Service, both in Boston and in Washington, with Mr.
Laurence P. Harrington, Executive Secretary of the Commission, and Mr. Fred
J. Graham, State Director of the Employment Service, participating.
Upon approval of the budget figures on September 29^ 1937, and with the
number of personnel and locations of offices approved, the machinery was set
in motion to set up an expanded Employment Service. Plans were made to
liquidate the offices of the National Reemployment Service and gradually staff
them with new state civil service personnel.
It is difficult to picture the various activities which were necessarily carried
on simultaneously. Conferences had to be held with the Commission on Ad-
ministration and Finance and with the Division of Civil Service relative to
the induction of new personnel. Real estate surveys of scores of building
locations were conducted in an effort to combine good office space with easy
accessibility to the public without exhausting the amount allotted for office rental.
In addition, increased space had to be secured for the existing offices in order
to provide for increased traffic resulting from unemployment compensation ac-
tivities. Newly inducted personnel had to be trained and assigned to the various
offices in order that they might be ready for the rush of claimants which was
anticipated when unemployment compensation benefits became available on
January 3, 1938. Office equipment, chairs, tables, and desks, had to be hired
and shipped to the proper offices. Offices had to be planned and laid out, and
arrangements made for new telephone service.
Some idea of the rapid expansion which took place during the latter part of
the fiscal year may be gained from the fact that on November 1, 1937, the
Service had a total personnel of 93 persons, while on November 30, 29 days later,
it had expanded to a total personnel of 325 ; that is, almost S 1^ times its original
size. Projected plans call for an increase of personnel to a total of approximately
750 persons in order to provide for adequate staffing of all offices in the state.
The induction of this additional personnel had to be carried on in groups of not
more than 50 so that such new personnel might be gradually absorbed into the
Service with a minimum of confusion. Reference to the section of this report
devoted to training will provide further information concerning the measures
which were adopted to accomplish this.
During November 1937, the National Reemployment Service was liquidated
by placing experienced members of the Employment Service staff in charge, and
by the assignment of state personnel to take over the actual operation of these
federal offices. While these National Reemployment Service offices were, after
November, actually being operated by the State Employment Service, the
State Service did not officially plan to take over such operation until January
1, 1938. The final approved plans for the expanded Employment Service call
for a total of 42 offices located at central points throughout the state. These
are to be in operation on January 3, 1938, and it is believed that these offices
will be able to take care of the loads which it is expected will occur on January
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3, when it becomes possible for claimants to file application for unemployment
insurance benefits. To relieve the load, however, on those offices which are
located in the larger industrial centers, tentative plans call for the establishment
of temporary offices located in various armories and public buildings. It is hoped
to staff these offices with personnel experienced in employment service work.
This method, it is believed, will provide the public with prompt service on its
claims, and will likewise permit a more normal functioning of the regularly
established employment offices which have been set up in these communities.
State Advisory Council
The agreement of affiliation under which the State Employment Service co-
operates with the United States Employment Service provides for a State Ad-
visory Council which shall consist of an equal number of persons representing
employers, employees, and the general public. Its purposes are to act as an
advisor in formulating administrative policies; to insure impartiality, neutrality,
and freedom from political influence in the administration of the Service; to as-
sist in maintaining and developing the standards established by the United
States Employment Service; and to discuss problems relating to the Service,
in addition to integrating the public employment offices with the affairs of the
community, thus promoting public understanding of the principles, policies, and
practices of the Service. The members of the State Advisory Council are as
follows
:
Representatives of Employers
Boston . . Chairman, Mass. Div. N. E. Council
Framingham Pres., Dennison Manufacturing Co.
Rockland . Pres., E. T. Wright Shoe Co.
John S. Lawrence .
Henry S. Dennison
Alfred W. Donovan
Robert J. Watt .
John F. Gatelee .
Ernest A. Johnson
Charles F. Sweeney
Representatives of Employees
Boston . . Sec.-Treas., Mass. State Branch of
A. F. of L.
Boston
. . Pres., Mass. State Branch of A. F. of L.
Boston
. . Sec.-Treas., Boston Building Trades
Council
Fitchburg . Past Sec.-Treas., Fitchburg Central
Labor Union
Mrs. LaRue Brown
Roy M. Cushman .
Leo M. Harlow
Miss Amy Hewes .
Representatives
Boston .
Boston .
Boston .
South Hadley
Dr. Stanley King . . Amherst
Mrs . Katherine Shattuck Worcester
Robert 0. Small . . Boston .
Julian D. Steele .
Judge William M. Welch
Margaret Wiesman
Boston .
Northampton
Boston .
of the Public
Trustee, Mass. Training School
Exec. Sec, Boston Council of Social
Agencies
Past Dep. Commander, The American
Legion—Lawyer
Dept. of Economics and Sociology, Mt.
Holyoke College
Pres., Amherst College
Exec. Sec, Industrial Dept., Y. W. C. A.
Director, Div. Vocational Education,
State Dept. of Education
Director, Robert Gould Shaw House
Sec, Consumers' League of Mass.
Officers
Chairman, John S. Lawrence Vice-Chairman, Robert J. Watt
Secretary, Fred J. Graham
There are two standing committees in the Council, the Executive Committee,
and the Committee on Veterans' Placement Service. The Executive Committee
serves to formulate general policies for discussion at the meetings of the Council,
and acts for the Council in its absence, subject to the approval of the general
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body. The committee on Veterans' Placement Service concerns itself with giv-
ing advice regarding the proper functioning of the Veterans' Placement Service
maintained in the Division of Public Employment Offices.
The members of these two standing committees are as follows:
Executive Committee
John S. Lawrence, Chairman Ernest A. Johnson
Robert J. Watt, Vice-Chairman Miss Amy Hewes
Alfred W. Donovan Miss Margaret Wiesman
Fred J. Graham, Secretary
Veterans' Placement Service Committee
Leo M. Harlow, Past Dept. Commander, The American Legion
Daniel J. Doherty, Past Dept. Commander, The American Legion
Walter Howard, Past Dept. Commander, Veterans of Foreign Wars
T. James Gallagher, Past Dept. Commander, Disabled American Veterans
William Quirk, Past Dept. Commander, United Spanish War Veterans
Local Advisory Councils
Since the offices of the division deal with all occupational groups and with all
types of employment, it is therefore necessary that they be thoroughly familiar
with the industrial problems and conditions in the communities in which they
operate. In order to provide this information, local advisory councils, whose
membership consists of equal numbers of representatives of employers, employees,
and the public, representing the various community interests, are included in
the organization plan of the division. These councils serve a two-fold purpose;
first, they interpret the division to their respective communities and promote
public understanding; and second, they provide the employment office staff with
an intimate picture of the local problems which affect that community. In brief,
they serve as liaison organizations between the offices of the division and their
communities at large.
The advantages to be gained from the use of such local advisory councils have
for a long time been recognized by the division. During the past fiscal year,
however, due to the unusual work load which prevailed, coupled with the huge
expansion program which was under development, it was not feasible to organize
such councils in every city in which the division operates offices. Such a council
has been in operation in Boston during the past year. The members of the
Boston Advisory Council are as follows:
Representatives of Employers
Boston . . Pres., Saco-Lowell Shops
Watertown . Pres., Hood Rubber Co.
Representatives of Employees
Boston . . Pres., Boston Building Trades Council
Boston . . Pres., Boston Central Labor Union
Representatives of the Public
Boston . . Pres. and Gen. Mgr., Boston Elev. Ry.
Boston . . Ch. of Bd., Wm. Filene's Sons Co.
Boston . . Exec. Vice-Pres., Federal Home Loan
Bank
David F. Edwards
Arthur Newhall .
Ernest Johnson .
J. Arthur Moriarty
Edward Dana
Lincoln Filene
Walter K. Neaves
Officers
Chairman, Walter H. Neaves
Future plans include provision for the establishment of similar advisory coun-
cils in all the districts in which our offices are located, for it is recognized that
they can do much to assist the division in its work in the community.
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Type of Service Rendered
The Division of Public Employment Offices offers a complete service embrac-
ing all types of occupations and positions. In the larger offices, it maintains
separate departments devoted to the registration and placement of workers
with training and experience in clerical, technical, or sales pursuits, mechanical
or industrial occupations, hotel and factory work, domestic and manual work, as
well as junior divisions to assist young men and women. It is an actual fact
that employers who call on the division for workers, have at their disposal in our
offices the largest record of available labor in the state. The division has in
its files thousands of men and women with every known kind of training and
experience who represent a complete cross-section of unemployed workers of
every trade, industry, and profession.
In a single day, its offices may register a factory manager, an industrial
engineer, a draftsman, a die maker, a tool maker, an accountant, a stenographer,
a secretary, a factory laborer, or a young man who is desirous of entering an
apprentice training course. Thus, the division offers to employers, the facilities
of a modern employment service which can supply them with all types of skilled
workers.
Type of Position Filled
The broad field of industries and occupations which is covered by the division
is perhaps best illustrated by typical examples of some of the types of positions
which have been filled during the past year. These, while by no means complete,
will serve to indicate the scope of positions which have been available through
the division. For convenience, this list has been broken down into placements
among the various divisions into which the offices are divided.
Men's Placement Activities
Technical, Clerical, Sales, and Professional Division:
Accountants, advertising men, bookkeepers, chemists, clerks, credit investiga-
tors, department store workers, designers, draftsmen, engineers, office machine
operators, pharmacists, purchasing agents, salesmen and stenographers.
Junior Division:
Apprentices, counter men, factory workers, messengers and office hoys.
Industrial Division
:
Auto mechanics, auto sprayers, automatic screw machine operators, cabinet
makers, dental mechanics, foremen, machine operators, machine shop foremen,
machinists, maintenance men, photo engravers, press molders, radio bench work-
ers, sheet metal workers, shippers, surgical cutlers, surgical instrument makers,
textile workers, tinsmiths, tire makers and tool makers.
Building and Construction Division:
Bricklayers, cable splicers, carpenters, construction workers, electricians, labor-
ers, stationary engineers, stationary firemen, telephone workers and truck drivers.
Service Division:
Barbers, farm workers, garage workers, gas station attendants, janitors, private
chauffeurs, cooks, soda clerks and watchmen.
Women's Placement Activities
Clerical, Sales, and Professional Division:
Artists, bookkeepers, chemists, dental hygienists and assistants, department
store workers, dietitians, librarians, nurses, office machine operators, saleswomen,
statisticians, stenographers, telephone solicitors and typists.
Women's Junior Division:
Bookkeepers, counter girls, domestics, mothers' helpers, salesgirls, stenographers
and typists.
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Women's Hotel, Domestic, and Industrial Division:
Cooks, general maids, hospital attendants, hostesses, hotel workers, housekeep-
ers, laundry workers, licensed hairdressers, mothers' helpers and waitresses.
Women's Industrial Division:
Bindery operators, drug packers, dye house workers, elevator operators, fac-
tory workers, food packers, leather workers, power machine stitchers, rubber
workers, shoe workers, tailoresses and textile workers.
Clearance
The division also operates a state-wide, as well as a nation-wide, job clearance
system. Clearance, in employment office terminology, refers to the procedure by
which one office which is unable to fill an employer's order from among its local
registrants, calls upon other public employment offices within the state, and if
necessary throughout the nation, for assistance in securing a properly qualified
person for an available position. This clearance system is unique inasmuch as it
is available only through the public employment offices. Its great value lies in
the fact that it extends the facilities of the local office by enabling it to draw
upon the resources of other offices in the system. Such a clearance system also
makes available to unemployed workers in local communities authentic informa-
tion about work possibilities in other sections of the state, or nation which con-
sequently conserves their time by assisting them to concentrate their efforts in
those localities where positions are available.
One of the noteworthy achievements of the clearance department has been the
preparation of a volume titled "Manual of Clearance Procedure." This manual,
which was issued in May 1937, represents a forward step in the establishment
of complete procedures and information relative to the effective operation of a
statewide clearance system. It sets up new forms, methods, and operating pro-
cedures, comprising the results of minute surveys of the clearance activities of
other states and interstate conferences on clearance, as well as research done by
the United States Employment Service. In addition the manual includes many
refinements and developments which are due to the work of the clearance de-
partment staff. This 39-page manual was issued in order to initiate and define
the procedures which should be followed in order to insure a successful system
for clearing labor between employment services within the state, as well as be-
tween employment services of different states; that is, to establish a procedure
that will insure a minimum of delay in bringing qualified applicants for a cer-
tain available position to the attention of the office which holds the order. In
addition, it provides a method by which offices throughout the state may
promptly notify the administrative office of the labor supply changes within
their territories.
Definite approval of the research and effort which went into the preparation
of this manual is found in the fact that several other states have adopted it
almost in toto. Thus a recent letter from one of such states reads as follows:
"We thought well enough of your clearance plan to copy it almost in its en-
tirety." Another letter states, "You have the best system so far that we have
seen."
Clearance has been utilized to an increasing extent during the past year, par-
ticularly in positions demanding highly skilled labor or technical experience.
The aviation industry, for example, has been responsible for clearance openings
for such positions as airplane mechanics, hostesses, pilots, aerial survey camera
men, and draftsmen with experience on airplane parts.
The clearance department has also cooperated with the United States immigra-
tion authorities in securing qualified workers. Frequently manufacturers with
highly technical positions to fill endeavor to import workers for such positions
from foreign countries. United States immigration rules, however, permit such
importation only in the event that there are no unemployed American workmen
possessing such qualifications available. Through the public employment office
clearance system, surveys of the state can readily be made in an endeavor to
locate such technically trained workers, and it is important to note that usually
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our offices have been able to supply properly qualified workmen to such
employers.
Among its other duties, the clearance department has been charged with the
proper interpretation of the rules and regulations governing the referral of work-
ers to governmental projects carried on by, and with, funds of the Works Progress
Administration, the United States Department of Agriculture, the Bureau of
Public Roads, and the Public Works Administration. Through the operation of
this clearance system, contractors' requisitions for highly skilled personnel on
such projects have been readily filled.
As employers become more fully aware of the possibilities for obtaining per-
sonnel which this clearance system provides, it is believed the facilities of this
system will be more extensively utilized.
Veterans Placement Service
Early in 1930, the Congress of the United States, recognizing the need of
specialized effort to secure employment for veterans, established a Veterans'
Placement Service within the United States Employment Service and set up a
number of offices in key cities throughout the country. This type of veterans'
placement work continued for a period of three years until the passage of the
Wagner-Peyser Act in June, 1933. Under the terms of this act, which provides
for the affiliation of state operated employment services with the United States
Employment Service, provision was made to assist veterans in securing em-
ployment.
Upon the passage of the above mentioned act and its acceptance by the various
state employment services, it was decided that the interests of the veterans could
best be served by placing within each state employment service a veterans'
representative who would advise and work with the state employment service
on veterans' placement problems. This veterans' representative is paid from
federal funds and is located at the administrative office of the Service. While
his object is to assist veterans in securing employment, it should be realized that
it is one of the primary tenets of the public employment service that workers,
whether veterans or not, shall be referred to employers solely on the basis of
their qualifications for the particular position available. This rule has always
been adhered to rigidly.
The veterans' placement representative does not actually register applicants
or make placements since these duties are handled by the regular staff members
of the employment offices. He is, however, charged with the supervision of the
registration, classification, and placement of all veterans registered in the various
offices of the state employment service throughout the state. He also assists
such offices in finding employment for veterans, and in contacting employers. In
addition he endeavors to keep veterans and their organizations informed on all
matters pertaining to employment possibilities, both in industry and in the
various branches of the state and federal civil services.
There are many other activities carried on by the veterans' placement represen-
tative which perhaps are not directly connected with usual employment office
practices. For example, he assists in the promotion of cooperative relationships
between veterans' organizations and the Division of Public Employment Offices,
as well as other related duties such as assisting veterans in the adjudication of
their claims through the United States Veterans' Administration, counseling the
veterans, particularly disabled veterans whose rehabilitation constitutes a serious
problem, and assisting widows of veterans to secure employment.
During recent years, the rehabilitation of disabled veterans who find it im-
possible to resume their former trades or occupations, has presented an increas-
ingly difficult problem. As one method of attack, the veterans' placement
representative sponsored a bill making available without charge to service-con-
nected disabled veterans, correspondence courses conducted by the University
Extension Division of the State Department of Education. This bill, which was
passed by the legislature and signed by the Governor on May 20, 1937, enables
the disabled veteran to train himself in a new line of work. The need for this
legislation has been proven by the fact that large numbers of disabled veterans
have availed themselves of the privileges granted by this bill.
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Public attention, during the past three years, has been focused, due largely to
depressed business conditions, upon the question of discrimination against the
older worker in employment. Since the average age of the veteran is now 46
years, this age factor vitally affects the employment status of veterans. There-
fore, the veterans' placement representative took an active part in the recent
survey conducted by the Department of Labor and Industries into this problem,
and enlisted the cooperation of veterans' organizations in seeking legislation to
alleviate such discrimination. This survey resulted in the passage of a bill mak-
ing it unlawful to discriminate against the employment of a worker because of
his or her age.
As a means of securing an interchange of ideas relative to the most effective
means of promoting the employment of veterans, the veterans' placement
representative attended during the past year a number of conferences in Wash-
ington which dealt with the peculiar placement problem which is presented by
the veteran. It is interesting to note that during the calendar year 1937, a total
of 1,442 veterans secured employment through the offices of the public em-
ployment service. Under the expanded Service which will become effective in
the early part of next year, the facilities of the Service will become available to
many more veterans than ever before, and the possibilities for service to this
group will therefore be increasingly greater.
Training Program
The past year has witnessed an increased emphasis being placed upon a staff
training program which was initiated during the fiscal year of 1936. The need
for continued instruction in the fundamentals of personnel and employment office
techniques has become recognized as a necessary and continuous feature to be
utilized in the development and maintenance of the personnel at the highest
point of efficiency. The need for such a program has become increasingly im-
portant in view of the fact that an expanded service to care for the additional
functions involved in assisting in the administration of the Unemployment Com-
pensation Law will become an actuality on January 3, 1938. Continuous train-
ing in the methods, routines, background and foundation materials, together with
the philosophy of the public employment service, has become one of the major
policies of this division. Unity of purpose and improved standards of perform-
ance are logical objectives toward which this new staff training program is being
directed.
The actual operation of this program has been placed in charge of an em-
ployee who has had previous experience in personnel and educational work. Due,
however, to the increased burden which has fallen upon the training department,
plans have been made to provide for increasing the personnel of the department
by two additional persons. With this added staff, it is believed that the training
department will be enabled to perform more adequately and efficiently the im-
portant work of training the additional personnel which will be inducted into
the Service during its expansion program.
The training program as originally conducted was carried out in two general
procedures, group conferences for disseminating general information, and local
office meetings for the discussion and solution of problems affecting such local
offices. The training department also established a library of literature and
pertinent materials dealing with personnel and employment problems, prepared
and distributed training manuals and secured outside speakers to address various
staff meetings on personnel problems. The department also prepared and issued
monthly training bulletins. During the latter part of the year, the training de-
partment laid out a schedule or program of training which it planned to use in
order to orient and educate recently inducted personnel into the philosophy and
operating methods of the Employment Service. The final plans called for the
development of a training program consisting of a week of intensive study in-
volving registrations, instructions, and actual demonstrations, touching upon the
more important aspects and phases of the Employment Service. The ground
covered in the training period included the general philosophy of the public
employment service, the technique and purpose of interviewing, the registration,
classification and placement of applicants, keeping of records, filing, and other
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office procedures. In order to insure a continuous flow of training material to
all offices throughout the state, plans were made to appoint training leaders
from the personnel of each office, and a two-day conference was to be held, dur-
ing which these leaders were to be given additional instruction. They were then
to return to their respective offices and conduct similar training discussions among
the local office personnel.
During the past year the training department has also revised and brought
up to date the training manuals which were used in previous years by the
Service, and has arranged to provide each employee with a personal copy of this
material. As a part of the training, it is planned to arrange for regular meetings
of managers, district superintendents, and regional supervisors. During such
meetings, the administrative policies, bulletins, rules and regulations of the
Service will be discussed and explained so that a unified interpretation of such
policies may be assured. Other conferences dealing with special subjects will be
arranged and carried out from time to time as necessity demands. Inasmuch
as each of the employment offices will, after January 3, 1938, contain two units,
that is, an employment service unit and a benefit claims divisions unit, it is hoped
that joint conferences between the supervisors of these groups may be arranged
so that they may be acquainted not only with their respective responsibilities,
but also with the rules, regulations and policies of both Services so that complete
coordination of these two units may be assured.
Special mention should be made of arrangements which were made with two
local educational institutions whereby several members of their graduate schools
were taken into the staff of the Boston Office of the Employment Service for
a period of training in public employment office administration, on a cooperative,
full time, non-paying basis. Responsibility for the supervision of these students
was assigned to the training department and a progressive educational program
was prepared to insure their securing a complete and well balanced knowledge
of public employment office practices. Due to the short time during which this
cooperative plan has been in operation, it is difficult to appraise the success or
failure of the undertaking. It should, however, result in closer cooperation and
better understanding between our educational institutions in this state and the
State Employment Service. The entire aim of the training program is to insure
the creation of a continuous program of training to familiarize all employees with
the background and details of their jobs.
Public Relations and Field Visiting
Modern industry, built fundamentally on research and production, has through
the years proved the need for general publicity in the promotion and use of the
sale of its products or services. Since the effectiveness of the public employment
service depends in a large measure upon what the employer and the public know
of the facilities offered, it follows that, to succeed, it must intelligently present
its case in order to secure employer good will and cooperation.
In past years, much effort has been exerted by the individual offices of the
Service to acquaint employers with the facilities offered by the division. This
was carried out largely through personal visits to employers, as well as some
direct mail pieces and public addresses by local office managers. Heavy registra-
tion and placement activities brought on by governmental relief programs how-
ever, reduced the local office staffs available for such work, and therefore made
it impossible for local offices to carry out a planned program of public relations
and field visiting work.
During the past five years, the importance of public relations and field visit-
ing has become more evident than ever before. Recognition of the importance
attached to such work by private industrial organizations who employ both ad-
vertising and sales departments to promote the sale of their goods, indicated
that the division might profitably utilize a well organized and centralized public
relations department embracing the services of specialists experienced in printed
publicity media, newspaper work, public platform and radio work, magazine and
trade journal publication, and the organization and administration of field visits
to employers.
The need for a definite coordination of public relations and field visiting
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throughout the state, through which would be assured a unified statewide pres-
entation of the policies and aims of the division, was at last recognized on Decem-
ber 1, 1936. At that time, plans were made for the establishment of an experi-
mental public relations and field visiting department within the administrative
office whose purpose was to initiate, coordinate, and direct both the field visiting
and publicity work of the Employment Service. This department represented
the first definite attempt to apply sales and advertising principles to the promo-
tion of the use of the public employment service.
The work of this department was divided into two functions, general publicity
and field visiting, and was based on the idea of providing an intensified promo-
tional campaign to acquaint the general public and the private employer with the
advantages which the division offers. Through its affiliation with the United
States Employment Service, it was possible for the Service to arrange for tem-
porary governmental financing of a statewide field visiting program which was
inaugurated in January 1937. With this financial aid, a field visiting staff com-
prising 55 men was placed on full time employer-contact work.
Members of this field visiting staff were assigned to individual offices of the
Service throughout the state. Previous to such assignment however, they were
provided with a thorough knowledge of general employment office theory and
practice. This was accomplished by means of a rigorous training course of one
week's duration which was given at the administrative office in Boston by the
public relations department. This course covered an intensive study of the prac-
tices, aims, and operating methods of the Employment Service. Lectures were
given dealing with the general background and history of the Massachusetts
State Employment Service, the Wagner-Peyser Act, and the relationship of the
Employment Service to the Unemployment Compensation Commission. These
were followed by a detailed study of a 77-page employer-visit manual used as a
basis for the training period and containing all essential information necessary
for carrying out an effective field visiting program. Full opportunity for dis-
cussion of the material, open forums, and question periods were also provided.
Talks by the heads of each department of the Employment Service were utilized
as a means of acquainting the field men with the types of applicants and the
kinds of positions filled by the various departments of the Service. The forms,
procedures, and reports to be used were also thoroughly outlined and discussed.
Finally, a large proportion of the time was devoted to a study of plans for
securing interviews, meeting employers' criticisms, and the psychology of the
interview with the employer. Methods of conducting such interviews were illus-
trated by actual demonstrations given before the classes. Supplemental train-
ing consisted of frequent fiield conferences, as well as the issuance of weekly
bulletins devoted to public relations and field visiting matters.
These representatives, when assigned to the field offices, worked under the
nominal supervision of the local office manager. Their activities, however, were
directed and controlled by the public relations department located at the ad-
ministrative office. In connection with the management of this field visiting
force, it was necessary to devise record keeping systems to be used in reporting
activities, as well as proper sales material for use by field representatives.
Supervision of the activities of this program, the creation of office files and con-
trol equipment for each office, and the scientific scheduling of field visits con-
stituted a part of the work of this department.
The public relations department also carried on an intensive educational cam-
paign through the medium of news articles in trade magazines, weekly press
reports, public addresses, talks before business groups and associations, radio,
direct mail, and general informational letters. As a part of its work, it set up
a mailing list of more than 50,000 employers who were sent semi-monthly letters
explaining the Service and seeking their cooperation. In addition, such employ-
ers received informational folders providing a complete picture of the advan-
tages and facilities offered them by the Employment Service. More than 75,000
copies of a printed leaflet entitled "A Reservoir of Workers" were distributed.
Another pamphlet entitled "Matching Jobs and Men" was distributed to an
additional 15,000 employers.
To a selected list of some 350 major executives of Massachusetts industrial
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organizations was sent copies of two large volumes issued by the United States
Employment Service entitled "Filling 9 Million Jobs" and "Who Are the Job
Seekers?" These publications prepared by research specialists of the United
States Employment Service, contain much pertinent information regarding labor
and employment conditions which have been found to be of vital interest to
executives and personnel managers. Through this medium, we were able to
make contacts which would otherwise have presented considerable difficulty.
Contacts with leading newspapers of the state were made during the past
year, and the active cooperation of their editors in publishing stories and re-
leases dealing with the work of the Service has been secured. Articles for such
press distribution were released at regular intervals throughout the year. The
effort throughout our relationship with the press has been to tie in our news
releases with some event of current interest. One such example of the success
of this method is found in the fact that one of the most influential newspapers
in the western part of the state carried a full page Sunday feature article cov-
ering the 30th anniversary of the opening of the Springfield office of the Service.
This story, after tracing the history of the local office and its influence in mar-
shalling the labor supply of the community, pointed out the various depart-
ments which it maintained, the skilled personnel which was available through its
files, and the facilities which it offered to both the employer and the employee.
Other articles relative to shortage of labor supply in special occupational groups,
statistics as to placements, and changes in personnel of the various offices have
also been readily accepted by the press.
While the Employment Service had little money in its budget for paid adver-
tising, a limited amount was made available during the past year to provide
for advertising space in the classified telephone directories and in several of the
better type of business journals and trade association periodicals. Thus, the
Service has utilized regular paid advertisements in the monthly periodicals of
such publications as "Boston Business", issued by the Boston Chamber of Com-
merce, "Federation Topics", issued by the Massachusetts Federation of Women's
Clubs, and "Industry", published by the Associated Industries of Massachusetts.
It is believed that a limited amount of such advertising is justifiable, particu-
larly in view of the fact that private commercial agencies carry on very extensive
advertising programs. Therefore, the Employment Service can scarcely afford
not to have representation among the listing of employment agencies.
To give employers prompt service in referring qualified workers for available
vacancies, it was found necessary to resort very frequently during the past year
to the classified advertising columns of the various newspapers. Through this
means, many high type applicants were registered by the Service and this in
turn, enabled us to provide employers with a better quality of employee, as well
as to make more prompt response to the employer's request for personnel.
Contacts with trade associations, business groups, and chambers of commerce
have been fostered wherever possible, not only through personal visits to the
executives of such groups, but also through providing them with regular articles
devoted to the work of the Employment Service. The organization of a speak-
ers' bureau to provide such groups with luncheon and dinner meeting speakers,
provided the Service ample opportunity for reaching the larger groups of em-
ployers and thus paved the way for later personal visits by Employment Service
representatives in an effort to sell the Service to the employer. Other groups
utilizing this speaker's section included educational, labor, and social organi-
zations of the community, Y.M.CA.'s, Y.W.CA.'s, and other fraternal organi-
zations.
One of the most interesting projects upon which the public relations depart-
ment embarked was that of cooperating with the Associated Industries of
Massachusetts in the preparation of material for insertion in a volume prepared
by the Massachusetts Industrial Development Commission. In this connection,
the Employment Service made a state-wide survey to secure facts and figures
regarding the available labor supply in the various trades and occupations pre-
vailing in all of the larger industrial centers of the state. Contacts with this
and similar trade association groups are believed to be particularly advisable
inasmuch as these associations with their thousands of members are in a par-
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ticularly strategic position to assist in promoting employer good will towards
the Service.
Publicity material in the form of display and stereopticon slides have also
been prepared for presentation before meetings of business and industrial groups.
These have already been placed to advantage at several large conventions includ-
ing that of the annual meeting of the Massachusetts Federation of Women's
Clubs held in Swampscott, Massachusetts. Jordan Marsh Company, one of
the largest department stores in Boston, also used this material over a three
weeks' period as part of a display on vocational guidance opportunities.
The radio as a means of advertising is becoming more and more recognized.
Therefore, the public relations department, through the cooperation of several
radio stations located in local communities, arranged for regular talks by mem-
bers of the Service. In one community, for example, a weekly series of such
talks, as well as plays and discussions by prominent members of the community,
were broadcast for a period of more than 20 consecutive weeks. Such broad-
casts included discussion of local economic conditions, vocational guidance infor-
mation, and in some cases, a listing of the positions which were then available
for applicants at the local employment office.
As a part of its work, the public relations department prepared for distribu-
tion to the various offices of the Service, a 132 page volume, perhaps, the first
of its type, dealing with the various types of methods of utilizing publicity and
field visiting as a means of increasing public use of the Service. This manual
included detailed plans and examples of all of the recognized types of publicity
which have been found of assistance to the public employment service, as well
as complete and tested plans for the organization, training, and supervision of
a state-wide field visiting staff. Some idea of the effectiveness of a planned
public relations and field visiting program may be found from a study of the
record. Thus, during the period January to June 30, 1937, a total of more
than 44,000 private employers had been personally visited by representatives
of the Employment Service, while a total of more than 8,200 job openings
directly attributable to this program, were received. A further study of Em-
ployment Service activities during this same period indicates that there were
more than twice as many placements made as compared with the same period
of the year 1936, during which little publicity or field visiting was carried on.
The above figures, although representing a definitely ascertainable result, do not
show exact total accomplishments due to the inherent difficulties which arise
when checking the concrete results of any form of publicity. They do not, for
example, show the increase in job openings attributable to general publicity such
as letters, news articles, trade association work, or indirect field contacts. Fre-
quently, orders are received which have undoubtedly originated from these
sources, although an absolute check on this is impossible. These increased place-
ments, however, are definitely indicative of the value of a coordinated public
relations program, and indicate the necessity for its continuance if the Employ-
ment Service is to render in full measure its contribution to the general welfare.
Due, however, to the expansion which occurred in the latter part of 1937,
and the pressure placed upon the various offices of the Service resulting from
increased unemployment compensation activities, the work of the public rela-
tions department has been necessarily discontinued.
Increased placements, the primary aim of the division, means increased pur-
chasing power for the general public, and also a lessening of the drain upon the
unemployment compensation fund. Therefore, since the Employment Service
must eventually direct its efforts toward the placement of the unemployed in
private industry, it is hoped that as soon as possible this public relations work
may be resumed.
Junior Placement Service
Depression years always present serious unemployment problems which em-
brace all age and nationality groups. No one group, however, has suffered
more difficulty than that into which the thousands of young persons between
the ages of sixteen and twenty-five years fall. In every community there are
large numbers of such young people who are unable to obtain positions due not
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only to depressed business conditions, but to their lack of work experience.
Frequently the young person, inexperienced and without definite knowledge as
to the technique and method used to secure a position, becomes almost hope-
lessly bewildered and his morale falls to a low ebb.
Another difficult situation arises in that there are many young persons un-
aware of their own aptitudes and capabilites, who endeavor to enter positions
for which they are obviously unfitted, or which are so overcrowded that the
opportunities for promotion are slight. To meet the needs of these two groups,
the Division of Public Employment Offices entered into a cooperative agree-
ment with the National Youth Administration early in February 1936. The
purpose of this agreement was to establish special junior placement departments
within several existing offices of the Service. Three such departments were
opened in Worcester, Springfield, and Boston, the National Youth Administra-
tion providing the necessary administrative expenses and the State Employment
Service providing the office facilities and the working materials.
These junior departments endeavored to supply a specialized service to assist
the youthful unemployed. This included supplying applicants with practical
information about the various types of jobs, the nature of the duties and also
the possibilities of advancement, advising young people concerning the edu-
cational opportunities in the community, providing counseling as to the tech-
nique of securing a position, providing vocational guidance through psychologi-
cal testing carried on by cooperating social agencies, as well as endeavoring to
place such qualified young persons in positions in private industry. Due to the
remarkable progress made by these junior placement departments, two other
junior departments were opened in Fall River and New Bedford.
In November 1937, due to a decrease in its appropriation, the National Youth
Administration found it necessary to discontinue the cooperative agreement
which had been heretofore maintained, and the work of these junior depart-
ments has since that time been carried on by regular employment service per-
sonnel in order to insure the permanence of such offices within the Service.
The motives and ideals of these junior departments have remained substantially
the same, with, however, additional emphasis on the placement feature of the
work. Special note should be made of the fact that several colleges have studied
the junior offices and have made recommendations which have assisted in their
development. Likewise, many organizations such the Y.M.C.A. and the Busi-
ness and Professional Women's Clubs of Massachusetts have assisted them in
their work.
Although at the present time the rapid expansion of the Service in prepara-
tion for the added duties which it must assume under the new Unemployment
Compensation Law has made it difficult to give this work the attention which it
merits, it is believed that when normal conditions once more govern, these junior
departments will go forward toward even greater counseling and placement
accomplishments
.
Works Progress Administration
Since early in 1935, the division, through its affiliation with the United States
Employment Service, has been charged with the duty of registering and deter-
mining the proper occupational classifications of all employable members of
families receiving public relief and also persons who were employed on Works
Progress Administration projects. This task threw an unprecedented load upon
the machinery of the division which taxed its personnel to the utmost. Thou-
sands of Works Progress Administration workers had to be registered and given
individual interviews in order to carry out this function.
_
The purpose of this
registration was to provide the division with the occupational records of these
persons so that those who were qualified for openings in private industry might
be referred to such vacancies when they occurred. It should be noted, however,
that all such referrals were subject to the policy of the division that only quali-
fied workers be referred to positions in private industry. The division has never
deviated from this rule.
During the latter part of the fiscal year ending November 30, 1936, the divi-
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sion, acting under instructions from the federal government, instituted a reinter-
viewing program embracing all persons employed on Works Progress Adminis-
tration projects. The purpose of these interviews was to bring the occupational
records of such workers up to date, for it was believed that many had acquired
new skills which would increase their fitness for work in private industry. To
conduct this reinterview program, the Service temporarily expanded its per-
sonnel through the addition of extra workers whose salaries were paid by the
federal government. The induction of this new personnel made it necessary to
provide for training in the technique of interviewing and the principles of occu-
pational classification in order that the registrations of Works Progress Adminis-
tration workers might be properly taken and classified. Inasmuch as it was
impossible for the regularly established offices of the Service, particularly in
the larger cities, to care for the influx of people which would result from this
program, "flying squadrons" of interviewers were organized and traveled from
project to project interviewing and classifying Works Progress Administration
workers. The adoption of this plan found ample justification in the fact that
through this means the huge reregistration program was successfully carried
out without obstructing the normal conduct of the regularly established public
employment offices. This reinterviewing program carried into the early months
of 1937. Once the records of these workers had been obtained it was decided
to place additional emphasis upon employer contact and publicity work in an
endeavor to assist these and all other workers registered with the Service to
secure positions. Therefore, these "flying squadrons" were disbanded and their
personnel assigned to the department of public relations for training in field
and employer contact work. The public relations and field visiting work which
were later carried out as a part of this program, is covered in detail under the
section of this report titled "Public Relations and Field Visiting."
Although in previous years Works Progress Administration placements made
by the Service reached a high level, there was a gradual tapering off in such
placements during the calendar year 1937, so that by the end of November
1937, there was little, if any, activity in Works Progress Administration place-
ments. Works Progress Administration placements in 1937 reached their peak
in February with a total of 132 recorded. It is interesting to note that 95 of
such security wage placements were reported by the Lowell office. These
placements were the result of a War Department Flood Control Project which
was instituted in order to cope with the serious flood conditions then existing
as a result of the Merrimac River overflowing its banks and causing the loss
of several lives as well as the destruction of homes, bridges, and public prop-
erty worth thousands of dollars. Types of workers referred to such projects
included stock clerks, timekeepers, watchmen, mechanics, jack-hammer oper-
ators, truck drivers, and laborers.
Public Works Administration
The division in addition to its cooperation with the Works Progress Admin-
istration, also continued during the past year to function as the registration
and referral agency for Public Works Administration projects. These projects
were largely of a contract nature and demanded the services of highly skilled
workers, particularly in the road-building and construction crafts. Reconstruc-
tion of highways, erection of new public buildings, and repairs of already exist-
ing municipal, state, and federal structures accounted for the majority of
such placements.
Perpetual Inventory
Students of economics have long recognized the fact that no true picture of
the economic condition of the state or nation as a whole, can be secured without
accurate facts regarding industrial conditions and unemployment figures
throughout the country. Employment conditions in local communities vary
from place to place. Occupational trends are in a constant state of flux, new
industries replace the old, and changing economic needs manifest themselves in
the decadence of some industries and the birth of others. Seasonal unemployment
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and the migration of industries from one section to another, together with
changing technological processes, reflect themselves in unemployment in one
occupation and increased employment in another. Intelligent vocational guid-
ance as well as properly planned public works projects to relieve unemployment
require a knowledge of the conditions outlined above. While sporadic surveys
by federal and state governments, as well as by private industrial organiza-
tions have from time to time been made, they have been found inadequate to
meet the problem.
The federal government, therefore, in an effort to lay a practical foundation
for the development of such figures, determined to institute a so-called perpetual
inventory of all persons registered with all state employment and National
Reemployment Service offices throughout the country. This perpetual inven-
tory system was initiated in November 1935 and has continued through the
present year. A necessary detail of this work has been the assignment of an
identification number to every applicant whose registration appeared in the
active files of the Service, together with the listing on printed forms of the essen-
tial statistical information pertaining to the applicant. This included exact
occupational classification, the type of industry in which he was last employed,
sex, year of birth, color, veteran status and relief status. This perpetual inven-
tory is checked, usually by quarterly surveys of the active files in all offices
of the division, in order to eliminate from the central file in Washington the
records of those applicants who for one reason or another, other than actual
placement, should no longer be retained in the active files of the local offices of
this division. The quarterly survey made on April 1, 1937, covered over 148,000
individuals. This figure represents a combination of the registrations of more
than 107,000 men together with almost 41,000 women.
Although the institution and operation of this perpetual inventory system
and the quarterly surveys which are required to check its accuracy have placed
great responsibilities on the operating personnel of the division, particularly
the statistical department, the long range social value of its results appear to
amply justify the work involved.
Statistical Summary
The principal data relative to the activities of the Division of Public Employ-
ment Offices during the calendar year 1937, with corresponding data for 1936,
are presented in Table 1. Inasmuch as there were four new district offices
and one new branch office opened during 1937, the totals for all offices in the
division in 1937 are not comparable with the totals for 1936. In order to make
a direct comparison of these two years, sub-totals for the eight district offices
and one branch office which were in operation both years are presented in
Table 1A.
Placements.—The total number of placements made during the calendar year
1937 amounted to 25,256 in all offices and 21,233 in the nine original offices
(Boston, Greenfield, Athol branch, Lowell, Lynn, New Bedford, Pittsfield,
Springfield, and Worcester). The total placements decreased by 8,467 or 25.11
per cent, as compared with the number of placements (33,723) made during
1936. The placements made by the nine original offices decreased 12,490 or
37.04 per cent below the number (33,723) made during the preceding year.
The percentage changes in each of these offices were: Boston, 60.42 per cent
decrease; Greenfield, 23.46 per cent decrease; Athol, 120.70 per cent increase;
Lowell, 72.97 per cent increase; Lynn, 3.64 per cent increase; New Bedford,
39.05 per cent decrease; Pittsfield, 58.40 per cent decrease; Springfield, 43.50
per cent decrease; Worcester, 16.74 per cent decrease.
Openings.—During the calendar year 1937, the total number of openings
received by all offices was 37,034, which was a decrease of 6,540 or 15.01 per
cent, from the number of openings (43,574) recorded in 1936. The total num-
ber of openings received in the offices in operation during both 1936 and 1937,
was 32,379 in 1937, which was 11,195 or 25.69 per cent less than the number
(43,574) received during the preceding year.
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Table 1.—Summary of Business of the Division of Public Employment Offices
During the Years 1937 and 1936: By Offices
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placements were of men; in Brockton 51.17 per cent; in Fall River 52.50 per
cent; in Fitchburg 78.08 per cent; in the Athol branch office 89.42 per cent;
in the Clinton branch office 88.52 per cent; in Greenfield 63.79 per cent; in Law-
rence 80.75 per cent; in Lowell 73.11 per cent; in Lynn 71.10 per cent; in New
Bedford 46.35 per cent; in Pittsfield 75.18 per cent; in Springfield 55.16 per
cent; in Worcester 64.66 per cent.
Table 2.—Summary of Business of the Division of Public Employment Offices
During the Years 1937 and 1936: By Offices and Sex
Office and
Classification
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Table 2.—Summary of Business of the Division of Public Employment Offices
During the Years 1937 and 1936: By Offices and Sex
Office and
Classification
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Table 3.—Summary of Business of the Division of Public Employment Offices
During the Years 1937 and 1936: By Offices and Months
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Table 8.—Summary of Business of the Division of Public Employment Offices
During the Years 1937 and 1936: By Offices and Months—Continued
Office and
Month
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Table 3.—Summary of Business of the Division of Public Employment Offices
During the Years 1937 and 1936: By Offices and Months—Concluded
Office and
Month
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Placement of Veterans.—In Tables 4 and 4A are presented data showing the
number of veterans registered and the number of placements of veterans during
the years 1937 and 1936.
As shown in Table 4, the number of veterans registered in the division as
a whole increased from 2,483 in 1936 to 3,235 in 1937, an increase of 30.29 per
cent. During the same period, in the division as a whole, the placements of
veterans dropped from 2,478 in 1936 to 1,442 in 1937, a decrease of 41.81 per
cent.
As shown in Table 4A, the number of veterans registered by the nine original
offices dropped from 2,483 in 1936 to 2,444 in 1937, a decrease of 1.57 per
cent. The number of placements made by these offices dropped from 2,478 in
1936 to 1,145 in 1937, a decrease of 53.79 per cent.
Of the 25,256 placements made during 1937 in all offices of the division, 1,442
or 5.71 per cent were of veterans, while during the same period the 3,235 vet-
erans registered represented only 4.80 per cent of the 67,358 applicants who
registered.
Table 4-—Number of Veterans Registered and Number of Veterans Placed by
the Division of Public Employment Offices During the Years
1937 and 1936: By Offices
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Table B.—Number of Placements Made by the Division of Public Employment
Offices: By Months, 1930 Through 1937
Month
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Table B.—Number of Placements Made by the Division of Public Employment
Offices: by Months, 1930 Through 1937.—Concluded
Month
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Table C.—Number of Openings and Placements Recorded by the Division of
Public Employment Offices: by Months, 1930 Through 1937.
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REPORT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS DEVELOP-
MENT AND INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION
Eugene M. McSweeney, Chairman; Arthur L. Race, John J. Kearney,
Joseph H. Burke, Edgar J. Arcand, Commissioners. Ex Officiis, James T.
Moriarty, Commissioner of Labor and Industries; William Casey, Commis-
sioner of Agriculture.
Bernard J. Doherty, Executive Secretary.
The Massachusetts Development and Industrial Commission, established
under chapter 427 of the acts of 1937, submits its first report for the fiscal
year ending November 30, 1937.
On July 21, 1937, immediately after taking oaths of office, the five unpaid
members of the commission met and organized, electing Eugene M. McSweeney
chairman; and Bernard J. Doherty of Boston, secretary. The Commissioner
of Labor and Industries and the Commissioner of Agriculture, under the act,
serve as members, ex officiis.
From the date of its organization up to November 30, 1937, the commission
held twelve regular meetings and attended numerous conferences.
Industry
The clearly defined purpose of the act is, "promotion and development of the
industrial, agricultural, and recreational resources of the Commonwealth."
Following an intensive study of the potential factors involved, the com-
mission adopted, as a policy effective until the end of the fiscal year, concen-
tration on the promotion of Industry. Five reasons were responsible for this
decision:
1. Industry is the very backbone of the prosperity of every person in
the Commonwealth.
2. No extended development of industrial resources has ever been under-
taken by the Commonwealth—as a state—using all the skill of modern
advertising and promotion methods for factual presentation to the Nation
of the industrial advantages of Massachusetts.
3. It was apparent that over 90% of promotional possibilities for recre-
ational development were gone, due to the summer and vacation advertising
season being practically ended. The only recreational promotion possible
during September, October and November could, necessarily, embrace but
minor activities.
4. The knowledge of a definitely planned policy of "decentralization"
among certain of the major industries furnished an immediate objective
which, in the opinion of this commission, is the greatest single opportunity
this state has had to get some of these plants located in Massachusetts
because no state in the union has a greater diversity of skilled labor, better
quality workmanship or better potential plant, terminal and transporta-
tion facilities.
5. Other states were either formulating or actively conducting major
drives to attract Massachusetts industries which, in effect, created an
emergency situation necessitating immediate action to not only hold the
industries already here, but to begin to rebuild the position of Massachu-
setts as a leading industrial state.
The commission promptly began preparation and execution of a complete
program of advertising and promotion. An advertising agency and a publicity
agency were selected. Powerful, factual, display advertisements began to ap-
pear in selected influential newspapers of large circulation in a selected group
of key industrial cities outside Massachusetts. With the limited funds available,
two things were vitally essential: first, that the "selling messages" be dominant,
convincing, and, above all else, factual.
The purpose of the commission was not only to secure all possible immediate,
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tangible and definite results and secure for Massachusetts every available dollar
of new business, but to build a platform for the 1938 and future progressive
development work to attain the objective of maximum increased employment,
reduce relief rolls, lower taxes and the resultant industrial prosperity of all the
people of the state. Basically, prosperity can only come to Massachusetts
through industry I
Since the complete story of the state's industrial advantages could not be told
in paid advertising space, the commission prepared a book, in collaboration
with the Asociated Industries of Massachusetts, proving, with detailed statistics
and facts, the outstanding advantages of Massachusetts as a leading industrial
state.
The factual material used in this publication was made available through the
splendid cooperation of the Associated Industries of Massachusetts who had
collated this data over an extended period of time at its own expense. Without
cost to the state, the Associated Industries placed all this material at the com-
mission's disposal, and assigned their industrial director to work with the com-
mission in assembling the book.
A summarized edition of the book was also published to supply the material
immediately needed for the hundreds of inquiries and personal applications for
the booklet resulting from our ads. Two editions of 2,500 each of this sum-
marized booklet were published, and more than 3,000 copies have been dis-
tributed.
The commission inaugurated an industrial radio campaign, launched by His
Excellency, Governor Hurley, and followed by the Chairman of the commis-
sion, the President of Associated Industries of Massachusetts, and the Com-
missioner of Labor and Industries. These radio addresses are to be continued.
The newpapers of the state cooperated in every possible way with the com-
mission's activities. Individual letters soliciting this cooperation were sent by
the commission to every publisher and editor. To date, more than 10,000
column inches of newspaper space has been donated through news stories and
editorials, principally on the industrial campaign. In addition, letters were sent
by the commission to Chambers of Commerce throughout the state and to indi-
vidual manufacturers, members of the Associated Industries of Massachusetts,
enclosing copy of the commission's first industrial advertisement and soliciting
constructive criticism. The response to these letters has been extremely en-
couraging. Meetings of industrial organizations in Boston and Cambridge
have been addressed by the Chairman.
Since the advertisements began to appear, the Firestone Tire & Rubber Com-
pany has taken over mill properties which had been idle for two years in Fall
River, a number of new small businesses have been reported throughout the
state, and negotiations opened looking to the acquiring of several new plants.
The Firestone move brings to Massachusetts an industry which plans eventually
to employ 2,500 people, with new payrolls of approximately $3,000,000 a year.
It is definitely established that some of the country's major industries are
now, and have been for some time past, studying the industrial situation in
many of the states. Some of these will be relocated, and there are many rea-
sons why Massachusetts, which has a wealth in material facilities to offer, should
be the new home for many of them. The state or states which receive these
new industries will get them only because of inherent merit, manufacturing
adaptability, and also because facts are properly and persistently presented to
the heads of these industries. The situation calls for permanent, persistent,
constructive building by the commission over the years to achieve a maximum
of successful results.
Our campaign also to keep our present industries here is especially important,
because of the extensive advertising of other states to attract Massachusetts'
industries. The state of Mississippi, which does not rank among the first fifteen
states of the Union in value of manufactured products, is spending $100,000 to
advertise its industrial advantages. Massachusetts' manufacturers have been
deluged with correspondence from that state in an attempt to lure them away
from Massachusetts.
The total number of messages delivered through industrial advertising in
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magazines of national circulation and in newspapers in key cities of industrial
areas of the eastern half of the United States was 19,524,011.
Winter Sports
As a basis for a limited newspaper publicity campaign to encourage people
to come to Massachusetts for Winter Sports, and to publicize Massachusetts as
an all-year-round vacation area, the commission laid the groundwork through
paid advertisements just prior to Thanksgiving in New York, Washington and
Philadelphia newspapers.
New York World's Fair
The 1939 world's fair in New York will attract millions of visitors, and the
extent to which Massachusetts will participate to draw many thousands of
visitors to Massachusetts in that year must be seriously considered,—also the
question as to whether this commission or some special organization set up for
the purpose will have charge of that particular assignment.
Recreation
Apart from industry, recreation is today one of the most important sources
of revenue to the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Yearly, 2,000,000 summer
visitors to Massachusetts, it is estimated, spend over $200,000,000.
The competition for the attention and custom of every person planning a vaca-
tion is tremendous. Almost every state in the Union is engaged in the battle.
Magazine and newspaper pages are crowded from early spring till fall in the
quest for the patronage of summer visitors. Yearly, the appropriations of com-
petitors are mounting and Massachusetts must keep in step if it wishes to con-
tinue to hold and increase its recreation business.
In Pennsylvania nothing was spent for advertising in 1936. In 1937 half a
million dollars was appropriated to be devoted to advertising the state for the
next two years! In Oklahoma nothing was spent for advertising in 1936, but
$115,000 was appropriated for 1937. Tennessee jumped from nothing in 1936
to $100,000 in 1937. Washington, idle in 1936, appropriated $250,000 for two
years in 1937.
One has only to look at the table of expenditures to realize the extent of this
competition.
1937 Appropriation of Other States
Colorado
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Agriculture
While advertising of agricultural resources has not been as common among
states as that of industrial and recreational resources, there has still been great
activity in this direction. And this Commission, in considering its duty to pro-
mote and develop the agricultural resources of Massachusetts, has recognized
advertising as the most effective method.
This advertising, however, should be mainly of a purely local nature, since
the problem of consumption of Massachusetts-grown produce is largely a local
one at present.
Approximately $75,000,000 worth of produce comes annually out of the farms
of Massachusetts. Agriculture in this state represents an investment of about
half-a-billion dollars. But farm lands still lie idle in many places and surplus
is common in many lines of production.
The elimination of surplus produce and the demand for more Massachusetts
farm produce would result in the cultivation of our idle farm lands, in the
increased prosperity of our farmers, and in more revenue to the state from
sales of Massachusetts produce.
Milk worth $23,000,000 comes from Massachusetts farms annually. Of this
amount only about half is consumed within the state. Yet many Massachu-
setts citizens drink milk daily that comes from neighboring states.
It is our conviction that the people of Massachusetts need only to be informed
of the importance of consumption of home produce in order to create a state-
wide demand for Massachusetts produce. Therefore, we feel that a campaign
encouraging our citizens to aid Massachusetts farmers, and indirectly them-
selves, by consumption of their goods, would result in an immediate increase of
sales for farmers here.
New York has appropriated $300,000 to promote the sale of milk alone within
the state. Maine is spending thousands in national advertising of its potato
crop. Other states advertise local produce, at home and abroad. We have an
annual cranberry crop of $5,000,000 value, and a fruit crop, exclusive of cran-
berries, of about $4,500,000 value. We produce $1,000,000 worth of onions
annually. In milk, in cranberries, in apples and in onions, we have surpluses.
By consistent advertising, we could reduce or eliminate these surpluses. In
this, the initial effort of the state to promote the farmer's welfare by advertis-
ing, it seems certain that his benefits will be shared by the citizens and by the
state itself.
Other Activities
In addition to the foregoing, the commission has participated in the following
activities
:
1. Conferences with representatives of the Berkshire Fine Spinning
Associates, Inc., relative to the three-shift system.
2. Participation in the drive against the proposed national treaty with
Czechoslovakia through the filing of a brief in Washington to protect the
shoe industry in Massachusetts.
3. Hearings and conferences on the appeal of the Cut and Cast Stone
Industry of the state for the insertion of clauses in state contracts specify-
ing Massachusetts fabrication as a protection against unfair outside com-
petition, ending with a recommendation to the Governor and the render-
ing of an opinion by the Attorney General.
4. A conference with a group from New Bedford on plans looking to an
industrial revival in that city and the state in general.
5. Contacted several firms reported to be leaving the state. Inciden-
tally, this sphere of activity is growing steadily and will mean a field force
far beyond anything originally contemplated if it is to be carried out to the
extent indicated.
6. Participation in a largely-attended hearing before the United States
Army Engineers at Salisbury Beach on a proposed inland waterway from
the Merrimac River, at Newburyport, through Hampton Harbor, New
Hampshire, a project which the commission heartily endorsed.
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7. An industrial exhibit in cooperation with the Associated Industries of
Massachusetts at the Brockton Fair.
New England Council
Several conferences were held with officials of The New England Council at
the request of that organization, relative to continued annual allocation of
$34,500 by Massachusetts to the New England Governors' Joint Recreational
advertising fund of $100,000. Due to the fact that the commission had no-
way of knowing what its 1938 appropriation would be, the commission advised
the council to ask the legislature for a direct grant.
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REPORT OF THE MASSACHUSETTS LABOR
RELATIONS COMMISSION
Michael F. Phelan, Chairman; Patrick J. Sullivan, Kenneth I. Taylor.
Harold L. Burke, Executive Secretary.
Introduction
Organization and Procedure of the Commission
On August 26, 1937, after appointment by His Excellency, the Governor, with
the advice and consent of the Executive Council, Michael F. Phelan, Patrick J.
Sullivan, and Kenneth I. Taylor took office as members of the Labor Relations
Commission of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Mr. Phelan was desig-
nated as chairman. With a scanty initial appropriation, it had the immediate
problem of procuring quarters in which to do business, forming an organization
and establishing a procedure for carrying out the provisions of the law it was
appointed to administer. Unlike the National Labor Relations Board which
inherited the staff of the old National Labor Relations Board and National
Labor Board which had been established under the National Industrial Recov-
ery Act, the Labor Relations Commission of the Commonwealth was forced
to build an entire new organization. Moreover, it was obliged to establish pro-
cedures appropriate for the administration of the law without adequate funds
or experienced personnel while at the same time pressing demands for action
were being made upon it by persons who had, or believed they had, rights under
the recently enacted State Labor Relations Act* The Commission, feeling that
the public demand for immediate action justified its proceeding directly to the
administration of the law without any protracted period of preparation and
organization, undertook almost from the beginning to entertain cases while
at the same time it proceeded with the necessary task of procuring space, equip-
ment and personnel to assist it in its work. The procedure established in cases
involving unfair labor practices is somewhat different from that established
for cases of certification of representatives. With respect to the former, the
Commission believing that compliance with the law is more economical in the
public interest, more desirable from the viewpoint of the parties concerned,
and more expeditious in securing results than enforcement, has made it a prac-
tice, in the first instance, to invite the party making the charges and the party
against whom the charges have been lodged to sit down with it in an informal
conference in an effort to adjust misunderstandings and obtain compliance
with the law before proceeding to any formal action.. The fruits of this policy
have amply justified its adoption as the analysis in the next section will indicate.
Where, however, compliance is not obtainable by consent of the parties, the
Commission proceeds to enforce the law.
When a charge has been lodged with the Commission relative to an unfair
labor practice, (as, for example, a discriminatory discharge of an employee
to discourage membership in a labor organization) and an informal conference
has proved unproductive, the case is assigned to an examiner who proceeds to
interrogate any and all witnesses who might throw some light upon the facts,
procure statements from these witnesses, procure copies of such books and docu-
ments as might be of assistance to the Commission in forming a conclusion on
the matter, and in general, investigate every phase of the case. Thereupon, the
results of the investigation and the examiner's report are then referred to the
legal staff of the Commission which summarizes the evidence and recommends
to the Commission whether or not a complaint should issue. If, on the evidence
submitted, the Commission believes that a formal inquiry is justified, it issues
its complaint, a date is set for hearing, and notice of it is given to the party
complained of and other interested persons in accordance with the terms of the
Act. On the date of the hearing, the attorney for the Commission presents the
evidence in support of the complaint through witnesses whose oath is taken
and who are subject to cross-examination by the person complained of or his
attorneys.
* Chapter 436, Acts of 1937,
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Like that of the Federal Trade Commission, the complaint is the complaint
of the Commission and not of the charging party and the Commission's attor-
neys present the evidence in support of it. Inasmuch as the Act does not confer
a private right of action upon the person or labor organization making the
charge but places upon the Commission the responsibility for enforcing the
public policy which the Act embodies, it is the responsibility of the counsel of
the Commission to attempt to prove the allegations of the complaint issued by
the Commission. Attorneys for the Commission, however, are required merely
to attempt to bring forth all the evidence which has been developed in the
course of the investigation and preparation of the case and not to act in the
traditional spirit of the prosecuting attorney. Stipulations of fact may be intro-
duced in evidence with respect to any issue. Any member of the Commission
may issue subpoenas requiring the attendance and testimony of witnesses, and
the production of any written evidence and any party to the proceedings may
file an application for the issuance of such a subpoena. The Commission itself
asks questions at the hearings since it is its function to elicit, for its considera-
tion, all the evidence bearing on the allegations of the complaint. Experience
shows that this manner of eliciting evidence has been fruitful. While the Act
provides in Section 10 (b) that the rules of evidence prevailing in courts of
law or equity shall not be controlling, the Commission has interpreted this to
mean that the rules of evidence are to be applied liberally, but not to be wholly
disregarded. Every effort is made by the Commission to conduct hearings with
all the dignity and impartiality of court proceedings, yet at the same time, to
create an atmosphere which is not so formal as to be inappropriate in the kind
of disputes upon which it passes. Formal rules and regulations have not as yet
been drawn, since the Commission felt that the drafting of such regulations
should be postponed until adequate experience had been had to guide it in the
formulation of a rigid policy to which it would be committed under formally
promulgated rules and regulations.
In certification of representative cases, the procedure relating to hearings,
witnesses, and the like is similar to that followed by the Commission in con-
nection with the prevention of unfair labor practices which has just been set
forth above. Unlike the restriction upon the Commission regarding the insti-
tuting of a proceeding under Section 10 (b) of the Act, that is, that a charge
must first be filed, Section 9 (c) does not seem to prohibit the Commission from
instituting an investigation concerning the representation of employees of its
own motion. However, the Commission has, as yet, had no occasion to conduct
an investigation under Section 9 (c) of its own motion. Sometimes informal
conference shows that desirable results can be obtained without resorting to a
formal hearing under Section 9 (c) : for example, the employer may not insist
that the Commission certify the union before he will bargain with it, but only
wishes to be assured that those claiming to be representatives of his employees
have really been designated and selected by a majority of them. Thereupon,
with the consent of all the parties and under the auspices of the Commission, a
consent election may be held to determine whether or not a majority of the
employees in a unit agreed upon between the parties as being appropriate have
designated or selected those claiming to be the chosen representatives. While
the Act does not permit the Commission to certify formally representatives on
such a determination the effect of an informal inquiry under the auspices of
the Commission is invariably as decisive, so far as the parties are concerned,
as would be the result of a formal hearing and an election ordered by the Com-
mission. At the same time, there is a considerable saving of expense and avoid-
ance of delay. Where, however, it is necessary to proceed to a formal hearing
under section 9 (c), it is conducted in much the same manner as is the hearing
on a complaint charging unfair labor practices outlined above. In a hearing
under section 9 (c), however, the responsibility for developing the facts in
support of or against the petition that is filed rests upon the petitioner and those
who are opposed thereto. Counsel for the Commission is responsible only for
presenting evidence which will serve to enlighten the Commission, and which
the parties thereto have failed to produce.
Sometimes the evidence produced at a formal hearing under section 9 (c) is
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sufficient to justify the Commission's making a finding without resorting to an
election. Usually, however, resort will be made to a secret ballot and an elec-
tion conducted by the examiners of the Commission on a date and at a place
fixed by the Commission, and at which will be permitted to vote those employees
found by the Commission to be eligible therefor. Every effort is made to
preserve the secrecy of the ballot and to conduct the election in a fair and
impartial manner. If a majority of the employees in the unit appropriate for
the purpose have, as shown by such election or other appropriate means, desig-
nated or selected representatives for the purposes of collective bargaining, the
Commission certifies the name or names of the representatives selected for the
purposes of collective bargaining as to rates of pay, wages, hours, and other
conditions of employment.
Statistical Summary
1. Work of the Board.—The Commission took office on August 26, 1937,
and shortly thereafter accepted charges of unfair labor practices and petitions
for certification. For purposes of convenience, all charges of unfair labor
practices against any one employer are filed as one case, irrespective of how
many violations of law are alleged, and irrespective of the number of people
affected by or involved in any one violation of the law. Thus any one of the
cases in the Commission's files may be based on one charge or several charges
alleging one or more violations of the law, with respect to employees varying
in number from one to over a hundred. As shown in Table A, from the time the
Commission began to function at the end of August to the close of the fiscal
year of 1937 on November 30, there were filed with the Commission charges
alleging 161 unfair labor practices by concerns employing 41,172 people. How-
ever, in this connection, it is to be noted that while some of the concerns in-
volved are national in scope, for the purposes of the statistics contained in
Table A, only those employees of the concern who work in Massachusetts are
considered. It is, of course, impossible to determine how many employees are
directly and immediately concerned where there is alleged to have been commit-
ted an unfair labor practice consisting of a refusal to bargain, formation of a
company union, espionage, posted threats, or the like, because it may be that some
of the employees working for the employer against whom the charge has been
lodged have no interest in their rights of self-organization and their other rights
guaranteed by section 7 of the Act. Accordingly, there is an absence of statis-
tics, as appears in Table A, of those employees who are immediately involved
in the matter of violations within the meaning of section 8 (1), (2), (4), and (5)
of the Act. However, the charges alleging unfair labor practices within the
meaning of section 8 (3) for example, discriminatory discharges which were
filed prior to November 30, 1937, involved directly and immediately 296 per-
sons. As will be seen from examination of Table A, 73 of the 161 violations
charged against employers were unfair labor practices within the meaning of
section 8 (1) ; five were violations within the meaning of section 8 (2) ; 43 were
violations within the meaning of section 8 (3) ; and 40 were violations within
the meaning of section 8 (5). There were no charges of violations of section 8 A
filed with the Commission. Of the charges involving the entire 161 violations,
those involving 137 or a little more than 85% of the total number of violations
were disposed of without the issuance of a complaint. In 24 instances, or a
little less than 15%, the Commission issued its complaint. Of those 137 mat-
ters disposed of without issuing a complaint, 83 or a trifle more than 60%
were disposed of by withdrawal of the charge by the charging party either after
an informal conference effecting compliance and amicable adjustment or after
an investigation disclosing insufficient evidence or lack of jurisdiction, or as
a result of a petition for certification being substituted therefor. Fifty-four or
a little less than 40% disposed of without the issuance of a complaint were
dismissed by the Commission after investigation disclosed lack of evidence or
lack of jurisdiction, or because the parties failed to prosecute the charges they
had made. In the 24 instances where the Commission issued its complaint all
but five pending trial before the Commission and two in court litigation, appear
on Table A as finally disposed of. Three were settled during trial before the
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Commission. In 14 of the instances, after formal hearing, the Commission
sustained its complaint, found that there had been a violation of the law, issued
Cease and Desist orders, and, in some instances, issued orders to take appro-
priate affirmative action. In two of the instances, the Commission dismissed its
complaint after a formal hearing on the ground that the evidence did not sup-
port a finding that the law had been violated. Where the complaints have been
sustained, except in the two noted above as being in litigation, the Commission
has found that the employer against whom it had issued the complaint willingly
complied with the orders of the Commission. In those two instances, the em-
ployer failed at least wholly to comply with the order of the Commission and
enforcement proceedings in the Superior Court have been initiated.
In the brief period covered by this report, it is significant that by far the
preponderant number of violations charged have been disposed of satisfactorily
without recourse to the expense and trouble of formal hearings. In those cases
where formal hearings have been held and the Commission's complaint sus-
tained, it is noteworthy that, in seven-eighths of the cases, no recourse to the
courts to enforce compliance has proved necessary, the parties accepting the
judgment of the Commission and complying with its orders.
Table B shows that prior to November 30, 1937, ten cases of petitions for
certification were filed with the Commission. The table is self-explanatory.
2. Account of Moneys Disbursed.—Table C is the financial report for the
fiscal year, 1937, showing the expenditures of the Commission and is self-
explanatory. There was an initial appropriation of $10,000. $5,000 was re-
ceived from the Extraordinary Fund. Of that sum $1,647.91 was returned to
the State Treasury at the close of the fiscal year, the total expenditures of the
Commission for the period reported being $13,352.09.
Conclusion
It would appear from the foregoing that the period of operation during
which the Commission was in existence for the fiscal year of 1937 was altogether
too brief to be one upon which any sweeping general conclusions might safely
be predicated. Some few changes in the law to improve its administration have
occurred to the Commission but these have been brought to the attention of
the Great and General Court by a Petition for Legislation, accompanied by
proposed legislation separate from this report and no comment on them here
would appear to be required.
It can be said with assurance, however, that the brief experience of the Com-
mission during 1937 clearly indicates the need for such a law as that under
which the Commission was established and which it has sought to administer.
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TABLE B
Certification Cases
Petitions for Certification Filed Prior to November 30, 1937 were disposed of
as follows:
Disposition No. of C ses
Without formal hearing, dismissed or withdrawn, the parties having
agreed to bargain as a result of informal conference without cer-
tification
Without formal hearing, dismissed for want of prosecution .
After formal hearing held, certification issued without election .
After formal hearing held, election directed, election held, petition
denied as a result of the same
After formal hearing held, election directed, election held, certifi-
cation issued as a result of the same
After formal hearing held, matter continued generally at the request
of parties concerned . . .
TABLE C
Funds Appropriated and Received from Other Sources
:
There was available to the Commission during the fiscal year of
1937 $15,000.00. This amount was derived from the following sources:
Appropriated by the General Court . . . $10,000.00
Received from the Extraordinary Fund by vote of
the Governor and Executive Council . . . 5,000.00
Total
Expenditures and Obligations
,
Salaries .
Special Services
Supplies .
Equipment
Furniture
Traveling Expenses
Rent, Light, Telephone, etc.
Other Services and Expenses
Total
$15,000.00 $15,000.00
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